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The Department of Housing and Urban Development

initiated Operation BREAKTHROUGH in May 1969

in order to demonstrate volume housing production

techniques An integral part of the program was the

design of each demonstration site by multi-

disciplinary site planning teams. The primary func-

tion of these teams was to provide the design and

planning expertise needed to coordinate the demon-

stration of the prototype housing systems on the

prototype demonstration sites.

The Department established a broad range of site

planning objectives for the multidisciplmary teams,

which included providing a systematic approach to

the design of each site; planning for functional and

innovative design m land use and housing types

programmed for each site; planning to achieve eco-

nomics in layout of site infrastructure; planning for

harmonious mix of housing types, income levels and

life styles; planning for harmonious linkage of site to

surrounding communities; and, making maximum use

of the existing natural features. In many cases, the

physical condition of each site and its sunoundmg
environment required the site planning teams to

establish .additional site specific planning objectives

and goals tor these urban and suburban sites.

The purpose of this document is to provide a

compendium of the site planning efforts of those

teams, by describing their planning processes, their

objectives and goals, thoir plans, and the ultimate

environment that was cicated. Much of the material

in this compendium has boon taken directly from the

repot ts of the planning teams themselves. Photo-

graphic documentation of thu prototype sites, keyed
to the design objective and icsullmg user leactions is

also piosentod.

It is hoped that this compendium will prove useful to

designers, developers, lenders, administratois and all

persons concerned with improving the quality of the

residential onviionment.

Charles J. Orlobeke

Assistant Secretary for Policy

Development and Research

For sale by Ihe Superintendent of Documents, U S Government Prinllrwj Olllco

Washington, D C 20-102 - Pflco $3
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This document is a compendium of the planning and

design of the demonstration sites for Operation

BREAKTHROUGH, a research and technology pro-

gram sponsored by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development, This compendium is one of

a series of Feedback volumes Intended to be general

reports suitable for use by the general public as well

as professionals in the housing field.

HUD's Operation BREAKTHROUGH marks one of

the few times in the history of the United States that

the federal government has engaged directly in the

design and construction of local housing in various

locations across the country. The most notable

predecessors to BREAKTHROUGH are theWPA and

Greenbelt efforts of the 1930's and 1940's. Several

current state level agencies are engaged directly in

similar efforts, such as New York's Urban Develop-

ment Corporation and the Massachusetts Housing

Finance Corporation.

It has been a primary goal of Operation BREAK-
THROUGH to act as a catalyst In shifting the focus

of the national housing industry. The most visible

part of the program has been the housing systems

selected for development through a national competi-

tion in the summer of 7969. In early 1970, twenty-

two initial producers were chosen from a field of 236

entries.

The housing systems selected for Operation BREAK-
THROUGH varied widely in the degree to which they

had been developed or utilized. Some systems were

modifications of housing products currently in use,

and others were just off the drawing board but

showed great promise in design or materials. None of

the systems, however, was ready for immediate

production under the BREAKTHROUGH program;
all required a period of additional design, develop-

ment, testing and evaluation, and qualification against

the comprehensive performance criteria established

for the program.

It was recognized at an early stage that no adequate

performance-oriented standards existed by which new
ideas could be fairly evaluated. HUD, therefore,

commissioned the National Bureau of Standards,

under the review of the National Academies of

Science and Engineering, to develop the standards

now known as the "Guide Criteria for the Evaluation

of Operation BREAKTHROUGH Housing Systems."
These Criteria were published in four volumes geared
to the four primary types of housing multi-family

high-rise, multi-family low-rise, single-family at-

tached, and single-family detached. For the first time

performance requirements, criteria, and tests were

defined for all elements of all types of residential

buildings.
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Eleven sites were initially chosen as prototypes. Nine of them were developed.

In order to be sure that the Guide Criteria reflected

the highest consensus of professional opinions, HUD
had obtained the services of the National Academy of

Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering to

oversee this effort. A joint "Advisory Committee to

the Department of Housing and Urban Development"
was established to review and comment on the

Criteria and to participate in the review and final

acceptance of the housing units designed and pro-

duced in accordance with these Criteria, including

validation of testing program results.

During the Phase I activities, each of the selected

Housing System Producers received direct HUD con-

tracts to complete their system development and

design, testing and evaluation within the parameters

established by the Guide Criteria. Since the program

objectives are oriented to quality, production, man-

agement, and marketing, as well as to technology,

each producer was required to develop plans demon-

strating his knowledge of and commitment to each of

these areas. Products of Phase I included specific

designs and production plans for the Phase II proto-

type demonstration program. Finally, each producer

was required to develop and implement programs

providing for equal opportunity in employment.

In order to demonstrate these systems, prototypical

sites were selected in another concurrent competi-
tion. Communities were asked to propose specific

parcels of land accompanied by assurances of local

cooperation in the demonstration of innovations in

housing and planning. Eleven sites were selected from
over 200 entries. Two of these were later dropped
because of budgeting considerations.

As the sites and systems were being selected, HUD
chose professional teams of architects, landscape

architects, site planners, and engineers to develop and
execute the desired innovative land use designs.

Eleven Prototype Site Planners were chosen through a

third competition from 82 proposals received by the

Department.

Functions of the Prototype Site Planners included

collection and analysis of site data important for

design study, preparation of a conceptual design for

HUD review and approval, design coordination of the



housing systems assigned to the site, and the develop-

ment of specific design and construction documents

for site development work.

Each prototype site community had previously

agreed to waive any constraints in its building and

zoning codes to permit the erection of innovative

systems in the most modern and desirable land use

patterns. With this design freedom the planners have

created a model taking alt nine sites together of

the latest and best land usage in a variety of urban

and suburban settings of differing terrain and climate.

Site developers were required to have the capacity for

managing the site construction program, admini-

stering construction contracts with the various pro-

ducers operating and maintaining the site during the

demonstration and marketing period, and marketing
the completed housing at the end of the prototype

program. Eight such site developers were selected

from 68 firms proposing to undertake this effort. The
two sites in the Seattle area became the responsibility

of one Prototype Site Developer.

Ground-breaking ceremonies were conducted on all

prototype sites prior to the end of 1970, and site

development and construction activities proceeded
from that time at speeds that have been somewhat

dependent upon the varying readiness of each system
to commence prototype construction.

BREAKTHROUGH financing has also been innova-

tive among federal programs. For the prototype sites

it comes from two sources the commercial mort-

gage money market and federally appropriated
research funds. Mortgage financing was undertaken

under several HUD housing programs, both subsidized

and nonsubsidized, rental and ownership. Two sites,

Kalamazoo and Jersey City, were financed through
state housing finance agencies. Other sites are using

one or more local savings and loan institutions or

other real estate financial sources. To accomplish this

mix of federal and mortgage financing, it was

necessary to create contractual and financing instru-

ments responsive to both the requirements of real

estate law and the Federal Procurement Regulations.

Thus, private funds are providing for the normal or

market value of the prototype units, and federal

The BREAKTHROUGH sites varied from the urban

northeast, the wooded south, and the plains of the

midwest.
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Residents' children were of prime

importance to BREAKTHROUGH planning objectives.

research funds are devoted to any excess costs

involved in producing innovative prototypes. The first

BREAKTHROUGH prototype housing was occupied

according to plans in the Spring of 1 972 and the final

units in the Spring of 1973.

Phase III for Operation BREAKTHROUGH called for

encouragement of marketing programs by BREAK-
THROUGH producers. This encouragement came

through priority processing of program applications

and special allocations of HUD housing program
funds to BREAKTHROUGH housing. This activity

began in fiscal year 1971 with approximately 3,600

units of specially processed housing assistance funds

being committed to specific projects using BREAK-
THROUGH systems, together with about 1,400 other

units under the regular programs of the Department.

By mid-197?, approximately 25,000 housing units

had been produced under HUD programs. It is

expected that these housing systems will become a

growing part of the industry without any further

assistance from Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

THE OFFICE OF OPERATION BREAKTHROUGH

The Office of Operation BREAKTHROUGH is one of

six divisions of the research and technology division

of the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment (HUD). Under the general direction of the

Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology,
BREAKTHROUGH has operated in several areas:

technical operations, including housing systems and

site operations; site and land planning; site relations

and negotiations; and market aggregation. The
activities of each division, and their products, are

discussed in this and the companion volumes in the

Feedback series.

The Division of Site and Land Planning was estab-

lished in June 1969. Under its general goal of

improving the quality of the built environment, the

Division has engaged in several activities:

-Direction and monitoring of BREAKTHROUGH
contracts with Prototype Site Planning teams for

the planning and design of the prototype sites.



Provision of technical assistance and coordination

with the other Divisions on matters of implementa-
tion of site design and development.

Provision of technical and architectural design

assistance in the evaluation and review of system

designs for all Phase III volume production units,

consisting of approximately 125 projects and

25,000 housing units.

Development of criteria for the objective evalua-

tion of the quality of site planning and envinon-

mqntsl impact of regular HUD program housing
and community development.

Provision of training and guidance for implementa-
tion by HUD field personnel.

Review of research proposals.-

Provision of planning, site and architectural design
assistance for other Research and Technology
research and demonstration programs as well as

other HUD operating programs.

Coordination with HUD field offices and others on
the application of Minimum Property Standards

and Operation BREAKTHROUGH Design Guide
Criteria to Phase III housing developments.

Through fiscal year 1973 and 1974, the Site and

Land Planning Division has continued to provide

input into planning, design and construction details

of the prototype and volume production sites.

This volume of the Feedback series was specifically

concerned with the work of the prototype site

planners during Phase II of the BREAKTHROUGH
effort. As noted, the planners were responsible for

innovation in site and land planning and the accom-

panying responsibilities for development and docu-

mentation of their designs. In most cases the super-

vision of construction was also involved.

The bulk source of material for this compendium is

from the reports of the planners. Much of the

material in the Site Summaries chapter is a transferral

of their original texts, edited only for the sake of

continuity. This was done in the opinion that the

original texts best relate the priorities of the indivi-

dual planning teams.
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The simplest statement that has been made of

Operation BREAKTHROUGH'S goal is "to improve
the process of providing housing." Rather than just

build more houses, BREAKTHROUGH seeks better

ways to build houses. Supplementing other programs,

it adds the new dimension of industrialized housing,

testing fresh ideas in materials, labor, standards,

financing, and marketing.

The BREAKTHROUGH Program was conceived by
HUD Secretary George Romney and his staff in 1969

to attack, on a broad front, the national housing

crisis. What were the dimensions of that crisis? A
good illustration is that investment in housing

declined between 1950 and 1960 by 52% as a share

of the Gross National Product, Because of the large

population growth during that interval, a cumulative

housing shortage estimated at several million units

developed.

A ten-year goal of 26 million new or rehabilitated

dwelling units was set by the Congress in the 1968

Housing Act. This represented a proposed yearly

average of 2.6 million units, compared with the

achieved yearly average in the period 19591968 of

under 1.5 million. The largest previous production

year ever, 1950, saw 1.97 million housing starts.

Clearly, there was a gap between production and

need. Given the existing capabilities of the housing

industry, this deficit seemed certain to grow in the

next decade.

Many of the limitations on the conventional housing

industry are beyond the industry's control. Among
them is a whole series of economic constraints. There

are outmoded laws too, and there are shortages of

materials, labor, and money.

Perhaps the most important constraint is the fragmen-
tation of the market. Houses are ordered singly or in

small numbers. The result of fragmented orders is a

fragmented industry. Even the largest builder does

not produce more than a small fraction of the total

supply. HUD Assistant Secretary for Research and

Technology, Harold Finger, has said, "You don't get

economies of scale, A builder never produces enough
houses to be able to cut his costs, to permit effective

procurement of materials or scheduling of labor

forces. He can't supply a large market because of the

various codes and restrictions that exist throughout
the country."

To find a solution to this part of the housing

problem, BREAKTHROUGH had two tasks to

accomplish: first, to give a significant impetus to

modernizing the housing industry so that production

capacity would be greatly enlarged; second, with this



HUD defined its BREAKTHROUGH objectives as

follows:

major commitment as a lever, to reduce the outside

barriers to market aggregation. These tasks, although

interdependent, could be conducted separately and

concurrently.

The key to updating the housing business is industri-

alization: the use of advanced technology to increase

production. It involves a high degree of prefabrication

and factory building of major components. While

progress is being made in the conventional housing

industry, it is slowed by the many outside con-

straints, by consumer attitude, and by the influence

of tradition.

Before BREAKTHROUGH, industrialized housing

amounted to perhaps 5% of the total units built.

However, this figure does not account for mobile

homes, a form of industrialized building that holds

great portent. The growth of mobile homes sales has

been rapid, approaching by 1969 one-third of the

total housing units built per year. This tends to prove

that assembly-line building works and that the public

will buy factory-built dwelling units.

The mobile home is an adequate shelter, with few

technological novelties. But the BREAKTHROUGH
units were to be a whole new look at human

habitation, utilizing any practical innovation known,
and pointing the way to those economies of scale

possible only through volume production.

This program has as its primary objective the estab

lishment of self-sustaining mechanisms for rapid

volume production of marketable housing at progres

sively lower costs for people of all income levels, will-

particular emphasis on those groups and individuals

who have had difficulty in obtaining satisfactory

housing in the past.

To assist in reaching the primary objective, the

program addresses the following secondary

objectives:

Stimulate the modernization and broadening of the

housing industry through increased emphasis or

better design and greater utilization of improvec

techniques within the current housing industry anc

through increased participation by other organize

tions that possess the necessary talents, interests,

and capability for such a commitment.

- Increase participation and leadership by state anc

local governments to provide on-going planning

and marketing and site aggregation for housing, it!

environment, and the community.

Waive or remove constraints to the introductior

and use of tested and proved innovations in design

-construction, land acquisition and use, financing

labor utilization, materials, components anc

systems, sponsorship, consumer participation

management, and maintenance.

Introduce new organizational concepts and man

agement techniques for market and site aggregatior

and for design, production, and marketing of livinj

units.



Coordinate the application of all available govern-
ment resources appropriate to a given site or sites

for housing, environment, community services, and

facilities.

Encourage identification and development of per-

formance standards for evaluation of innovations,

working with authorities in this area.

Develop an on-going testing and evaluation

mechanism and technique for judging the effective-

ness of innovations.

~ Develop techniques for increased effective partici-

pation by consumers and community groups in

planning and developing the total housing environ-

ments.

The Operation BREAKTHROUGH housing systems
were intended to modernize the American housing
business by breaking through the established con-

straints. This modernization could be done by re-

search and development, a systematic R&D program
of the type employed successfully in electronics and

aerospace but notably lacking in the housing sector.

Marketing plans were oriented

to families and individuals of all races and incomes.





As a means for satisfying the stated goals of Opera-

tion BREAKTHROUGH, HUD established a broad

range of objectives for each prototype site planner

(PSP). At the outset, HUD advised the planners to:

Provide living densities which will reduce per unit

land and site development costs.

Provide for methods of service and site facility

design, construction and operation that can reduce

site development and operating costs and improve

the living environment.

Create a physical and social pattern that will be

harmonious with the surrounding community.

Make maximum use of the existing natural fea-

tures.

Plan for housing with varied family sizes, income

levels, and sponsoring methods to assure a socio-

economic tenant mix.

Provide visitor control and visitor facilities adapt-

able for community usage after prototype review

and evaluation.

- Assure that proper consideration is granted to the

wishes of surrounding community and prospective

occupants of the site.

The Department established a contractual organi-

zation with all PSPs in order to coordinate and direct

the general planning processes. By dividing the

process into tasks and subtasks, HUD was able to

monitor the planning progress of each site.

All of the BREAKTHROUGH planning and site

design fell under the formal process listed in the

accompanying box. In many cases, however, certain

aspects required greater effort than others. Conse-

quently, some planners required time or procedural

overlaps, elimination of some tasks, or greater

emphasis on selected subtasks, A general example is

provided by the subtask calling for neighborhood

participation. Virtually all of the sites were subject

to varying degrees of interest from the community.

Some planners found themsefves almost constantly

occupied with community relations, with little

emphasis placed on concurrent subtasks. Several site

planners required greater emphasjs on ecological

concerns because of both the particular site and the

planner's personal orientations. Innovative design

tools, such as computerized graphics and symbolic

planning graphics, were utilized by some planners,

tn several instances, the planning teams developed

master plans for areas larger than the BREAK-
THROUGH site, In other cases, certain tasks or

subtasks, such as Task IV (construction supervision),

were performed by others.



The various locational differences among the

BREAKTHROUGH sites required comparably

varying approaches to site design. In general they may
be distinguished as either suburban or inner city. In

the five suburban sites, great emphasis was placed on

cluster planning, separation of people and automo-

bile, centralized open spaces, and transitions from

adjacent neighborhoods. In the four inner city urban

sites, the multi-use of vertical space seemed para-

mount, along with provisions for community facilities

and^ for the physical integration of BREAK-
THROUGH with its neighborhood.

In many cases, the needs of the site and/or its

neighborhood caused the BREAKTHROUGH demon-

stration to incorporate new objectives. Several had to

make considerable improvements to sewage services;

many felt compelled to provide community-wide
service and recreation facilities, particularly in subur-

ban areas where such facilities are traditionally low.

The combination of the locational context and the

needs of the particular site resulted in the develop-

ment of district plans particularly responsive is

localized criteria. The Macon and King County sites,

suburban locations in heavily wooded areas, placed

heavy emphasis on ecological preservation, resulting

in clustered plans that separate vehicles from pedes-

trians and create enclaves of natural growth to which

most development has been oriented. The Kalamazoo

site was planned similarly.

The Sacramento and Indianapolis sites were planned

In highly organized clusters that created open space

elements. The urban sites (Jersey City, St. Louis,

Memphis, and Seattle), in a similar sense, defined

their open spaces by the placement of buildings in an

organized pattern. Distinguishable from the ecological

suburban sites at Macon, King County, and Kalama-

zoo, the other sites created environments whose

ingredients (topography, vegetation, open space) did

not exist prior to the developments. The challenge to

the planners, although characteristically different

from site to site, was considerable nonetheless for all

of the nine BREAKTHROUGH sites.

The individual planners were responsible for the

composition of their planning teams. The result was a

wide variation in the size and scope of the teams.

Two planners chose to perform their tasks without

consultants, whereas others subcontracted to various

specialty firms. All organizations involved in this

respect, as listed in the planners' brochures, can be

found preceding each site summary.

Task I: Site Investigation and Conceptual Plannii

Subtask: Analysis of Physical Characteristics

Subtask: Topographic and Area Survey

Subtask: Area Planning

Subtask: Preliminary Subsurface Investigation

Subtask: Neighborhood Characteristics and Soci

Participation

Subtask: Land Use Program

Subtask: Conceptual Site Plans

Subtask: Preliminary Design Objectives

Subtask: Matching Systems to Site

Task II: Preliminary Design

Subtask: Analysis of Systems' Architectural

Characteristics

Subtask: Analysis of Systems' Construction

Methods

Subtask: Analysis of Systems' Testing Requiri

ments

Subtask: Analysis of Subsurface Conditions

Subtask: Site Design

Subtask: Coordination with Housing Systems Pn

ducers

Subtask:'Coordination with Prototype Site

Developers

Subtask: Preliminary Site Plan

Subtask: Specifications Outline

Subtask: Preliminary Cost Estimate

Task III: Working Drawing Development

Subtask: Coordination of HSPs' Working

Drawings
Subtask: Refinement of Preliminary Plans

Subtask: Preparation of Construction Documen

Task IV: Inspection of Site Construction

Subtask: Management and Control of Constru

tion

Subtask: Coordination of Construction

Subtask: Continuous Inspection of Constructio



VIost of the Phase It activities were completed in 1973, over two years from the initiation of the program.

JERSEY CITY

MEMPHIS

ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE

INDIANAPOLIS

KALAMAZOO

KING CO.

MACON

SACRAMENTO

HOUSTON

WILMINGTON

*Task I #*Task II *#*Task 111 ****Task IV A Groundbreaking ACompletion





Each of the planners in the BREAKTHROUGH
program produced reports of their planning efforts.

The following sections contain summaries of their

reports, edited for the sake of condensation and

continuity alone. With the exception of this chapter's

charts and certain other graphics, and all of the

photography, the graphics presented herein are those

of the individual planners.

In this chapter, a series of comparison charts enumer-

ate the various characteristics of the BREAK-
THROUGH sites and housing producers. A question-

naire distributed to the planners contributed much of

the information contained In the charts.

Site planning for residential environments involves

more than the simple placement of roads and

buildings. These charts demonstrate the considera-

tions the planners made not only for the amounts and

kinds of housing units, but the amounts of parking

needed, other land users and types, considerations for

various amenities, and the demands placed on the

development by the environment. Additionally, all

but one of the sites involved more than one housing

producer, which led to the planners' responsibility for

coordination of many different interested parties, for

integration of divergent architectural types and styles,

and for the optimal display of all housing systems of

the sites.



The chart opposite demonstrates the wide range of

land use elements in the BREAKTHROUGH pro-

gram. About 2,900 housing units have been produced
in Phase II of the program, in gross development
densities ranging from 5 units per acre at King

County, Washington to 76 units per acre at the Jersey

City site. The Memphis site contained the largest

number of dwelling units (518), including about 140

that were constructed with conventional methodol-

ogy.

Reflecting the general need for more cars on sub-

urban sites, the parking ratios vary from less than ona

car per residence at Jersey City to two cars per unit at

Indianapolis. The parking amounts were generally

decided in response to the market demands of each of

the locations, as well as from the restrictions of site

size, provisions of alternative means of transporta-

tion, and the characteristics of project residents.

Three of the urban sites provided parking below grada
in weather protected structures,

This chart also indicates the additional land uses

included on the various demonstration sites, ranging
from commercial retail uses to community rooms,
When indicated as being "Off Site," these uses ara

directly adjacent to the BREAKTHROUGH proper-
ties and were integrally considered in the planning of

the sites. Not all of the nonresidential uses were
constructed through BREAKTHROUGH financing

programs.



Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Response On Site O Off Site



An unusually high level of amenities have I

provided on the prototype sites, as demonstratei

this chart, Open space and structured and unsi

tured recreation areas ranked high in the prioritif

the Department and of the individual site plant
As exemplified by the Indianapolis, Kalamazoo
Sacramento sites, the suburban locations acceptec
mandate to provide a high level of amenities with

expressed intention of serving neighboring comm
ties as well as the B REAKTH ROUGH site.

For the most part, utilities and operational sen
on the demonstration sites are conventional systi

However, a few of the exceptions are worth no
such as a pneumatic trash collection system ar

total energy system at Jersey City, and the in-ck

trash compactors at Kalamazoo.
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Each of the BREAKTHROUGH sites presented the

planners with different environmental characteristics

that often dictated the design of the sites themselves.

This chart summarizes these qualities and the basic

design concepts utilized by the planners.

Because of the benefits accrued to residents in the

form of contiguous open spaces and well defined use

areas, most of the site plans followed the concept of

clustering uses together. These design concepts in

combination with the environmental character of the

sites themselves were used as primary criteria for the

physical design of the demonstration sites. Topog-

raphy affects the way in which buildings could be

placed on the sites, as did the amount of existing

vegetation. The level of existing vegetation also

indicated the amount of new vegetation that would

be required, such as at all sites but Macon and King

County where the existing vegetation was heavy.

Recognizing various forms of potential pollution at

six of the sites, the planners consciously made

preventive efforts to the execution of the plans.

Although most of the incidents of pollution were

from off-site sources (such as the freeway traffic

bounding the Memphis site), the impacts occurred

on-site, thus creating potential adverse environmental

conditions.
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The chart on the opposite page enumerates the

producers' extent of participation on the nine

BREAKTHROUGH sites. Some participated on only

one site, with as few as four units. Others placed units

on several sites, led by Material Systems with six

demonstrations. The Seattle site exhibited only one

system on its smafl land area, while Indianapolis, the

second largest site, demonstrated eight housing

systems.
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Many of the producers developed housing systems

adaptable to more than one of the basic housing

types (multifamily high rise, multifamily midrise,

multifamily low rise, single family attached, and

single family detached). This chart reflects the

national trends toward vertically and horizontally

attached housing. Of the 3,040 dwelling units in the

Program, over 90% were multifamily or single family

attached units.

Also evident from this table are the various levels of

adaptability between unit types. Seven of the systems

(Alcoa, Christiana Western, Descon/Concordia,
Material Systems, Pantek, Rouse-Wates, and Town-

land) were applied to three housing types. None,

however was applicable to all five types represented
in the BREAKTHROUGH program.
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A total of 21 producers, out of 601 original pro-

posals, placed housing units on the nine BREAK-
THROUGH sites. Several participated on only one

site, with as few as four units and as many as 241.

One producer placed dwelling units on six sites

(Material Systems); the largest production was 406
units (by FCE - Dillon),

As stated previously, the housing systems selected

for Operation BREAKTHROUGH varied widely in

the degree to which they had been developed or

utilized. The following summary briefly describes

,each system and presents a typical photograph of

them. Most of the producers demonstrated numer-

ous dwelling unit types. A far more detailed and

technically oriented discussion can be found in the

Feedback volume companion to this, entitled

"Design and Development of Housing Systems/'

ALCOA (Alcoa Construction Systems, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania)

A combination kitchen and bath module is the basic

element of Alcoa's system. The modules are

transported to the building site where they are

joined manually with panels defining the living

room and bedrooms. Either aluminum or wood-
framed walls are used. Alcoa produced 190 dwelling
units for three sites.

BOISE CASCADE (Boise Cascade Housing Develop-

ment, Atlanta, Georgia)

The Boise Cascade modular housing system utilizes

both wood and light gauge steel modules. The

factory-produced units incorporate all interior

spaces, with exterior balconies and treatments added
on the site. Electrical harnesses and prefabricated

plumbing are integral parts, BCHD placed 244 units

on three sites,

BSI (Building Systems International, Inc., Atlanta,

Georgia)

This system demonstrated adaptation of the Euro-

pean Balency precasting method on one site (80

dwelling units). Concrete load bearing panels are

precast in the factory and transported to the build-

ing site. The use of these load bearing interior and

exterior walls and floor slabs adds to design flexi-

bility.

CAMCI (CAMCI, INC., Yonkors, New York)

Another adapted European system, Tracoba, is used

by CAMCI. It is also a system of precast concrete

load-bearing cross-walls, floor panels, and facade

panels. Joints between walls and slabs are cast in

place, insuring a rigid, sturdy structure and continu-

ity between elements, One hundred fifty-three units

were produced for one site.

Alcoa

Boise Cascade

CAMCI



CHRISTIANA WESTERN {Christiana Western Struc-

tures, Inc., Los Angeles, California)

An open wood panel system is used by this pro-

ducer. Shop-fabricated wood frame panels are used

for on-site assemblage of all walls, partitions, and

roofs. Insulation, electrical wiring and plumbing are

installed on the site. One hundred fifty-three dwell-

ing units by Christiana were placed on three sites.

Descon/Concordia

DESCON/CONCORDIA (Descon/Concordia

Systems, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec)

The structural components utilized by Descon/

Concordia are precast concrete floors, walls, and

beams produced in existing facilities. All weather

assembly is accomplished by using dry mechanical

joints. Utilities are placed in prefabricated mechan-

ical packages. The only non-U.S. producer placed

269 units on two sites.

General Electric

FCE-Dillon

L

Hercoform

FCE-DILLON (FCE-Dillon, Inc., Akron, Ohio)
The FCE-Dillon system conbines precast and site

cast concrete elements consisting of a heart module
and pre-cast wall and floor panels supplemented by

cast-in-place supports. Interior partitions and non-

load-bearing facade panels are of prefabricated wood
frame construction. Four sites shared a total of 406
units.

GENERAL ELECTRIC (The General Electric Co.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)

The G.E. system utilizes a combined wood-steel

modular design. The floor, ceiling, and roof assem-

blies are of wood, and all wall framing is of

structural steel studs. Cast-plaster wall finishes and a

factory -installed central utility chase are included.

G.E. placed 104 units on two sites.

HERCOFORM (Hercules, Inc., Wilmington, Dela-

ware)

The Hercoform system uses wood-framed modules
bolted together to form the basic structure. The
modules are trucked to the site, arriving completely
finished and equipped with all appliances and utility

systems. They are then erected by crane on conven-

tional foundations. Hercoform units are demon-
strated on two sites with a total of 101 units.



HOME BUILDING (Home Building Corporation,

SedaJia, Missouri)

The Home Building Corporation's wood-framed mo-

dular units are fabricated at the factory and trans-

ported to the building site where they are placed on

foundations by crane. An extra-modular hall is

sometimes installed on site to join two modules,

adding extra width to the house. One hundred

twenty HBC units are demonstrated on two sites.

LEVITT (Levitt Building Systems, Inc., Battle

Creek, Michigan)

Levitt uses factory-constructed modufes with con-

ventional wood framing and finishes transported to

the building site by truck or rail. To meet rail

clearance requirements, a "Straddle Buggy" is used

to position the module exactly on the rail car's

center line. One hundred eleven dwelling units have

been produced for two sites.

MSC {Material Systems Corporation, EscindJto, Cali-

fornia)

Both the wall and roof components of the MSC
system are manufactured from composite materials

consisting of inorganic reinforcing fibers integrated

with a polymer matrix. The fibrous glass reinforced

resin is molded into panels, assembled into modules
and shipped to the building site. Ffoor panels are

conventionally framed. MSC produced 150 units for

six sites.

NATIONAL HOMES (National Homes Corporation,

Lafayette, Indiana)

The National Homes system produces three dimen-

sional modules of both wood and steel, arriving at

the building site in an almost totally finished state.

The only site work required is the joining of the

units, foundations and utility hook-ups. Twenty-
nine units are demonstrated on two sites.

PANTEK (Pantek Corporation, Boulder, Colorado)

The Pantek system utilizes a unique foamed-plastic

core panel. The wall panels are composed of alumi-

num frames, stress skins, and formed-plastic cores.

Conventional steel framing is used for the floors and

ceilings. The panels are factory produced, and

assembled at the site. Pantek produced 85 units for

two sites.

PEMTON (Perntom Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota)

The Pemtom system employs stress-skin plywood

modules. Panels, comprised of plywood interior and

exterior facings separated by a foam core, are joined

together by a polymer bond to form modular units.

The complete modules are erected on the building

site, with considerable flexibility in their arrange-

ment. Twenty units are on one site.

MSC

National Homes

Pantek

Levitt Pemtom



REPUBLIC (Republic Steel Corporation, Washing-

ton, D.C.J

The wall, floor and roof panels of the Republic

system are made up of a foam and insulated paper

honeycomb core with steel facing on both sides.

Steel rectangular box beams are attached to con-

crete piers to form foundations. Bathrooms and

kitchens are pre-assembled modular components.
One site has four Republic units.

ROUSE-WATES (Rouse-Wates, Inc., Columbia,

Maryland)

The Wales Building System of England uses precast

reinforced concrete panels for the basic structure,

produced at or near the building site in mobile

plants rather than in fixed locations. Because of

their mobility, there is no limit to the possible

market area. Rouse-Wates demonstrated 241 units

on one site.

Shelley TRW

SCHOLTZ {Inland-Schalz, Inc., Columbus, Ohio)

This system produced both single-family attached

and multi-Family low-rfse units on two sites. The

wood-framed modules are completely wired,

plumbed and finished at the factory. The modules

are transported to the building site and erected on

previously prepared foundations. Sixty-four dwelling

units were produced.

SHELLEY (Shelley Systems, Inc., New York, New
York)

Shelley's structural system employs factory-cast and

finished reinforced lightweight concrete modular

units. Load-bearing columns are an integral part of

the modules so that when stacked, the columns

match vertically to carry all gravity loads. The

modules are stacked in an alternating, checkerboard

fashion, and the resulting open spaces are then

enclosed. One hundred ninty-four 194 units are on

one site.

TOWNLAND {Townland Marketing and Develop-

ment Corporation, New York, New York)

The structural make-up of the Townland system

uses pre-castr prestressed concrete columns, spandrel

beams and deck slabs to create a frame with the

deck slabs running across and between the beams at

varied intervals. Multi-story housing units are con-

structed utilizing light-gauge, steel-framed panels and

modules. Fifty-eight units are on one site.

TRW (Community Technology Corporation, Redbn-

do Beach, California)

The load-bearing walls, ceilings and floors of the

TRW units are made with a sandwich structure

consisting of fiberglass reinforced polyester resin on

both sides of a paper honeycomb core. The side-

wall, roof and ceiling are all manufactured as panels,

assembled at the factory or on site. Modules may be

arranged in a variety of two-story architectural

configurations. Twenty units are on one site,





The Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment selected nine locations, out of 200 requests,

for the demonstration of Operation BREAK-
THROUGH. Two additional sites were discontinued

after Task I planning. The demonstration sites range

in size from 1.8 acres to 50 acres. Four are located

in inner city areas and five in city fringe or

suburban areas. The two discontinued sites were

also in suburban areas.

Inner City: Jersey City, New Jersey

Utilizing joint and multiple use of land, the Jersey

City site was designed to relieve a lack of parks,

overcrowded schools and overloaded recreation areas

in the city, in addition to housing, as an integral

part of the site were built a primary school, an

enclosed pool, a community room, a half acre park

and a commercial building. The linear design links

housing, open spaces, parking and public facilities

through a multi-leveled pedestrian system. The

systems buildings range from three to eighteen

floors, with non-residential uses and larger bedroom

units on the ground and lower levels, Structured

parking throughout provides recreation decks and

conceals vehicles from the site. There are 468

dwelling units on 6,35 acres, yielding a density of

80 units per acre.

Inner City: Memphis, Tennessee

Also using a multi-use of land approach, the

Memphis site provides a mixture of building types

and uses. Residential facilities ranging from garden

to high-rise apartments house residents who are

elderly, students, and moderate income families. All

structures are oriented toward an internal open

space. A parking deck provides a cohesive design

element and space for tot-lots, fountains, pedestrian

routes and a community building. The deck con-

nects all building areas and effectively recaptures

urban land used for parking. Bridge connections

with the deck span the adjacent highways, linking

with proposed commercial and recreation areas. The

Memphis site is also a prototypical demonstration of

HUD's efforts to reduce inner city noise pollution.

The developed site has 518 housing units on 16

acres, a density of 33 units per acre.

Inner City: St. Louis, Missouri

Located in an urban renewal area a mile from the

CBD, the St. Louis demonstration is on two sites

separated by Laclede Town, a townhouse develop-

ment. The variety of housing types, from town-

houses to high-rise apartments, are clustered around

urban pedestrian spaces to create internal com-



munity space. Parking is located on the periphery of

the sites. Because of Its proximity to larger park

spaces, the west site has the larger family units.

Each sile has swimming facilities, with the com-

munity center on the east site. All vehicular circula-

tion is separated from pedestrian movement. Both

sites have a range of recreation facilities, from play

lots to quiet sitting areas. Totaling 15.5 acres, the

St. Louis BREAKTHROUGH site has 464 housing

units for an average density of 30 units per acre.

Inner City: Seattle, Washington

A low-rise urban housing cluster, the Seattle demon-

stration site occupies one quadrant of a four-block

square. The remainder is to be developed as an

urban community park. The site is 1,5 miles from

the Seattle CBD. Its planning was closely coordi-

nated with that of the general neighborhood, which

Is undergoing numerous improvement efforts. All

resident parking is below the building and recreation

deck. With the tallest building being four floors, all

large bedroom units have direct access to grade
level. An open space hierarchy includes private,

semi-private and public spaces. The smallest site in

BREAKTHROUGH, Seattle has 58 units on 1.8

acres and a density of 32 units per acre.

Suburban: Indianapolis, Indiana

As do all the suburban locations, the Indianapolis

BREAKTHROUGH site uses the cluster approach to

residential planning. The plan responds to a lack of

community parks and to overcrowded schools in the

area by incorporating a new ten-acre park and

middle school, Housing is of medium and low

density, with single-family detached, townhouses,
and apartments provided. The flat site has been

relieved by extensive and creative mass grading. A
system of contoured storm basins receives rain

runoff. Pedestrian and vehicular circulation is hori-

zontally separated. The transition from neighboring

developments through the BREAKTHROUGH site is

made by progressively increasing densities. Zero lot

lines in single-family areas help to aggregate open

space. At a density of seven units per acre, the site

provides 295 new dwelling units on 42.9 acres of

land.

Suburban: Kalamazoo, Michigan

In a clustered configuration, the Kalamazoo

BREAKTHROUGH site introduces a broad mixture

of housing types to the suburban area, a mixture

that includes single-family detached units and a

mid-rise multi-family building. The single-family

units are locattonally related to adjacent develop-

ments. The housing clusters are related to an adja-

cent park and lake, and direct parental supervision

is made possible by the placement of tot-lots within

each cluster. Open space is arranged in hierarchial

order from private patio to central, comrr

space. An ecological concern over storm runof

parks and the lake led to the provision of lej

catch basins in the storm sewer system. Th

measures 33.8 acres and, with 245 dwelling ur

developed at a density of seven units per acre.

Suburban: King County, Washington

The suburban site, near Seattle, places in

clusters of housing around and inside a conti

loop road. Decentralized parking areas are

directly adjacent to most units. A continuous

trian system leads from all units to active pla\

and then to a central open space. Dwelling

range from single-family detached to garden

ments. A natural buffer around the site ha;

retained to provide a transitional zone betwe

site and its neighbors. A swimming pool anc

munity building highlight the public facilitie

site needed major sewer improvements. Th

dwellings on the 36-acre tract resulted in a c

of five units per acre, the lowest of the Bl

THROUGH demonstrations.

Suburban: Macon, Georgia

Macon, the largest developed BREAKTHR
site, introduces a planned community of

dwelling types (high-rise to single-family det,

Clustered units and clustered parking arc

served by separate pedestrian and vehicular

tion patterns. The sensitive ecology of the :

to great concern for the environmental im|

construction. Design thus incorporated natu

rain and slopes, natural ground cover anc

preservation of a six-acre alluvial area, and

and erosion safeguards. The open space hi

includes private dwelling space and the cent

open space. Two hundred eighty-seven units

the 50-acre site, resulting in a density of 5,

per acre.

Suburban: Sacramento, California

Located on former fairgrounds land, the Ci

BREAKTHROUGH effort also has a comple-
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Prototype Site Planner:

David A. Crane and Partners

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Consultants:

David Volkert and Associates, engineers

Gamze-Korobkin-Caloger, energy

Erwirogenlcs Inc, pneumatic trash

Robert Gladstone Associates, economic

Cambridge Seven Associates,

public environment

Cope, Under, Walmstey, landscape

Ray Grenald Associates, lighting

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Jersey City site is located near the crest of a

gently sloping hill rising northward from Journal

Square, the principal retail center of the city. The site

is 1100' long and varies in width from 150' to 450'
and is nearly flat. As a part of St. John's Urban
Renewal Project Area, it had been vacant for several

years prior to start of construction.

The general area is characterized by mixed land USGS

forming a transition from Journal Square to the south
and the primarily residential area north of the Pulaski

Skyway. Interestingly, the scale of buildings con-
forms to this same transition from small scale, two

and threa-story mixed commercial residential build-

ings to the south and the laigo scale 16-story apart-
ment buildings Lo the north, Thoro are approximately
850 units of upper middle income housing in St.

John's Apartments and an additional 275 elderly

apartments in Grand View Apartments immediately
north of the site.

The most unique aspect of the site is its location.

There is direct access to Kennedy Boulevard and
Newark Avenue which foim tho major north-south
and east-west surface roads fn Hudson County. Tho
Pulaski Skyway, while nearly 40 years old, never-

theless provides limited access road connections to
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The Jersey City planners identified a set of six major design principles as guides during their design process.

Manhattan via the Holland Tunnel and to the New

Jersey Turnpike. In addition, the Journal Square

PATH subway station is within a five minute walk of

the site. Journal Square is a maj'or interchange

between subways connecting Jersey City to Newark,

Hoboken and Manhattan, and the Hudson County
surface bus systems. When reconstruction of Journal

Square Station is completed, it will become a regional

interchange point of maj'or importance.

This unique location is reinforced by the views of and

from the site. The Empire State Buflding and World
Trade Center are visible from ground level. At a

height of 40' an unbroken panorama ranges from
mid-town and lower Manhattan to Verazanno

Narrows, to Newark and Hackensack Meadows. These
views form one of the most significant amenities of

the site.

DESIGN AND PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The planners of the Jersey City site chose to establish

a set of design principles, rather than specific objec-
tives, as a guide for design. Taken as a whole, they
define an attitude towards the design of a framework
within which each housing system could be built,

maintaining a high degree of flexibility without

allowing too much diversity. This attitude extended
to the review and control of buildings designed by
other architects on the site as well as to the work
executed directly by the site planner. These site

design principles are;

Structuring the Route

Defining the Edges

Establishing the Orientation of the Dwelling Units

Organizing the Open Spaces

Locating the Non- Residential Uses

Mixing Together All Socio- Economic Unit Types.

Structuring the Route

The pedestrian path is structured through the use of

buildings or surfaces requiring pedestrian connec-

tions. Route buildings form links between the three

high rise buildings, and contain parking and

pedestrian walkways in addition to serving as the base

for housing. This pedestrian walkway connects to all

non-residential facilities and housing on the site, and

by Its consistency and character, forms a unifying

physical element throughout the site.

Defining the Edge

The edges of the site are designed to allow for

controlled access to and from the site and

surrounding areas, and buffers the housing from the
adverse effects of auto traffic. Buildings with a single
orientation to the south form a consistent boundary
with the existing St. John's apartments to the north,
broken only by walkways at each end and the middle.

Housing is set back from Newark Avenue and

Kennedy Boulevard and buffered by non-residential

uses. Primary auto access to the site is from Newark
and Summit Avenues.

Orientation

High-i ise housing is oriented to take advantage of the

views at each end of the site. Low-rise housing in the

center of the site is oriented either to tho south 01 to

the major open space, to take advantage of unique
amenities on site.

Open Space

Open space provides a transition from private yards
for the exclusive use of ground floor 01 "route level"

tenants, to a major multi-use park open to the public.

Smallei open spaces are mote intensively developed
the further removed they are from tho major park.

They provide a child-orlontod set of play facilities

grouped according to a lange of ages and activities.

Use Location

Non-residential uses are located at edges of the site to

allow a transition from the public sidewalk to on-site

community use areas. This location facilitates a

meeting ground for on and off site users without

encouraging indiscriminate public access to the res-

idential areas. Commercial uses relate to Kennedy
Boulevard to act as an extension of Journal Square
retail activity and to reinforce primary commuter
walking paths. School uses are located to tho oast

along Newark Avenue in response to the primary
direction of approach by off-site children using the
school facilities.
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As a general planning piinciple, there should be no

identification of cost of units by building type or

location. Yet the construction economics of different

building types should not be violated by accommoda-

ting a wide range of housing units in any one

building. To achieve this, a sharing of common entry

courtyards for both high and low buildings has been

used as a conscious point of contact and identifica-

tion as well as the principle physical access to com-

mon site facilities encouraging public interaction

between people with all income, racial and ethnic

characteristics.

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

The design development of the Jersey City site can be

broken down into several general categories:

Pre- Design Activities

Site Program

Design Responsibilities

Design Activities

Preliminary Site Design

Non- Residential Building

Integration

Site Redesign

Design and Systems

Pre-Design Activity: Site Program

The programming and design team produced a rec-

ommended program based on a variety of indications

of the need and market for housing as well as

supporting services. Because of the unique location of

the site, a very broad range of housing needs could be

met. These needs ranged from an initial target of 20%
low income units (rent supplement), to 20% mod-

erate income units (Section 236), to 60% middle and

upper income units, financed under New Jersey State

Housing Finance Agency Programs.

The total number of units was originally fixed at 500

as the maximum number desirable to meet site devel-

opment objectives. This, in addition to the existing

1100 families already living in the area, generated a

need for 50,000 square feet of convenience

commercial space, which was further reinforced by

strong patterns of commuter walking paths crossing

the site.

The existing schools serving the site were both over-

crowded and poorly located for lower grade children.

It was agreed with the Jersey City Board of Educa-

tion to build, on a lease-back basis, a K-3 school to

accommodate the same number of students as the

total number of on-site elementary school aged
children. The excess capacity would be filled with

children from the surrounding neighborhood. Several

classrooms in the neighboring School PS-7 would be

used to accommodate children from on-site in grades
4-6. The result was that both school facilities contain

on and off-site children.

A day care centei was initially piogrammed as both a

service to working motheis and as an adjunct to the

on-sito school programs. The cost of a separate struc-

ture, and the lack of a sponsor, resulted in an expan-

ded multi-purpose loom serving both the school and

the community.

A pool/recreation facility was planned as a tenant

amenity. Ab open space piogram of throe tot lots,

walkways and sitting area, spiay fountain and major

park, coupled with thn pool and several general

purpose meeting rooms, constituted a broad range of

community facilities.

In order to insure maximum quality in the built

environment, while at the same tima allowing a high

degree of design flexibility tor each independent

housing system producer to demonstrate his own

objectives, a careful definition of design tosponsi-

bilities was made. Initial data on each systom was.

derived from an analysis of HSPs' submissions to

HUD. At tho same time a set of progiam objectives,

performance specifications, and critical dimensions

were defined for each building on the site. These

building packages wore then matched with initial

systems data, and a tentative assignment of HSP's to

building envelope was made,

The resulting definition of design rBsnonsiblllty on

the entire site was reviewed with tho three HSPs

initially assigned to the site. A parted of discussion
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and negotiation with each HSP lesullcd in adjust-

ments to both the initial assignment of building

envelopes, and to the definition of performance spec-

ifications as well. These adjustments wcie incoipoi-

ated in a revised set of HSP guidelines which became

the basic document foi coordinating design on the

site.

The principal method for ensuring a cohesive, overall

site design was through the design of the non
-residential buildings and landscaping throughout the

entire site. An attempt has boon made to overcome

potential visual clashes between diffoient systems
without creating excessive uniformity. Tho consistent

use of similar materials and foims, located primaiify
at ground level, and organized under the direct con-

trol of the prototype site planner was chosen as the

means for visually tying the site togethoi.

Design Activity: Preliminary Site Design

The site design encompassed a broad range of objec-
tives held by a variety of interested participants in the

development of the prototype site in Jersey City, In

general, taller residential buildings were located at the
east and west ends of the site to take advantage of the
views to the east and west. A slightly lower building
was located on the middle poition of the site. Those
three buildings contained the main entiancesto the
site and served as both a visual focus and a center for
residential activities,

Connecting these three taller buildings weie two
lower residential buildings with units which face only
south. Both of these buildings were built over parking
and were adjacent to the bulk of developed open
space on site. The major on-site walkway ran the
length of each of these two buildings which made
them both visual and functional connections betwoon
the higher buildings. These two lowei buildings
formed the "route" identified previously as the main
physical structuring element of the site design.

The commercial building was located at the extreme
west end of the site along Kennedy Boulevard. A
small shopping court or mall was formed between it

and the western high-rise building, channeling pedes-
trians from the north. A connection between this
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shopping mall and the main on-site pedestrian wafk-

way was made through the base of the western

high-rise building.The high densities and the variety

of uses accommodated on the site resulted in a

multi-layered site design. Residential units were

placed over the school and multi-purpose uses near

the center of the site.

The preschool was located near the edge of the site

and partially under the higher residential building at

the center of the site. In these locations, off-site

school children could reach both the school and pre-

school without entering more private residential

areas. They could also have direct access to the major

open space of the site.

Residential buildings were buffered from surrounding
streets by one of several means. The buildings were

scaled to form a transition from low buNdings on the

south to high buildings on the north. They were so

located views from both existing and new buildings.

Northern exposures have been eliminated on site,

while at the same time maximizing views of

Manhattan to the east and Newark airport to the

south and west.

Design Activity: Non-Residential Building Design
and System integration

The major function of Task II was the coordination

of all design efforts focused on the site. Each of the

three HSPs originally assigned to the site had their

own architects and engineers. In addition, theie were

consulting firms responsible for the design of an
on-site total energy system, of a site-wide pneumatic

trash collecting system, and of the conventional site

utilities.

Very early in the design coordination process, it

became apparent that the goals and objectives of

those who controfled tho use of each system were as

important as the physical limitations of oach system,
Ceitain design objectives wore not of intsiest to the

manufacturers wishing to demonstrate their product
on the Jersey City site. Some mutually shared design

objectives proved to be beyond the technical or econ-

omical development of a system.

Therefore, a dialogue was carried on with oach

independent group of architects and engineers in

order to determine not only what was feasible, but

what was desirable. As a result of this dialogue, the

initial guidelines and site plan were changed. The



eastern portion of the site was replanned to

accommodate several buildings grouped around a

court. The two route buildings were rotated so that

apartments were oriented to the east. The general

location of non-residential uses remained the same,

although their relationship with surrounding develop-

ment changed to some degree.

The emphasis on an open site without fences and

walls was maintained. Yet there was a clear difference

between at-grade public walkways, and the private,

residential access raised a level above grade. The only

entry to primary residential areas was past a doorman

located at any of the three principal entrances. Max-

imum visibility of outdoor areas reserved for res-

idents' use encouraged surveillance of clearly

identified private areas. The defense of one's own
"turf" was emphasized rather than keeping people

out of the site altogether.

Design Activity: Site Redesign

In order to maintain initial construction targets, work
on contract documents for non-residential buildings

was begun as soon as major design issues were

resolved. At the same time an estimation of costs for

all construction on the site was made. Upon review

by HUD, it was determined that the total cost of the

Jersey City Prototype Site was outside program
guidelines for Operation BREAKTHROUGH, and a

ma/or site redesign was undertaken in March, 1971.

Numerous alternatives varied both the number of

systems demonstrated and the number of units built

on the site. Non-residential uses were taken out of

systems building envelopes wherever possible, and the
overall site design simplified. Both the original devel-

opment program and design objectives were relaxed
in an effort to determine their impact on shaied
costs.

This resulted in a firmly established budget, time-

table, new development program, and revised site

design. The total number of units was reduced from
532 to 487 and the number of three and four
-bedroom units was reduced. The commercial

program was increased while the school program and
number of parking spaces were reduced. The assign-

ment of building envelopes to each system was
modified and a fourth HSP was added to the site.

The planners experienced numerous changes during
the process that had significant impact on the design.
The substitution of housing systems in particular
caused modifications with significant impact on the
site planning process.

FINAL SITE PLAN

Aside from the systems designs, the final site plan

incorporated some non-system design elements. The
principle impact of non-system facilities was on the
scale and character of the major park. The preschool

program was included in the multi-purpose room and
combined in one building envelope with the school.
This building was located along the Newark Avenue
frontage, formerly given to the public edge of the

paik. The principal access from Newark Avenue to

the new, internal park was the access court at the
southwest cornei. Access to the school and multi

-purpose rooms were at the mid-point of the building,

creating a second access point to the park through the
school building.

The character of the park changed from a lelatively

large open space with active aieas around its edges, to

a series of activity areas surrounded by buildings. A
large group of trees provided a passion sitting and
game area over nearly half the area. The rest of the

park was devoted to play ateas to serve the school,

preschool, pool and residents' active recreation needs.
The location of the pool along the west edge of the

park concentrated active lecreation facilities in this

portion of the site.

The commercial building was changed from a three to
a two-story building. A raised walkway along the

Kennedy Boulevard face of the building enabled
second frontage for shops. The major on-site walkway
was continued through the commercial building to tie

the raised shopping walk to the shopping mall on the

east. Thus, the path channeling commuters past the

shops was preserved east of the building, as well as

making the new shop frontages along Kennedy
Boulevard accessible to site residents.



Because of previous experience with conventional

design, bidding and constiuction experiences on site,

and because of a weak overall climate for bidding

construction in general on the site, the site developer

and site planner concurred in a recommendation to

seek combined design-constiuct bids on non-systems

building. This effort was an attempt to meet overall

site construction budgets and limit constiuction cost

overruns.

Several potential design-construct firms were inter-

viewed and three were invited to submit bids. Each

bid was based on schematic plans, outline specifica-

tions, and a statement of general design objectives for

each building prepared by the site planner. A firm

was selected to prepare contract documents subject

to design review by the site planner, and cost verifi-

cation by the site developer. After a period of

negotiation and design modification, however, the bid

wab rejected because of excessive costs.

Landscape Design

One of the eariy objectives for development of the

site was the creation of a high-quality public environ-

ment. Landscape design on the site reinforced the

original idea of a route or main walkway. As design

changes were made, the idea of a route building was

replaced by that of a pedestrian circulation path or

walkway.

This walkway was set apart from adjacent paved areas

by the consistent use of a unique material and pattern

along its entire length. This walkway provided access

to all residential and non-residential buildings on the

site. Activity points along the route were formed by
concentrated tree plantings together with special piay

equipment. Further from this central paik, the points
of activity were more intensively developed and more

heavily planted. The route terminated with a recrea-

tion area on the east and with a public pedestrian

plaza on the west end.

Recreation Areas

Two recreation areas, a tot lot and play area located

were located at or near the ends of the route at the

east or west ends of the site. Each recreation area

contained a haid surface area equipped for such

games as basketball and volleyball, and a sitting area,

usually shaded by trees for easy supervision of

youngei children playing. In addition, each recreation

area was equipped with swings, and climbing and

sliding apparatus made of heavy wooden timbers.

Fiberglass and wooden benches were designed to

relate to the concrete walkways and buildings as well

as the heavy timber play equipment. These benches

were used in the shopping mall area as a part of a

formally landscaped court. They have also been used

in conjunction with game tables under the trees of

the major park as well as scatteied along the walkway
at strategic points.

Lighting

In an effort to achieve maximum lighting effect at

minimum cost, principal site lighting has been

mounted on high buildings at the roof levels. This

provides for even distribution of light from relatively

few fixtures without creating glare in apartment
windows. Areas of greatest intensity occurred at the

three main apartment entrances, with open spaces

and parking areas receiving relatively lower levels of

light. The route walkway has been lighted with small,

evenly spaced lights mounted on walls or posts. These

created small pools of light at regular intervals along

the walkway which increase the importance of

activity along the route at night.

The design of site lighting attempted to create a

feeling of safety through easy observation of activity

from many points on the site. A balance between

public and private areas was designed to distinguish

site-related activity from general public access, the

latter of which must enter the site past points of easy

and constant suiveillance both day and night. In this

way, actual fences, gates and other physical barriers

have been kept at a minimum.

The spaces defined by buildings required constant

screening of the planners.



Graphics Design

Graphics on the site were designed to aid in the

orientation of visitors to the site and to identify

functional areas of importance. Information kiosks

containing a site directory map and legend, public

telephone, police and fire call boxes and trash recep-

tacle were designed and located at each of the three

main site entrances. These elements were grouped
1

with a bench and covered by a partial roof.

Each major building containing non residential uses

was identified by a simple metal sign. Apartment

buildings were identified by street addresses and

related to the overall project name, which was pro-

posed to be Summit Square. The commercial building

was identified as Summit Mall.

Directional signs were simple, human scaled, and

fastened to walls or low fences. They were kept to a

minimum identifying only such places as the manage-

ment offices, school and pool. Traffic signs were

larger but equally simple and unlighted, except for

their general placement in areas well lighted at night.

The only lighted signs were the apartment addresses.

The concept of a separation between public and

private areas of the site was reinforced by the system

of site signs. In general signs only occur along public

walkways and were used to identify public buildings.

A person unfamiliar with the site was not guided by

signs once leaving public areas and entering the more

private route walkway.

Total Energy

All energy is generated on site and distributed from a

central equipment building located near the middle of

the site along the northern edge. Waste heat from the

generation of electricity is recovered and used to

meet the energy demands of the development,

providing
heat in the winter, potable hot water all

year, and air conditioning by powering absorption

chillers. When sufficient waste heat is not available to

meet the thermal demands of the development,
additional thermal energy is provided by supple-

mental boilers. There is on site storage for 75,OOC

gallons of fuel oil. Thermal energy is distributed by
means of an underground four pipe system allowinc

simultaneous heating and cooling. An interconneci

with the Public Service power grid would, in ar

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Respons

SIZE PARKING OPEN SPACE Pool

Acres 6.4 Per Unit .69 Private Outdoor Event

HOUSING Site Total 338 Semi-Private Picnic

Total Units

SFD

488 On Grade In-Cluster

Below Grade Central/Common

Bicycle Paths

UTILITIES AND SERVICES
SFA OTHER USES Non- Resident Convent'! Sewer

MFLR 12 Community Bldg. RECREATION Unconvent'l Sewer

MFMR

MFHR
PRODUCERS

Number

DENSITY

Units/Acre

58 Community Room(s) Indoor

418 Maintenance Bldg. Tot Lots

Commercial Playgrounds

School Playfields

Day Care Center Hard Courts

76 Central Utility Bldg. Sitting

Pedestrian DecMs) Elderly

Convent'! Energy

Unconvent'l Energy

Convent'! Trash

Unconvent'l Trash



emergency situation, supply electrical eneigy to the

essential load feeder.

Pneumatic Trash

The central equipment building also houses the equip-

ment which operates the pneumatic trash collecting

system. A series of welded steel pipes connects the

nine trash chutes on site with the central equipment.

Trash deposited in any chute is pneumatically trans-

ported through the underground conduit system to

the Central Equipment Building where it is com-

pacted into 30 yard containers. Given the complex

nature of underground pipes and ducts associated

with these two major systems, no attempt was made

to innovate in the design of conventional site utilities.

Telephone and television lines were run in the same

banks of ducts with electric power lines.

Construction Development

As originally conceived the site planner was to

provide a full range of construction inspection

services including supervision of bidding, checking of

shop drawings, periodic visits to the site during con-

struction pieparation of "as built" drawings, and

continued coordination of HSP design efforts. How-

ever, this original scope of work was substantially

reduced by the elimination of further design responsi-

bility for non-systems buildings other than the

central equipment building. This reduction in scope

was partially offset by the increased effort at design

coordination among all site participants.

Considerable effort was spent in coordinating connec-

tions of- the various utility systems with building

systems. Issues which were normally construction

management responsibilities required advice from the

site planner until relatively final stages of construc-

tion were reached. Major on-site design work was

necessary long after major construction had begun.

Consequently, construction inspection was not

performed in a conventional manner. Lines of

authority and communication tended to be less

formal than normal, because of the independent

nature of each general contractor on the site and the

dual role of site developer and HUD as prime clients.

The result was a greater than usual demand for

changes during construction under a more than

usually complex procedure for approving changes.





Prototype Site Planner:

Miller, Wihry and Lee, Inc.

Consultants:

Louis and Henry, Architects, architecture

E. R. Ronald and Associates, engineering

SITE DESCRIPTION

The 16-acre Memphis site is located approximately

midway between the Centi al Business District and the

Mid South Medical Center, within easy walking
distance of both. Nearly all the community facilities

available to the area are less than a mile away, but

convenient shopping and service facilities were not

adequate within the immediate vicinity.

Though relatively small, the site gave rise to a number

of problems. It was essentially an island within heavy

traffic flow. Some of the surrounding streets and

roads are elevated, moreover, and the resulting noise

is concentrated and intensified. Land values are

disproportionately high at this site because of its

urban location, and its development involves the

accommodation of suitably high population density

(without which the economic fea$ibility of the

development would be jeopardized).

It lies within the boundary of an existing urban

renewal project and in an area of general urban

redevelopment where two other renewal projects have

been undertaken. The site was subject to the charac-

teristics of unrehabilitated urban neighborhoods:
unattractive surroundings, excessive noise, and con-

flicting land uses.

DESIGN AND PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The Memphis Prototype Site Planner identified two

development objectives after determining a list of

inherent factors defining major problems to be

overcome:

Objective: To provide a new housing community in a

declining, transitional urban neighborhood.



Achieved: Five hundred eighteen new housing

units were added to the market.

Objective: To assure the creation of an aesthetically

exciting, physically functional iink between the

Memphis Central Business District and the Mid South

Medical Center.

Essentially Achieved: The development provides an

attractive physical link between the two areas.

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

The design development of the Memphis site can be

broken down into several activities:

Pre-Design Activities

- Reconnaissance

Investigations
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By identifying the principle needs of the project aside from housing, the planners at Men

were able to identify the facilities to serve those needs.

- Determination of Community and Visitor Needs

Design Activities

Conceptual Plans

- Preliminary Site Plan

- Housing Systems Producers

Pre-Design Activity: Reconnaissance

The initial planning for development of the Memphis

prototype site included investigations of the physical,

economic, social and governmental aspects of the site,

and led to the following conclusions:

-
Physical characteristics of the site presented no

insurmountable problems toward meeting the

objectives of Operation BREAKTHROUGH. Even

though the site is located in a fairly undesirable,

noisy environment, it appeared possible to create a

quite acceptable living environment by carefully

planning the site, choosing housing systems that

can meet sound insulation requirements ,

exercising control over internal and external

The surrounding street network and utility

were adequate to serve the site.

Local codes and regulations presented no

problems.

The subsurface conditions were adequate

commodate the proposed land use, but adi

subsurface explorations were required.

The market analysis indicated a ready rnai

the mix of housing types and range c

proposed under the development concepl

munity attitudes appeared favorable tow

program and public participation prograi

uided a vehicle for assuring continued coop

- A major portion of the north block was

mended to be added to the site so that



community, including varied housing types,

community facilities, commercial services, visitor

facilties, and park area could be provided.

A spine concept was recommended for implemen-

tation because it provided: (a) separation of

pedestrian and vehicular movements; (b) recovery

of open usable space above grade; (c) visitor

separation during construction; (d) separation and

grouping of individual HSPs; and (e) a striking

focal point for views from the Central Business

District, the Medical Center and adjoining major

streets.

- The housing systems under consideration for this

site could be accommodated in the recommended

design and would meet the program objectives.

- The Memphis Prototype Site was seen as an

excellent opportunity to demonstrate the adapta-

bility of housing systems in an urban situation,

Pre- Design Activity: Investigations

A number of investigative analyses of the Memphis
site were conducted. These included topography and

vegetation; climate; soils and subsurface conditions;

ecology; surrounding land use; population traffic; air,

noise and visual pollution; and housing demand and

supply.

Pre-Design Activity:

and Visitor Needs

Determination of Community

It was determined that the Memphis development

would attract two kinds of visitors: individuals and

groups interested primarily in the site's design and

construction, and those calling upon the area's

residents. A visitor seeking information about the

development would require special facilities for view-

ing the overall site and individual structures, program

interpretation, and explanatory literature. The safety

of such persons must be assured; hence, there would

be a need for unobtrusive but effective visitor

control. The conventional visitor, on the other hand,

would be concerned with a particular resident, and

thus has need for parking space and accurate orienta-

tion and directional information.

The Memphis pedestrian deck (left) reused land

allocated for parking; berms defined most of the site's

edges (below).



The Memphis planners analyzed various adverse

aspects of their site: high noise levels {below); air

pollution sources (right}; and other impacts on the

site (below right).

The need to promote community identity must be

considered simultaneously. This was met by providing
a central facility for formal meetings, cultural

activites and spontaneous gatherings of the resi-

dents.

Design Activity: Conceptual Plans

Four concepts or building schemes were developed as

possible solutions to the design problems presented

here. These alternatives were: The Grade Level

Concept, The Enclave Concept, The Mall Concept
and The Spine Concept, The Spine Concept satisfied

the stated design objectives in a clear and simple

form, and its adoption was recommended.

Design Activity; Preliminary Site Plan

The preliminary plan differed somewhat from the

original scheme which suggested land uses in general

terms. The scheme was refined and modified to

reflect the technical requirements of certain struc-

tures and the determination of more precise architec-

tural design and dimensions. Among the plan's

amenities were:

A pedestrian bridge over Danny Thomas Boule-

vaid, establishing pedestrian linkage with the

Central Business District and providing safe

crossing of this major arterial facility.

Commercial facilities of convenience type linked to

the site by a pedestrian bridge over Jefferson

Avenue.

Recreation facilities such as swimming, tennis and

other play activities available at the site. The

recreation complex also is served by the Jeffersor

Avenue pedestrian bridge.
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enade deck, creating a satisfactory and

ictive environment to encourage interaction

i the BREAKTHROUGH community and to

Dp a focus for the rest of the city.

Activity: Housing System Producers

snt with the development of the preliminary

n came the selection of Housing System
rs for the Memphis site. Because of the

sntal nature of the BREAKTHROUGH pro-

ie assignment of Systems Producers was an

y complex task. For a variety of reasons,

difficulty with delivery from plants distant

smphis, two producers withdrew as designated*

HSPs and were replaced by another, although several

plan changes were made to accommodate then

specific requirements, these firms did no final con-

struction. Similarly, a proposed systems project

proved unfeasible and was assigned to a conventional

builder. At an even later date, anothei replacement

had to be named to the Memphis site to construct the

BREAKTHROUGH high-rise building.

Recommended unit allocation for the various types

to be supplied by Housing Systems Producers were

determined by a market analysis, as well as the basic

objectives of Operation BREAKTHROUGH and the

proposed conceptual plan. The proposed unit alloca-

tion was amended In late phases of the development

program. Only three HSPs participated in the final

construction providing 374 housing units. A high-use

building containing 144 apartments using conven-

tional techniques was also built. The total of 518

units remained close to that originally proposed in

the market analysis.

FINAL SITE PLAN

The Final Site Plan accommodates the goals and

objectives of HUD, the PSP and the PSD as refined

and modified through detailed site analysis, market

studies and the establishment of the needs of the

HSPs. Specific highlights of this plan include:



Acceptance of existing urban- life patterns by

accentuating such positive features of the site as its

location midway between the CBD and the Medical

Center while eliminating or minimizing the adverse

effects of the automobile and similar hostile

influences.

A system of noise barriers and sound- absorbing

walls, and the orientation of living units so that

quiet areas would be away from the streets, and

less critical noise spaces would be oriented toward

the streets. This plan incorporated other measures

for exercising control over noise that originates on

the site as well as from the outside.

An elevated platform or spine that: (1) serves as a

unifying element and ties separate areas together

visually and physically; (2) increases usable space

and permits an increase in site density to a level

which allows the creation of a viable community;
(3) separates the pedestrian from the vehicle and

provides internal traffic control, avoiding outside

movement that penetrates and goes through the

site; (4) sets the stage for community functions as

well as providing a place for leisure and relaxation

for the individual; and (5) affords a means for

sheltering or concealing what could be an unsightly

swath of asphalt through the middle of the site.

A variety of housing types and densities that takes

into account varying family sizes, incomes and

lifestyles.

Clustering of buildings with units staggered relative

to each other and non-parallel with the units

located on the opposite side of the cluster.

A central, two-lane road that provides convenient

access to housing units but minimizes possible

conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles.

Central open spaces offering convenient recrea-

tional opportunities to all residents.

A system of pedestrian walkways providing safe

and attractive routes that encourage pedestrian

movement wfthin the site and adjacent areas.

A conveniently located visitor orientation-

community recreation center.

Adequate, nearby but integral recreational and
commercial facilities.

Parking collected in small, off-street clusters, there-

by avoiding the adverse visual and environmental

effects associated with large, isolated parking areas.

Streets and Parking

Two principal objectives were achieved by the site

street design. Conflicts between pedestrian and ve-

hicular traffic were eliminated wherever possible, and
on-site traffic was minimized and outside movement

discouraged. Special design care was taken to ensure

the adequacy of the street dimensions and strength
for delivery and erection of living-unit components
and modules. Parking on the site has been clustered in

off-street islands conveniently adjacent to the housing
units. No parking is permitted on the central street.

Sewerage, Drainage and Utilities

No unusual problems were presented in the engineer-

ing and design of sewerage, drainage and utilities for

this development site. Because of the depressed
formation of the site, provision -for positive drainage
of the area was important. Construction and installa-

tion of these systems were carefully coordinated with

the PSD contractors and public utility companies to

assure minimum disruption of the site. The master

utility plan included a system of parallel ditching and

overlapping easements, permitting the installation of

several utility services in space normally accom-

modating only one.

Recreation and Walkway System

A variety of recreation opportunities is conveniently
available to all residents of this site. Tot-lots are

provided in each housing cluster with specially

designed play equipment promoting the development
of skills and coordination. Two larger playgrounds
are provided to afford opportunities to pre-teen and

teen-age children. Facilities programmed for the

designated recreation area across Jefferson A'

included a swimming pool and tennis court.

A Reception-Community Center Building or

promenade deck includes facilities for more fi

types of recreation and cultural events, as w
visitor orientation. The deck itself offers num
opportunities for spontaneous active and p

recreation. The initially provided community
ties can be expanded or modified as indicated bv

demand.

The recreation facilities are connected by a wal

system which provides each resident with

access from his dwelling to any other dwelli

facility on the site.

Landscaping

Three distinct requirements or conditions wei

countered in the landscape design of the site,

was the need to minimize and control noise poll

by the functional use of living materials. Seconi

was recognized that Man has a deep-seated net

growing plants and trees; failure to satisfy

psychological need is a principal cause of the di

faction of urban living. Thirdly, there WE

significant existing vegetation on the site.

The siting and placement of landscape ma'

permitted the emphasizing of noise-absorbing

tiveness, as well as an evaluation of such char

istics as beauty and maintenance needs. Land

contractors were required to demonstrate per

experience on similar projects.

Solid Waste Collection

Solid waste collection and trash disposal w
handled by a private contracting firm. The

collection program calls for the use of dumpste
containers centrally located within the dwellin

clusters,

The collection stations are adjacent to paved
and provide access by the collection vehicles,

tainers situated in parking islands are to be

screened enclosutes; those placed under the dei
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through the middle of the site also produces an

infrastructure which permits a high density approp-

riate to this urban setting and potential market.

Unifying Element: Simplicity of function and

design of the spine makes it a unifying element

that visually and physically ties separate areas

together. The spine imposes a sense of order upon
the entire site within which the inherent variety of

prototype systems and building types can occur.

Privacy: The spine clearly defines public, semi-

public, and private space. By confining public

movement to the spine, the areas immediately
around the dwellings are afforded the privacy they

deserve. Changes in level, entry drop-off points,

and entry courts further insulate the dweller from

noise and movement. Non-residents, as well as

people who live in the project, can move comft

ably through the site without disturbing

privacy of others.

The promenade (topside) of the elevated spine \

a stage fot community and group activities, as ^

as a place of leisure and relaxation for

individual. Pedestrian movement on the promen
is vital, as it will be the sole means of convey

people over the heavily traveled Danny Thoi

Boulevard and Jefferson Avenue. By bridging

people into and out of the site and conveying th

directly within the site, the platform provides

efficient pedestrian link and pulls together

ferent functions by making them easily access

to each other and to the adjacent community.

Sourc9: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Respoi

SIZE PARKING OPEN SPACE Pool O
Acres 16 Per Unit 1.25 Private Outdoor Event

HOUSING Site Total 650 Semi-Private Picnic

Total Units 518 On Grade In-Cluster Bicycle Paths

SFD Below Grade Central/Common UTILITIES AND SERVICES

SFA 69 OTHER USES Non-Resident Convent'l Sewer

MFLR 99 Community Bldg. RECREATION Unconvent'l Sewer

MFMR Community Room(s) Indoor Convent'l Energy

MFHR 350 Maintenance Bldg. Tot Lots Unconvent'l Energy

PRODUCERS Commercial o Playgrounds Convent'l Trash

Number School o Playfields Unconvent'l Trash

DENSITY Day Care Center Hard Courts o
Units/Acre 33 Central Utility Bldg. Sitting

Pedestrian Deck(s) Elderly



Beneath Deck: By depressing the road and parking

three to four feet into the ground and covering it,

what could be a very unsightly swath of asphalt

through the middle of the site is concealed and

sheltered.

Many of the necessary support facilities such as

utilities, storage aieas for maintenance and occu-

pants, and service areas for cars and waste can be

shielded, yet easily accessible since they are located

adjacent to the road.

Contract Documents

In the final task, some drawings were assigned a high

priority and completed early to minimize delay in the

development of the site and its related structures.

Included in this high priority category were the

grading plan, road network, and phased construction

drawings for utility, landscaping and similar work
needed for the completion of housing construction at

the earliest date. Care was exercised in the coordi-

nation of grading, utility interfaces and all engineer-

ing aspects to assure proper matches and connections

between the HSP parcels and surrounding areas.

Necessary changes and refinements in these docu-

ments and drawings were made in response to the

research findings of the housing producers who
conducted continuing investigations concerning the

design factors and construction and management
methods affecting their individual assignments.

On Site O Off Site





Prototype Site Planner:

Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri

SITE DESCRIPTION

The St. Louis Operation BREAKTHROUGH site

consists of two separated parcels located in the

Central West section of the city. Between the two
parcels is Laclede Town, a highly successful town-

house development of 625 units. The site is conve-

nient to the Central Business District and several

educational institutions and is served by arterial

streets on the north and south and an east/west

expressway. The west site is 7.9 acres and the east site

contains 7.6 acres.

East of the BREAKTHROUGH site is a recently

developed business district which contains a variety
of low-rise office buildings. Beyond this district lies

the St. Louis Gateway Mall, a major open space

leading to downtown St. Louis that terminates at the

Gateway Arch at the Riverfront. Immediately south
'of the site are two well maintained townhouse

developments, a teacher's college, an elementary
school, and an area which will be developed as a

community shopping center. Further south is a new.

large, light-industrial office park. On the west the site

is bounded by a recently constructed portion of the

St. Louis University campus. A large area remains as

open space for University athletic events. North of

the site lies a large, mixed-use area with many vacated

buildings in a state of disrepair.

The Laclede Town community has provided a strong
anchor for residential development and the BREAK-
THROUGH developments at each end have utilized

the last two remaining residential parcels to finalize

the redevelopment of this area.

DESIGN AND PLANNING OBJECTIVES

After synthesis of HUD Program objectives, citizen

input, and site and community factors, a set of

preliminary design objectives was established. As the

design and planning proceeded, they were further

refined and restated. Following are the objectives and
the extent of their realization:



Objective: Provide a variety of housing types and

densities.

Achieved: The vaiiety includes garden apartments,

townhouses, low-rise and elevator apartments

accommodating families of varying size and in-

come.

Objective: Develop an optimum living environment

with maximum social, economic and aesthetic oppor-
tunities.

Achieved: Clusters of housing integrated within a

variety of courtyards and open space and carefully
allocated according to guidelines from numerous
sources foster the desired environment

Objective: Separate automobile traffic from interior

pedestrian movements.

Achieved: Vehicular traffic and parking are limited

to the periphery of each site to completely
separate automobile traffic from interior pedes-
trian movements.

Objective: Minimize site maintenance costs,

Achieved: By the use of large, hardy trees and

groundcovers and dense vegetation around parking
areas, maintenance costs have been minimized as

much as possible.

Objective: Optimize the oppoitunities for a compre-

hensive pedestrian walkway system.

Achieved: Intensive pedestiian space, serving as the

major organizational element, provides easy access

to all on-site facilities as well as most adjacent

off-site ones.

Objective: Provide identifiable outdoor space for all

age groups.

Achieved: A series of connected courtyards

provide pedestrian spaces of varying sizes, shapes

and activities for all age gioups.

Objective: Provide retail services and conveniences

within the high rise structures.

Achieved: Neighborhood shops and services,

management offices, and a community activity

room are provided.

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

The design development of the St. Louis sites can be

broken down into seveial activities:

Pre-Design Activities
- Community Participation Program
- Examination of Enabling Legislation

Development of a Program
-

Analysis of Housing Systems
-

Preliminary Coordination
- Market Analysis

Design Activity
-

Preliminary Site Design

Pre-Design Activity: Community Participation

From the very beginning of the planning process,

citizen participation was an Important and crucial

ingredient. During the conceptual and preliminary

planning period, numerous discussion meetings were

held with citizen groups, neighborhood businessmen

and institutions. A Council of Councils was formed to

coordinate and plan citizen meetings. The Council



was very effective in soliciting ideas and site planning

concepts from residents, as well as mobilizing the

much needed citizen support for the project. The

Planner benefited from several design critiques and

brainstorming sessions with the citizen groups. All

citizens from the metropolitan area were invited,

through the media, to participate; most participants,

however, came from the immediate neighborhood.

Pre-Design Activity: Examination of Enabling

Legislation

The St. Louis "Breakthrough Bill" was passed on

June 19, 1970, and signed on July 6, 1970. This

successful passage was preceded by considerable

debate and controversy within the Board of Alder-

men, several public hearings, and an unsuccessful

attempt to pass the bill in March 1970.

The planner observed that early and continued citizen

participation resulted in having a group of well

informed citizens who actively supported the project.

They were effective spokesmen for the community
and their efforts undoubtedly had a profound effect

on final vote on the "Breakthrough Bill."

Pre-Design Activity: Development of a Program

The program for the number, sizes and distribution of

housing units on the two St. Louis parcels was

developed through close consultation among the

planner, site developer, housing system producers and

HUD. The program was influenced by seveial major
factors:

Ultimate population which could be assimilated

within the site and community.
Initial and ultimate child population and the effect

on available schools and areas for recreation.

Market demands as experienced within the Laclede

Town development.
~

Analysis of family types needing and desiring

urban housing.

Overall economic feasibility.

Ability of selected housing system producers to

provide most suitable units for the St. Louis

market.

Several of the preliminary planning and design sketches studied by the

St. Louis planners.



St. Louis Final Site Plan, West Site

A preliminary housing distribution was formulat

for the two sites. The west site is very near to

existing elementary school and has five acres

adjoining city-owned land which will be develop

for recreation. Therefore, the larger, family type un

have been placed on this site.

The east site is adjacent to a high-rise apartment)

retired persons; it is bordered by a busy arterial strt

and an office building and has no nearby access

recreational land. Therefore, this site was progra

med for families having fewer children.

Pre- Design Activity: Analysis of Housing Systems

The planner reviewed the housing systems designat

for the St. Louis site, together with their requi

ments, including architectural characteristics, cc

struction method and sequence of erection, a

testing requirements. After determining the port!

of the site to be occupied by prototype housing,!

planner made a general review and investigation

sub-surface conditions to obtain the informal!

necessary to properly design foundations for buildi

systems and other site facilities. This data was me

available to the housing system producers.

Specifically the planner examined:

- Architectural Characteristics: consisting of

analysis of scale, color, texture, facade, treatme

materials, and forms of each building system to

used on the site, and recommendations for vai

tions when appropriate.

- Construction Methods: consisting of an analysis

requirements for site storage of components, sti

ping access, equipment screening, site fabrlcati

areas, and erection sequence.

-
Testing Requirements: as established by HUD.

Pre-Design Activity: Preliminary Coordination

After analyzing the architectural, construction t

testing requirements for each housing system,

planner developed a site design to maximize



functional aspects of these three element; while

creating a unified site and environmental design.

This task involved close coordination with HSPs and

their site planners, the PSD and the testing consul-

tant. This coordination was important to insure that

proper consideration be given to adequate site access

for the housing system components adequate perim-

eters for construction and erection equipment,

component storage, and any required fabrication on

site. The final site design accommodated the se-

quencing of the various housing systems erection

which extended over a period of several months.

Pre-'Design Activity: Market Analysis

The marketing procedures have been set forth in the

"Management Manual for St. Louis Operation
BREAKTHROUGH Prototype Site," prepared by the

Laclede Town Company. This manual was oiiginally

produced in May 1971, and approved by the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development, August 12,
1971. Slight modifications were later made at HUD's
request. Initially, Operation BREAKTHROUGH mar-

keting had as its goal the careful integration of

BREAKTHROUGH homes into the total Mill Creek

Valley Community, a community already known for

its social and economic diversity.

The market analysis includes the following break-

down for four rental categories:

-Low Rent Units (Rent Supplement Program) -
10% of Units.

- Moderate Rent Units (Section 236 Regular Pro-

gram) - 30% of Units.
- Middle Rent Units {Section 236 Exception Pro-

gram) ^50% of Units.
-

Upper Rent Units (Market Rate) - 10% of Units.

Design Activity; Preliminary Site Design

The planner prepared preliminary site plans indicating
types of structures and their placement, circulation
for pedestrians and autos, all utility lines, and
proposed landscaping. The planner determined site

engineering requirements and developed drawings and

St. Louis Final Site Plan, East Side



The site plan of the St. Louis location, with its

distinctive architecture, included such uses as retail

shops, in-cluster recreation areas, and totlots.

i*"^



specifications for drainage and run-off, storm and

sanitary sewers, fire and domestic water service

supply, electrscal services, gas supply lines, grading
and fill requirements, retaining walls, roadways,

walks, street furniture, lighting, play areas, and

landscape planting.

The PSP was asked to recommend specific zoning

changes as needed, and specific provisions of local

codes, regulations and ordinances that should be

waived, changed or amended in accordance with the

commitment of the City of St. Louis in the "Instru-

ment of Cooperation." However, no changes were

required since the site plan and design were done in

accordance with provisions in local codes, legulations

and ordinances,

The baste design concept was to use the buildings to

provide a series of connected courtyards with the

result being s series of pedestrian spaces of varying
sizes and shapes which in total became a pedestrian
street By being inwardly oriented, this accomplished
a real and psychological sense of security for rcsi-

dervts. At the same time, these spaces became the

neighborhood spaces; each being uniquely different

from the other as determined by its configuration,
the design of the space itself, the types of housing
units on the edge, and the way in which it is used by
its residents.

All vehicles are on the street side and are housed in

lots along the patio (private) side of the units. The
fenced patios allow for private entry from the street

and parking lot. Visitors must enter through the

"community" or "neighborhood" side. Community
facilities are strategically placed along pedestrian

walkways; play areas for children of all ages, sitting

areas, cycling area, wisteria-covered arbors and masses
of deciduous trees which provide a canopy effect and

park-like setting.

FJNAL SITE PLAN

The final plan for BREAKTHROUGH St. Louis

varied only in minor ways from the preliminary
studies and plans. The plan effectively reflects the

basic design concept by utilizing the buildings them-

selves as major definers of open space. The series of

pedestrian spaces created by the connecting court-

yards of the buildings provided inwardly oriented

spaces of varying sizes and shapes.

Parking on both the east and west sites is provided

along the street side peripheries. No new roads are

introduced at the urban sites and there is no vehicular

penetration through the open space. The strict design

relationship of street to parking to building to open

space is maintained.

The sites, as noted, are separated by the Laclede

Townhouse development. The initial concept of

design integration with the neighborhood is achieved

by carefully programming sequential continuity

between the three areas.

The emerging product of the BREAKTHROUGH
program in St. Louis is an urban residential anviron-

ment that is superior to other areas within the same

marketing categories. Acceptance by residents has

been very favorable and in general the site is being

used as intended. Children are using the facilities and

areas designed for them. The fenced patio gardens are

being used for planting and are serving the many
functions of a private outdoor space. The inter-

connected pedestrian courtyards provide space for

many community activities and serve effectively in

establishing a neighborhood scale as well as a sense of

security.

The transformation from site plan sections (below) to

the actual sits retained the design concern for open

spaces.



CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

The planner prepared plans demonstrating aesthetic

coordination of the housing systems. The plans also

demonstrated construction coordination, showed

access and delivery routes for each housing system,

indicated areas for storage and protection and coordi-

nated use of such equipment, site fabrication areas

and schedules for component delivery and erection.

Early completion of certain drawings was required in

order to obtain bids and cost estimates for site work

and erection. These drawings included the grading

plan, road network, and phased construction

drawings for utilities, landscaping, and other work

needed for the earliest housing systems. Grading

dimensions, utility interfaces and all engin

aspects were coordinated to assure proper m
and connections between housing system parcf

surrounding areas.

Groundbreaking ceremonies took place on Nov

12, 1970. Rough grading work started on Nov

16, 1970. The entire St. Louis area was subj'ec

construction strike in 1972, and the BF

THROUGH project was picketed for most i

strike which prevented progress of any type.

The sewer work and heavy water main work v\

completed early in the project on the East Sit

water distribution woik commenced Novemb
1971. Jhe underground electric, telephone ar

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Res|

SIZE

Acres 15,5

HOUSING

Total Units

SFD

SFA

MFLR

MFMR

MFHR

464

75

164

51

174

PRODUCERS

Number

DENSITY

Units/Acre 30

PARKING

Per Unit

Site Total

On Grade

Below Grade

1.15

533

OTHER USES

Community Bldg.

Community Room(s)

Maintenance Bldg.

Commercial

School

Day Care Center

Central Utility Bldg.

Pedestrian Deckfs)

OPEN SPACE

Private

Semi- Private

In-Cluster

Central/Common

Non- Resident

RECREATION

Indoor

Tot Lots

Playgrounds

Playfields

Hard Courts

Sitting

Elderly

Pool

Outdoor Event

Picnic

Bicycle Paths

UTILITIES AND SERVICES

Convent'l Sewer

Unconvent'l Sewer

Convent'l Energy

Unconvent't Energy

Convent'l Trash

Unconvent'l Trash



lighting work commenced on September 20, 1971.

The Western Union conduits, Union Electric tunnel

and the new Western Union cable were completed in

August, 1971. Construction of the pool, bathhouse

and maintenance building commenced on January 1 8,

1972.

The sewer work and heavy water main work were all

completed early in the project on the West Site. The

underground electric, telephone and site lighting

work commenced on August 11, 1971. Gas distri-

bution work commenced on October 11, 1971, and

water distribution work commenced November 4,

1971.

Fence work commenced at Home Building area on

January 26, 1972. Construction of the pool, bath-

house and maintenance building commenced on

November 18, 1971, and the swimming pool was

placed in operation the weekend of July 4, 1972.

Weekly construction inspections were carried out

with representatives of the Prototype Site Developer,

HUD, the Planner and on-site inspectors. Monthly
written reports on construction progress and quality

of construction were prepared by the Planner for

distribution to all participants.

The St. Louis project, after delays in obtaining

Housing System Producer contracts and 100% draw-

ings, together with the construction strike, delayed

not only the HSPs work but also delayed the site

development work. These delays caused a major part

of the site development work to fall in the winter

season. The winter weather caused additional delays

in the completion of the total project.

On Site O Off Site





Prototype Site Planner:

Building Systems Development, Inc.

San Francisco, California

Consultants:

Sasaki Walker Associates, Inc.

Murray-McCorrnick Environmental Group

SITE DESCRIPTION

Seattle's BREAKTHROUGH is a 1.8-acre site within

a superblock comprised of four former city blocks.

Its location in the northwest quarter was fixed jointly

by HUD and the City of Seattle before site planning

began. The site is located in a lower to moderate

income area (50% of the families have annual incomes

of less than $4,800}, within an urban renewal area

which has been in planning since 1960. In 1971 the

area was designated as a Model Cities area. To the

citizens, who had not yet seen physical results from

these federally-supported programs, BREAK-
THROUGH was to be the first major kick-off of

construction within the renewal project area.

DESIGN AND PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The site planner actively pursued the achievement of

a broad, comprehensive list of design objectives. The

Seattle objectives have been categorized by the

planner in eight groups:

- City Context
- Neighborhood Context
- Housing Site/Park

Circulation

- Unit Grouping
- Dwelling Units/Parking
- Ancillary Units

- Dwelling Units

Over forty objectives were listed and subsequently

discussed in the final report. The unusual detail

reflected in the range of objectives is indicative of the

broad based, yet specific, hopes placed on the Seattle

BREAKTHROUGH site. All of them, therefore,

follow with a statement of their extent of realization.



later work

Development coordination needs beyond the Seattle
site were identified by the planners (above); a

community park comprised the bulk of the site's

"super block" {below}.

City Context

Objective: Encourage the development of E. Yesler

Way from 14th to 23rd Avenues for new housing,

convenience shopping and pedestrian activities.

Not Achieved: Extensive rehabilitation, new

housing (other than BREAKTHROUGH), and new

convenience shopping has not yet been promoted
to the extent encouraged by this objective.

Objective: Design should emphasize existing grade

changes, E. Yesler Way as an important city arterial,

and points of arrival at the BREAKTHROUGH
project area.

Achieved: The grade change at 17th Avenue is

somewhat marked by the new Neighborhood Cen-

ter. At 20th and Yesler, a "point of arrival" is

emphasized by an entry to the park. The major
pedestrian entry and a second entry to BREAK-
THROUGH from Yesler emphasize the importance
of the right-of-way.

Objective: Improve the quality of the environment on
E. Yesler Way by establishing landscaping and a

"promenade" sidewalk the length of Yesler Way.

Partially Achieved: A "promenade" has not yet
evolved along Yesler. New sidewalks and trees

along Yesler (by the City), along with BREAK-
THROUGH and the Neighborhood Center, have
initiated elements of a promenade.

Objective: Coordinate design with a proposed minor
pedestrian walkway connecting the BREAK-
THROUGH site to a major walkway.

Essentially Achieved: The Washington Street
pedestrian walkway assures continuity through the
park.

Neighborhood Context

Objective: Design BREAKTHROUGH site in coor-
dination with proposed nearby developments.

Partially Achieved: BREAKTHROUGH, the
Yesler-Atlantic Neighborhood Center and the new

Kowabe Memorial House (high-rise fot the olderly)

now establishes a solid nucleus for majoi neigh-

borhood activity and foi futuie new development.
Active design coordination was not achieved

among these projects, however.

Objective: Scale and massing of BREAKTHROUGH
development should be compatible with present and

proposed development in the neighborhood.

Achieved: Compatibility has been achieved, fn

keeping with the neighborhood scale, no building
exceeds four stories.

Objective: Develop BREAKTHROUGH in tho know-

ledge that principles employed in tho dosign may
become the basis of later development work in iho

neighborhood.

Partially Achieved: BREAKTHROUGH is a model
for a new type of housing, namely singlo-family
attached housing in a modified, mocfium-nso con-

figuration. However, it will not be a specific model
for the initially considered megastructuro building
complex including residential, residential-ancillary

(tot-lots, etc.) and possibly non-residential uses.

Housing Site/Park

Objective: Functions for the exclusive use of iosi-

dents of the housing site should be within the housing
site.

Achieved: There is a clear use separation between
the public neighborhood park and tho private
activity facilities and zones of BREAKTHROUGH,

Objective: Provide a sense of transition between the
three-block park and the housing site.

Achieved: The patio fences provide a moderately
"hard" transition; the solid wood fences are low,
permitting views from the houses and patios to tho
park. Walks interrelating BREAKTHROUGH with
the park provide a "softer" transition. Tho pro-
posed park design fully accommodates tho desired
transition with a combination of grading, land-

scaping and walks.

66Sa



Abjective: Maintain access to dwellings from the park

elatively private, but without making access exces-

fvely circuitous,

Achieved: Direct access to BREAKTHROUGH
lousing is available only from within the housing

ite. Two entrances to the park provide good
lirect access between the housing site and the

iark. The private domain of BREAKTHROUGH
i maintained by low fences and gates,

Circulation

> bjective: Separate pedestrian and vehicular circufa-

lon throughout BREAKTHROUGH and the park.

Achieved: The ground level of the four-block

superblock is for pedestrians only. Parking for

BREAKTHROUGH is below grade.

'bjective: Provide vehicular access to BREAK-
HROUGH only from 18th Avenue, a minor arterial.

Achieved

bjective: Discourage public pedestrian circulation to

is park through the housing site.

Achieved: The park will be very open, inviting

entrance from several points. Through access in

BREAKTHROUGH is possible, but not convenient

due to indirect routes and gates.

bjective: Permit no vehicular access between the

ark and housing.

Achieved.

bjective: Locate pedestrian routes and entry points

the park so that park functions are not disrupted
t cross-circulation or short-cutting.

Achieved: (By the park's designers.)

bjective: Take advantage of existing grades to

ihieve pedestrian and vehicular access at different

vels and to minimize elevator requirements,

Achieved: Grade chang&s are accommodated by
stairs and by a continuous ramp system. The main

plaza grade averages eight feet higher than the

southern plaza area. Pedestrian and vehicular access

from all sides of the site is at-grade with the

adjacent area.

Unit Grouping

Objective: Sites bordering the park on ail sides should

have maximum exposure to the open space.

Achieved: Neither BREAKTHROUGH nor pro-

jected park facilities will impede exposure to the

park from adjacent sites. The relatively low

building profile eased potential problems.

Objective: Locate medium-rise development toward

the north or west boundaries of the site to avoid

overshadowing of the project and obstructing views

of the park and southern vistas* Medium-rise shall not

exceed eight to nine stories above the parking levels,

Achieved: The tallest building is only four stories.

Objective: Locate larger units in the upper levels of

the medium-rise development only if the objectives

underlying the specific requirements for the larger

units can be fully satisfied in a non-walkup situation.

Achieved: All three and four-bedroom dwellings

have direct at-grade access.

Dwelling Units/Parking

Objective: Incorporate parking into or under

buildings,

Achieved: All parking is underneath buildings and

plazas.

Objective: Use the natural grades on the site to

permit close access of parking to units.

Essentially Achieved: Parking is only reasonably

close to dwellings and is totally unobtrusive, Only

pedestrian and vehicular access points are visible.

Parking at Seattle was distinctly separated from the

housing and open space levels.

Objective: Car parking in or under structures shall

be naturally lighted and ventilated and shall be

accessible only to the residents.

Essentially Achieved: Garage doors are all open
mesh metal grillwork which permits natural ventila-

tion and some natural light. Garage security Is

assured by key-controlled automatic doors. All

doors to the garage from plaza-level stairways may
be locked for security.

Objective: Provide residents with reasonably direct

access from parking to units.

Achieved: Residents use either an elevator or one

of four stairways which provides direct access to

northern and southern plaza levels. A reasonably

short walk through the plaza is required.



Concern for the park was reflected in several of the

planning objectives (above); another objection

concerned the residents' access to parking (below).

Objective: Kitchens of all larger dwelling units

should be a maximum of two levels above parking.

Achieved.

Ancillary Uses

Objective: Where appropriate, design for the multiple

use of ancillary facilities.

Achieved: Multiple use will be made of the

community rooms, such as for meetings, parties

and possible day-care for children.

Objective: Promote the opportunity for social inter-

action by putting one use next to another.

Achieved: Such opportunity occurs in play areas

and sitting areas.

Dwelling Units

Objective: Each dwelling unit should be oriented so

that it receives direct sunlight for an extended period

of the day.

Achieved: All dwelling unit living rooms and patios

have either an easterly, southerly or westerly

exposure.

Objective: Individual dwelling units should be

planned with maximum visual privacy and sound

insulation from other dwelling units.

Essentially Achieved: Visual privacy is reasonably

good. No unit directly faces another at a short

distance.

Objective: Some redesign or alteration by the occu-

pants should be possible within the unit.

Wot Achieved: All walls are fixed.

Objective: Dwelling unit design and configuration
should permit some flexibility of unit size to accom-
modate changing occupancy patterns over the life of

the building.

Not Achieved: Units are all fixed as either two

three or four-bedroom dwellings.

Objective: Each large unit shall have a secure, yet

private, entry access directly from ground 01 main

pedestrian levels.

Achieved: As an example, at the planner's sug-

gestion, open risers were used in the stairs in

hallway entries of multi-family buildings so that

there would be an open sight line from the main

entry doorway to the door of the dwelling unit at

the rear of the entry area.

Objective: Entrances to individual units should be

discreetly separated or screened from adjacent units.

Achieved: All units have either a private front door

or share a common entiy of four units.

Objective: Each unit should have a place resembling

the traditional stoop or veranda. This space will bo

different from the private outdoor space required for

each unit.

Essentially Achieved: Although such spaces aio

small.

Objective: All larger units shall have direct access to

grade or a main pedestrian level.

Achieved: For all three and four-bedroom units.

Objective: All units should share similar proximity to

parking.

Partially Achieved: Walking distances vaty from

each unit to a garage stairway and then to an

assigned parking stall. The longest distances arc

from units at the northeast section of the site,

Objective: Fairly direct access should be provided

from all larger units to the park and to minor open

spaces on the site.

Achieved.



Objective: Every unit should have a range of views.

Partially Achieved: Views from lower floors of

units generally are local, i.e., of the immediate

open space plazas, city park or streetscape. Neigh-
borhood views are seen from the upper floors;

distant views occur from some units.

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

The design development of the Seattle site can be

broken down into several activities:

Pre-Design Activities

Process

Land Use Program

Design Activities

-
Superblock Conceptual Plans

Preliminary Site Plans

Implications of Systems

Pre-Design Activity: Process

The Prototype Site Planner established a recom-
mended program and the design objectives before

either housing system producers or a site developer
were selected for the site by HUD. The program and

objectives set the framework for BREAK-
THROUGH'S design and relationship to the sur-

rounding neighborhood. And, importantly, they also

set the context for HUD's considerations and selec-

tion of a housing system, or systems, appropriate to

relatively high density development for low-rise and
medium-rise buildings.

The planner deliberately established a building config-
uration theme of low and medium-rise housing,
together with design objectives, as the conceptual
plan for BREAKTHROUGH. Selected at the end of
Task I, the concept was preferred to other possible
schemes for the 80 units of housing. It was felt that
an approach using .flexible themes and objectives
would permit maximum opportunity on the tight

urban site for housing producers to demonstrate the

unique characteristics of their building systems.

HUD chose only one Housing System Producer for

the site. The pioducer's Suppoited Land System

(SLS) was ideally suited to the original program and

design objectives in that only very minor modifica-

tions has to be made before preliminary design could

begin.

Pre-Design Activity: Land Use Program

The planner recommended a BREAKTHROUGH
program for 80 housing units, with several residential

and ancillary facilities and 100on-site parking spaces.

The program was repeatedly modified throughout

design development to assure project feasibility under

HUD's budget for the producer and the site as a

whole. The most basic adjustments were to vary and

finally sharply decrease the number of single-family

attached dwelling units that would be located in one

of the structures.

Design Activity: Superblock Conceptual Plans

Realizing the need to plan and design all elements of

the superblock in complementary relationship to each

other, HUD agreed that planning for BREAK-
THROUGH should include conceptual ptanning for

the whole superblock, a quarter of which included

the prototype site.

Planning activity of the superblock terminated in

April 1971 after preparation of a preliminary pro-

gram, design objectives and a preliminary "design

suggestion" concept for the park and its relationship

to BREAKTHROUGH. All these elements were con-

ceptual only because the City had not confirmed a

program for either the open spaces or buildings

within the park. The materials were fully discussed

and submitted to the City in August 1971 for its use

m final programming and design of the park.

The design suggestion for the superblock conformed

to the Urban Renewal Plan for the Yesler-Atlantic

Neighborhood Improvement Project, as amended. It

reflected major design elements of the YAN3P Plan,

including the pedestrian way along South Washington
Street which will connect with the park, and other

The facilitation of pedestrian movement over grade

changes was eased by Seattle's ramps.

more recent proposals for the adjacent neighborhood.
The latter proposals include two facilities which were

completed during t972,

Design Activity: Preliminary Site Plans

The first HUD-accepted preliminary site plan for

BREAKTHROUGH featured a plaza which was
harder textured, more multi-leveled and more urban

in concept than that for the final site plan, A key
feature of the concept was the complementary
relationship between the hard-surface levels in

BREAKTHROUGH and the suggested soft-surface

earth mounding in the City park. The plan included

two levels of parking and 72 dwelling units.

In February, modification to one level of parking was
studied and accepted. Then, because feasibility of the

entire project was in question, the number of

dwelling units was decreased from 72 to 58, and the

interior court of the site plan was somewhat simpli-



Open space types were programmed for distinctly

private, semi-private and public usage.

[

SEMI-PRIVATE DOMAIN

PRIVATE

PUBLIC

tied. A new preliminary site plan was approved

HUD in April 1971. It remained the BRE/
THROUGH site pJan until November, when redes

was required again for the final plan.

Design Activity: Implications of System

The Towniand Supported Land System enablet

unique living environment to be considered dur

the process of design development. Site planning \

potentially offered more opportunities than lim

tions by the SLS system.

Opportunities and Advantages:

Many advantages of single-family living, includii

single-family attached design; an open walkw

leading to the home; a private 'yard' (with a two

three-story separation for the 'yard' above); two

three floors of living space within the dwelling; a

a private entryway and front door.

Efficient use of the site through higher densii

than normally possible for single-family attacf

units, (As stated by the Towniand Marketing f

Development Corporation, the SLS system can

constructed to fifteen stories. Therefore, compa
to similar at-grade townhouse development, tv

story townhouses within the SLS could be up

seven times the density, and three-story tov

houses could be up to five times the density.)

Potential mixing of residential, commercial a

institutional uses.

Potential flexibility and mixing of infill structu

and open spaces (tot-lots, etc.) where infill stn

tures are 'omitted' within one or more SLS ba 1

Opportunity on the same site for units with gra

and above-grade entries.

Convenient access relationship between dwelli

and parking space.

-
Flexibility in security from completely "open"

completely "controlled" access to elevators, exl

_ rior stairways, lobbies and garages.



Seattle Final Site Plan

Potential architectural variety for infill structures

within the megastructure.

Limitations:

-
Building length fixed as a multiple of the width of

the SLS bay (thirty feet wide).

~
Straight-line footprint of buildings.

Dwelling unit widths on a five-foot module (fifteen

and twenty feet wide|,

Cost, which prohibited testing the advantages of

mixing (and use types and infill/open space uses.

FINAL SITE PLAN

Redesign of the Preliminary Site Plan, prompted by

the need for cost reduction, was begun in November
1971 and completed a month later. HUD approved
the Final Site Plan in January 1972. Changes were

made in the central plaza area, A "softer-textured"

concept replaced the previous design which included

more extensive use of concrete for definition of areas,

stepped changes in levels, play forms, and seating

edges bordering planting areas. The large arbor

covering a sitting area was eliminated. And through-
out the site, planting types were modified and the



size of trees was reduced. Keep small children within the site.

HGood livability characteristics remain in the final

plan, however. These include:

A range of public, semi-private and private open

spaces.

Play areas and equipment, including mounded grass

areas.

Sitting areas.

Good access to the adjacent city park.

Indoor community multi-purpose rooms.

Continuous ramp system connecting all parts of

the site.

Underground parking with access control from site

and buildings to the parking garages.

Access separation between site and off-site areas to

Planning objectives concentrated on providing
best possible living environment and amenities for

58 lower-income families who would live on the si

There was limited opportunity on the small 1.8-a

site to apply new, innovative site planning concef

Existing utilities were immediately available on
sides of the site, and the small number of dwell

units precluded site systems, such as the total ene

facility demonstrated on the Jersey City BRE/
THROUGH site. Utility innovations were provic

within the buildings, however. Door-to-door n

delivery in medium-rise structures, an innovat

appropriate to the Townland living concept, \

thoroughly discussed with mail officials. But purs

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Respoi

SIZE

Acres 1.8

HOUSING

Total Units

SFD

58

PARKING OPEN SPACE

Per Unit

Site Total

On Grade

Below Grade

1.21 Private

70 Semi-Private

In-Cluster

Central/Common

Pool

Outdoor Event

Picnic

Bicycle Paths

UTILITIES AND SERVICES
SFA 38 OTHER USES Non-Resident

MFLR 14 Community Bldg.

MFMR Community Room(s)

MFHR Maintenance Bldg.

PRODUCERS Commercial

Mumber School

DENSITY Day Care Center

Units/Acre 32 Central Utility Bldg.

Pedestrian Deck(s)

RECREATION

Indoor

Tot Lots

Playgrounds

Playfields

Hard Courts

Sitting

Elderly

Convent'l Sewer

Unconvent'l Sewer

Convent'! Energy

Unconvent'l Energy

o Convent'l Trash

o Unconvent'l Trash

o



of the concept was abandoned when the number of

dwelling units was reduced.

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

Tasks 1, 2 and 3 were completed in entirety by the

planner and his subcontractors. The site planner's role

in Task 4 was severely curtailed by HUD and the site

developer due to budget limitations. Active inspec-

tion and related Task 4 activities were not performed

by the planner.

The original schedule for Seattle BREAKTHROUGH
was very tight. Task 1 required only the six-week

period allotted to it. But complexities then set into

the BREAKTHROUGH process. For Seattle, these

included (among others): the time required for HUD
to assign specific housing system, and for the PSD to

make required modifications in its system; budget
limitations; unanticipated system costs; and feasibili-

ty for using the selected system in the context of

HUD's Section 236 low and moderate-income

housing program.

Consequently, final site working drawings could not

be completed until twenty-three months after the

start of planning, instead of five; and site and housing

construction were finished approximately one year

later. The housing was formally dedicated as "Bryant

Manor" in December 1972, with units fully occupied

by February 1973.

On Site O Off Site





Prototype Site Planner;

Skidmore, Owingsand Merrill

Chicago, Illinois

Consultants:

Marcou, O'Leary and Associates, marketing

Snyder, Blackburn Associates, architecture

SITE DESCRIPTIONS

The Indianapolis site, a publicly owned, 120-acre

undeveloped area, is typical of the urbanized fringe of

most all major midwestern cities. These areas are

generally characterized by a monotonous sprawl of

low density, single-family homes with inefficient land

use, excessive circulation area and little if any open

space. As a prototype site, a major site planning

objective was to set new and more efficient patterns

of land use, density distribution, circulation and open

space to create a greater variety of physical, social

and economic amenities.

DESIGN AND PLANNING CRITERIA

The planners of the Indianapolis site chose a set of

concepts and criteria as guides. These criteria and

program elements were based on the overall objec-

tives of BREAKTHROUGH as well as the team's

preliminary analyses of the Indianapolis region, the

community surrounding the site, and the site itself.

- The site plan must have a strong, clear, perceptible

design concept to organize the diverse physical

forms of the housing systems.

- The concept of total community design, placing

the BREAKTHROUGH development within the

context of the overall community, was a prime

prerequisite. It was clear that there were two basic

community concerns to be dealt with on the

Indianapolis site. The first was the need for

organized recreation space. Second was a strong

desire to see the new project as one in which a

home ownership program would be used.

-The total 120-acre site must be planned for

continuity in the development staging. The initial

development must be clearly a part of the total



task process

initial planning concepts

Initial circulation concepts

illustrative conceptual
design

o task 1 report

design alternatives

preliminary site pi an

coordination w/devefoper
S housing producers

flna! site plan

preliminary contract

documents
o task 2 report

final contract documents

o task 3 report

construction supervision

o task 4 report

Indianapolis planners divided the planning process

into four tasks, comparable to HUD's process

guidelines.

master plan, but yet be complete in itself at any

point in time. A visitor center must provide for

viewing during the entire development process.

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

The design development of the Indianapolis site can

be broken down into several activities.

- Initial Conceptual Planning
- Conceptual Circulation Planning

Illustrative Conceptual Designs

Preliminary Site Plan

Coordination with Housing Systems Producers

Micro-Site Plans

Coordination with the Site Developer

Community Liaison

Market Analysis

Activity: Initial Conceptual Planning

In the absence of the geometry of the specific

housing systems assigned to the site and in order to

focus only on the major elements of land planning,

the planners developed a graphic vocabulary to

illustrate the major elements. These graphics were

used to design alternative conceptual site plans by

arranging the various housing types within an open

space network. This process allowed the testing of

conceptual alternatives yet maintained flexibility for

later detailed planning and design. When tested

against the initial planning criteria, the recommended

conceptual site plan emerged.

The initial plan went through further modification

and more detailed studies. However, the basic criteria

and the organizing design elements remained intact,

including the location and density arrangement of the

housing within open space network and the location

of various site facilities. Open space became the major

design tool for structuring the site plan.

Housing density was programmed to be lowest at the

periphery of the site, increasing to low-rise, multi-

family units surrounding the central open space.

Overall site density was set at eight units per acre.

Community and institutional facilities were located in

relationship to the major open spaces and to a sp

school for the mentally retarded on the nortt

quarter of the site. The integration of this size

facility into the overall master plan was a p

planning concern.

Activity: Conceptual Circulation Planning

Alternatives were studied for various patterr

circulation applicable to the basic conceptual di

The selected conceptual circulation plan pro

discontinuous access roads from the periphery c

site ending in a variety of parking courts servin

housing clusters. The differing requirements

access and parking are handled efficiently withi

hierarchy established by the "tree" structure o

circulation.

Continuity of open space was clearly established

no conflict of pedestrian and vehicular circuli

Noise, pollution and concern for safety were heli

minimum by eliminating through vehicular traffi

Activity; Illustrative Conceptual Designs

The conceptual plan was converted to an illust

scheme in order to study in more detail the inp

the design. General architectural geometry

applied to replace the density symbols anc

circulation plan served to further test the

planning and circulation concepts.

Activity: Preliminary Site Plan

A preliminary site plan established a definitive i

prior to the assignment of specific building syste

the site. The entire infrastructure of the sit

established at a preliminary design level crea

unifying framework for the housing systems,

on previous density distribution studies

dimensional building envelopes and design limit

established for future micro-site planning c

various housing systems.

The design limits became an effective and ef

technique for maintaining control of the t

continuity of the site design as the various HSP

assigned and started work. The master pla



design controls provided a framework for the choice

of housing systems appropriate to the site and its

requirements.

Activity: Coordination with Housing Systems

Producers

With the assignment of nine housing systems to the

site, a period of intensive technical and marketing

analysis was made to determine the performance

capabilities of each system. These performance capa-

bilities were matched against site planning and pro-

gramming requirements and locations for each system

were assigned. Based on a review of the design

requirements for each portion of the site and a

technical assessment of each housing system, design

limits were established for horizontal and vertical

design control. A preliminary unit type mix and

bedroom mix were assigned to each producer to guide

his initial detailed designs.

Activity: Micro-Site Plans

Intensive discussions and design reviews were held

with each Housing System Producer to finalize the

micro-site plans. Site development construction draw-

ings could then proceed in parallel with detailed

design development of individual systems.

Activity: Coordination with the Site Developer

In the absence of the assignment of a Site Developer

by HUD until the mid-point of Task II, the site

planning team initiated many of the marketing,

financing and legal/administrative activities normally
those of the developer. Upon assignment, all areas of

project feasibility were intensively coordinated with

the Site Developer.

Activity: Community Liaison

Throughout the planning process in Tasks I and I!, a

community liaison program was conducted in close

coordination with Indianapolis UNIGOV and HUD
officials, the Site Developer, leaders in the broader

community and neighbors around the BREAK-
THROUGH site.

Since the success or failure of the effort ultimately

depended upon the response of the public, com-

munity liaison was viewed with primary importance.

The overriding philosophy of the Indianapolis com-

munity liaison program was to widely circulate

accurate information in a timely fashion when there

was certainty about the content of the information,

and when there was a specific objective to be gained.

Key features of the liaison plan included:

Allowing UNIGOV to control the flow of informa-

tion in Indianapolis in a manner that kept the

overall community and BREAKTHROUGH neigh-

borhood informed with minimum potential for

misunderstanding.

Conducting interviews with community and neigh-

borhood leadeis to discover concerns and potential

issues regarding BREAKTHROUGH.

- Conducting briefings and discussions with neigh-

borhood groups when policy directions and operat-

ing procedures have been sufficiently defined and

agreed upon.

-
Assisting the media in reporting factual material on

BREAKTHROUGH through preparation of press

released and other supporting material,

- Maintaining continuous contact with key officials

and community leaders through UNIGOV.

To assist in public presentations and accurate infor-

mation distribution, a slide presentation was prepared

illustrating steps taken during the planning process,

the development plan, and detailed explanation of

specific innovative developments. The site planning

team also prepared an information kit for use by

UNIGOV officials in distributing information to the

media, and was designed to be easily updated as the

project progresses.

Activity: Market Analysis

The site planning team undertook an analysis of the

Indianapolis housing market to determine the range

of prices and sizes of dwelling units on which the

Activities during initial planning included the graphic

conceptualization of the principles.

Conceptual Circulation Plan

Conceptual Site Plan



Bermed landscaping at the Indianapolis site provided

topographical variety on flat land; recreation for all

ages, particularly a large student population, was also

provided.

BREAKTHROUGH program should focus. Tl

preliminary findings were subsequently confirmei

the marketing and management arm of the PSD.

Given the general marketing parameters, it bee

necessary to specify the manner in which the di

oped site ultimately would be disposed to residi

The recommendation which was made in this re

was oriented to assure, to as great a degrei

possible, conformity of tenure with the phy

design of the site, community planning objectives

needs, and the requirements of the mortgage n

ance programs of the Federal Housing Adrnini

tion. ft was concluded that a common forn

ownership on the site was highly desirable frorr

standpoint of both marketability and managemen
the light of the potential administrative prob

associated with a condominium approach to ov

ship of all 295 dwelling units, the most fea

approach to marketability was a conveyance o

ownership in lots and buildings for all detached

attached single-family homes and the use of

condominium form of ownership in the multi-sti

buildings only.

FINAL SITE PLAN

Through careful coordination and testing o

elements of the preliminary site plan with the va

HSPs, the PSD, Indianapolis officials and the

community, the plan was refined and becamt

core of a total development package.

An extensively landscaped and contoured open

system is a unifying framework for all the elemei

the plan. In addition, it links the site tc

surrounding community, providing a public

munity park as well as a series of semi-private s

exclusive to the new community.

All of the various design elements of the plar

arranged in a hierarchical order, providing a conti

of design white developing distinct public,

private and private areas. Grading and landscapii

used to reinforce patterns of movement anc

further definition to these areas.

To avoid increasing the burden on the commu

already over-taxed schools and recreational spac



site has been designed to Include major educational

and recreational facilities fot the entire community.
A middle school, located in the center of the site, is

proposed by the School Board. Presently under

construction on the noitheast quadrant of the site is a

special school for mentally retarded children. The

educational approach of the school is to operate as an

integrated part of the community in order to ctoato

as near normal as possible patterns of living foi the

children. To achieve this end, and to make maximum
use of open space and facilitate a joint usage program
for the school's recreational programs, the schools are

sited on_ either side of a large open area.

A key link with the surrounding community is the

Community Center and Park located in the southeast

quadrant of the site, central to tho surrounding

community and easily accessible to site residents.

This park and community building offer major
recreational facilities and are strategically located to

be a focus for the total community.

Development

Stage 1 of the development is the Operation BREAK-
THROUGH portion of tho total master plan. Con-

sisting of approximately 42 acres, it is located In tho

southeast quadrant of tho site. This location affords

continuity with the surrounding community and
allows easy visitor access for observation of the

BREAKTHROUGH demonstration, Mousing on the

site totals 295 DU'<; and include approximately 35%
single-family detached, 25% single-family attached
and 40% multi-family low-rise units.

Housing

The basic goal in the design of housing on the site is

to create small, distinctive neighborhoods within tho
total community. These neighborhoods, averaging BO
units per cluster, are oriented along the open space
network, Single-family detached clusters are located
on the periphery of the site, reflecting tho scale and
density of the surrounding community. Multi-family

Indianapolis Final Site Plan



Circulation and Parking at Indianapolis.

and townhouse units are combined in clusters toward

the interior of the site where they are adjacent to the

major open spaces, Units in both types of clusters

encircle semi-private parks which provide individual

identity and focus for each small neighborhood.

In the single family clusters, houses are placed on 1

minimum and are so arranged that individual private

yards are defined by the blank walls of the adjacent

houses. Townhouses and apartment units arc used on

the site to define and channel movement between the

major open spaces. Low-rise, multi-family units are

placed on the edges of the open space and serve as

pointers of reference throughout the site. Four to

five-story walk-up units utilize a grade change and

eliminate the need for elevators. Single family units

are placed on plateaus within the cluster arrangement.

This elevates them two to four feet above the cluster

drives to maintain privacy from other activities.

Community and Site Facilities

The community and site facilities play an important

role in the successful development of a total living

environment by establishing identity ties within the

site for' the residents and providing an important

activity link with the surrounding community. Public

community facilities are open to both site residents

and the surrounding area. Homeowners facilities are

located at key points around the site to provide areas

of activity and formal and informal meeting places

for the residents. The community park, which is

located in the southeast quadrant of the site, is easily

accessible for both site and community residents. The

park consists of 10 acres and will be owned and

maintained by the Indianapolis Department of Parks,

and Recreation. This includes piaying fields set into a

bowl-shaped area, a picnic area, a playground for

children from six to twelve years old, tennis courts

and a multi-purpose hard surfaced court.

In the center of the park is a Community Center and

play area for toddlers, This playground is sufficiently

removed from main activity areas to allow for safety

and easy parental supervisor The Community Center

will provide space for such community activities as

classes, meetings and social events. During the public-

ity and display period of Operation B R EAK-

THROUGH, this facility will serve as a Visitor Center.

Immediately northwest of the Community Park is an

open meadow connecting the park to the site's

central open area. In this area an amphithea!

formed by earthwork and railroad ties for seatinc

Landscaping

Grading and landscaping is used to reinforce the

areas and play a major role in the total site df

The continuous flowing contours create a sen

unity from any point on the site and help tie togi

the diverse of many building systems. The degn

contouring varies in relation to the type of bui

forms and intensity of development and is, there

integral to the design. Subtle contouring in the

density areas of the site increase proportionately

the increase in density and complexity of bui

form in the higher density multi-family areas.

and path areas aie graded lowei than housing

roads to define usage and maintain privacy.Tree:

shrubs follow the edges of the open space, prov

further definition and punctuating points of ei

The use of more mature plant material than is usi

contemplated for conventional developments isd

ted by the somewhat unusual nature and forms o

housing units, their "industrialized" stigma and

practical need for a visual completeness in the ir

viewing stages of the development.



Amphitheater stage platform communfty/visltor center

Open Space Hierarchy

The size and distribution of green areas is ordered

according to a hieiarchy of usage. These areas range
in scale from private yards to semi-private cluster

parks and public open spaces, individual housing
units are provided with small private yards and

courtyards. The private spaces of the individual

houses surround a semi-private cluster park. Intended

for use by the families within each cluster, they

provide space for activities which require more room
than a piivate yard.

The larger open areas offer major recreational, educa-

tional, and community facilities to all area residents.

These spaces will be owned and maintained by the

Indianapolis Parks Department. The meadow in the

center of the site is the converging point of the open

space system. The large trees around the old State

Farm buildings in this area will be carefully preserved.

This area will offer a shady canopy for picnic areas on

.the fringes of the meadow.

Utilities

Layouts for the necessary utility systems were pre-

pared by the proprietary companies for water, gas,

telephone and electric distribution, and by the

project team for storm and sanitary sewers. Sewers

aie located in proposed public rights-of-way with the

intent of their reverting to Indianapolis UNIGOV
ownership upon completion. Ownership of all other

systems will remain with the respective private

utilities. Of these, water is generally located within

the right-of-way, but the power, telephone and gas

companies find it more efficient to distribute adja-

cent to the right-of-way. Easements will be provided

to these firms as well as to UNIGOV for facilities on

piivate property.

The extensive grading and contouring of the site

allows a significant cost saving in the storm sewer

system The system is designed to take advantage of

the low green open space areas on the site. During

periods of intense rainfall, low areas will provide

temporary ponding capacity for that runoff in excess

of storm sewer capacity, resulting in smaller sewers

without endangering private property.

Vehicular Circulation

Vehicular circulation is provided by a discontinuous

internal road system. This space is independent of the

given open spaces thereby affording continuous

pedestrian circulation. Existing roads are used to

form an exterior loop road which offers entry points

to specific destinations on the site. At 18% of total

land area, the circulation space required is less than

half of that of a conventional sub-division of compar-

able density.

All roads on the site have been carefully designed

with the proper turning radii for service and emer-

gency vehicles. The system of pedestrian paths has

been designed to accommodate vehicles in an emer-

gency situation.

Street Furniture and Fixtures

The design and placement of street furniture and

hardware has been closely coordinated to produce an

uncluttered, well-organized system reinforcing the

concepts of the site plan. The complementary mate-.



rials and designs used throughout promote visual

unity and identity while requiring little maintenance

to retain their attractive appearance.

The lighting plan developed for the site maintains the

residential scale of the community. It is primarily a

destination system with low-keyed definition of

information sources, key decision points for motor-

ists and pedestrians. Entrances, intersections and

parking areas are clearly illuminated for the motorist,

as are specific destinations and information sources.

Between these points, car headlights are depended

upon to provide ample street lighting. Pedestrian

illumination is provided along pathways in the

common open areas, at points of activity such as

major groupings of street furniture and play areas.

The regulatory and informational system of signing is

closely coordinated with the lighting arrangement.

Common standards are used throughout to reduce

unnecessary clutter. The system is designed to ac-

commodate the many temporary signs necessary for

BREAKTHROUGH purposes, marketing and visitor

control, while offering a finished and consistent

appearance at any point in the development. The

format for all permanent signs is a variation of the

rectangle. The signs are clear and immediately legible

without detracting from the landscape. All temporary

signs use a circle forrjiat and will be easily recognizec

by site visitors. A system of separate color codim

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Response
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Total Units
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DENSITY
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43
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PARKING OPEN SPACE

Per Unit

Site Total

On Grade

Below Grade
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RECREATION
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Tot Lots
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Convent'l Energy

Unconvent'I Energy

Convent'l Trash

Unconvent'I Trash



clearly distinguishes each of the six housing clusters

or courts. Each court is thus given a strong visual

identity and uniqueness.

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

The HUD Prototype Site Developer was responsible

for the management control, inspection and coor-

dination of all construction for the site development
The prototype site planner reviewed shop drawings
and conducted observation of the construction work
at various points in time. As a product of this

observation, the planner recommended to HUD that

various corrections and additions be made to bring

construction to the level indicated by the plans and

specifications.





Prototype Site Planner:

The Perkins and Will Partnership of Michigan

Chicago, Illinois

Consultants:

ISD Inc.

Social Planning Associates, Inc.

Jeffrey Gilbert

P& W Engineers, Inc.

Wilkinsand Wheaton

Halpert, Meyer and Associates

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Kalamazoo BREAKTHROUGH site is located in

a portion of Spring Valley Park in northeast

Kalamazoo and is well served by state highways, with

a new circumferential highway providing a link to the

Interstate System. Existing schools, neighborhood

shopping, hospital police and fire protection and

public transportation serve the site. An analysis of

city and regional plans was made to assure compat-

ibility of the development program.

The complete original Operation BREAKTHROUGH
site covered an area of approximately 43 acres, ulti-

mately reduced to 33.8 acres. A plateau and adjacent

slopes comprised the site which overlooked Spring

Valley Lake and the Park. An ecological study of the

site identified the plateau and slope, and strongly
recommended restricting construction to the plateau
area and emphasizing ground water recharge. The
boundaries of the site were defined by considerations

for ecological conditions, topography, park functions

and public utilities.

PLANNING AND DESIGN OBJECTIVES

A set of design objectives was established by the

planner early in the process. These objectives, in

conjunction with considerations for circulation,

development use, and utilities distribution, provided
the basis for subsequent land use alternatives. Some.



of the objectives, and the extent of achievement,

were:

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

Objective: Develop a pedestrian/vehicular system that

minimizes friction and maximizes access.

Achieved: Through site access is possible only on

the non-residential road, thereby discouraging non

-resident traffic and providing a relatively friction-

free pedestrian environment

Objective: Develop a rational and comprehensible cir-

culation and land use system.

Achieved: A strong, direct relationship between

compatible land use in conjunction with minimized

incompatibility results in a logical, easily readable

plan.

Objective: Make optimum use of existing land,

present topography, and visual amenities.

Essentially Achieved: By limiting development to

the plateau area of the site,
1

the existing topo-

graphy is maintained and visual orientation toward

the Park is achieved.

Objective: Provide equitable parceling for HSPs while

allowing necessary flexibility.

Essentially Achieved: Within the constraints of

compromise, a close working relationship with the

HSPs throughout the planning achieved this goal.

Objective: Develop an optimum living environment

Essentially Achieved: By emphasizing and incor-

porating social, economic and aesthetic oppor-

tunities in the BREAKTHROUGH context, such

an environment is envisaged.

Objective: Minimize ecological disruption on site and

the immediate environment

Essentially Achieved: To the greatest extent

reasonably possible, water runoff has been

controlled and existing vegetation replaced when

disturbed.

The design development of the Kalamazoo site can be

broken down into several general categories:

Pre-Design Activities

- Market Analysis and Community Participation
- Land Use Program
- Housing System Distribution

Design Activities

-
Design Development

Conceptual Plans

Preliminary Plans

- Micro-Site Design

Pre-Design Activity: Market Analysis and Community
Participation

A comprehensive survey and analysis was conducted

of the social and market environment of the

Kalamazoo site, guided by the principal objectives of

Operation BREAKTHROUGH. As a result of this

analysis, a preliminary distribution of housing units

by type, price and tenure mix was established as a

guide for conceptual design. In addition, certain

planning recommendations were made in response to

market preferences.

Concurrent with market survey and analysis activities,

a program for community participation in the

planning process was undertaken. A neighborhooc
citizens advisory committee was formed, representing

a broad spectrum of interests from the immediate

area, including private citizens and institutional repre

sentatives. Cooperative work with this group in thf

planning process was most instrumental in allayinj

fears about the development and allowing thi

program to be carried out smoothly.

Pre-Design Activity: Land Use Program

An evaluation of the characteristics of the site ant

the forces upon on it was performed to establisl

guiding patterns. One of the several basic design in

puts was a computer mapping technique (SYMAP



employed to evaluate 21 characteristics of the site,

ranging from soil fertility to community receptivity.

A composition of these gave a pattern determining

more and less desirable areas for development.

Judgment and evaluation of these alternatives led to

the development of the optimal (at this stage) land

use diagram which contained consideration of unit

type, price and renter/owner mix as well as circula-

tion, utilities description and land characteristics.

Inasmuch as no housing systems had yet been desig-

nated for the BREAKTHROUGH sites, an assump-
tion had to be made for the basic housing planning
module. It was felt that improvements could be made
in the relationship of the dwelling occupant to his

outdoor environment. In particular, the role of the

vehicle in site/dwelling relationship planning was felt

to be overly dominant in much conventional design.

Consequently, the planning module stressed a more
active relationship of the dwelling to an internal ped-

estrian street while at the same time allowing conven-

ient access to personal and service vehicles. The

planning module was used as the basic element in the

further design stages.

As a result of the initial market analysis, a prelimin-

ary unit distribution was established that included

single-family homes, townhouses and apartments.

Early statements from HUD indicated the desirability

of this range and included some high-rise units in the

apartment group. As analysis of community senti-

ment continued, it became apparent that high-rise

apartments would be a decided detriment to the

development since they connoted poor quality

"public housing." The unit mix was adjusted and the

high-rise units reduced to three stories in height. This

distribution served as the basis for the land use pro-

gram utilized in conceptual design.

Pre-Design Activity: Housing System Distribution

The next step in unit distribution was the introduc-

tion of the housing systems producers. Unit distribu-

tion was modified to reflect their desire to demon-

strate a variety of housing types, sizes and styles,

while retaining the essential composition necessary

for successful marketing. This unit distribution was

refined continuously through preliminary design and

LAKE AND FWCK

Initial land use allocations at Kalamazoo reflected

both the on-site and off-site considerations.
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design development. Later, at the introduction of the

PSD, unit distribution was again modified on the

basis of a new market analysis reflecting a consider-

able change of program approach. This represented an

emphasis on pragmatic marketing objectives and a

moderating of some of the social goals.

Design Activity: Design Development

As the PSD and HSPs came to agreement on their

preliminary micro-site plans, the planner proceeded

into the design development phase. At this point, two

HSPs were dropped from the site, the void being

filled by three others. The substitution generally

caused only minor revisions. The development of the

other four micro-sites proceeded smoothly with

essential agreement reached during the preliminary

design stages. In addition to preparing finite designs

for the micro-sites, the PSP was also preparing final

design solutions for the non-system plan elements.

The planner was also responsible for continuing

design review through design development, particu-

larly in the areas of color and materials.

At this point, the entire' plan was reviewed with the

PSD and HUD, utilizing their extensive marketing and

construction capabilities. A number of budge*

revisions were resolved.

Design Activity: Conceptual Plans

The conceptual phase illustrated in three dimensior

terms the social and urban design principles outlir

previously. In addition, this phase refined cert

design principles to be followed throughout

subsequent phases. The intent of the conceptual

plan was merely to illustrate these design princi

Specifically, the Urban Design Criteria establish

this point included:

- Land Use
- Vehicular Circulation and Storage System
- Pedestrian Circulation

Recreational Plan

-
Quality, Scale and Disbursement of Public Open
Space

- Storm Water Run-off System



Preliminary plans identified early building locations

and shapes, as well as the other land use locations.

Scale, Quality and Location of Architectur

Elements

Scale and Quality of Private Open Space
- Quantity and Distribution of Plant Material

Design Activity:Pre!iminary Plans

The next phase was largely devoted to applying tf

conceptual design principles to actual conditioi

made available by bringing the HSPs and PSD into tl

design team. The initial task was concurrence wii

the PSD with the number of units, unit mix, ar

conceptual design. Although there was essential agre

ment with the design principles, the PSD chose

puraie a more conservative marketing approach. Tt

PSP and PSD met with the individual HSPs to neg
tiate exact numbers and unit mix. Design revie

matters were also discussed. Although it was felt ti

HSPs should be given maximum design freedom, th<

units should not detract from the whole. Substanti

care in massing and detailing was vigorously pursm
to overcome the image of publicly sponsored housin

Design Activity: Micro-Site Design

To insure a unified planning concept, it was agre

the PSP should exercise strong control in the dev

opment of the micro-site design. It was also f<

individual HSPs should be given an opportunity

demonstrate their site planning capabilities within t

total urban design framework. Logistically, this w

accomplished by sending each HSP a prelimina

micro-site plan and allowing them to either critique

or to develop an alternate plan. Five of the sev

HSPs approved the preliminaiy micro-site plan wi

only minor revisions. The discrepancies between t

preliminary micro-site plans and their alternates w<

resolved by consensus between the HSPs, the PJ

and PSD and HUD. Each HSP was kept informed

adjacent micro-site designs and was given an oppi

tunity to comment on their development. T

developer participated extensively in the ent

process.

FINAL SITE PLAN

After engaging in conceptual and preliminary desi

and planning, a final site plan was established. T



L.
Kalamazoo Final Site Plan



Pedestrian and vehicular circulation were clearly

separated in the Kalamazoo plan.

incorporated the systems designs of each HSP as

well as many non-system elements.

Circulation System

There are two distinct circulation systems, one for

pedestrians and one for automobiles. The vehicular

system consists of an east and west feeder road and a

southern connector road. The two feeder roads are

connected by an emergency vehicle lane of stabilized

soil and marked for easy visibility. Two access roads

off the east feeder road serve the single-family area

and are designed to discourage unnecessary traffic.

All parking areas are designed to visually minimize

the amount of paved area. Longer parking lots are

divided at the mid-points and offset to slow traffic

and provide points for safe pedestrian crossing.

The genesis of the pedestrian circulation system is the

central green way spine and its connection with

Spring Valley Park on the north to the community
center and recreation area to the south. From this

green space, two paths were extended to the west and

two to the east, terminating at neighborhood tot lots.

.Land Use

The land use distribution developed for the prelim-

inaiy Site Plan consists of five elements:

The major green space bisecting the community
The large recreational field at the west entry road

The townhouse communities on either side of the

green space

The single-family housing along the east

boundary
The mid-rise apartments community center cc

plex at the junction of the green space and

recreation area

The mid-rise apartments, useful as a marketing t<

are placed adjacent to the community center,

recreation field is placed along the western bound;

providing a buffer against a neighboring apartm

complex and giving a feeling of spaciousness u|

entering the site. The single-family system housin

placed along the eastern boundary to serve as a tn

itional element between the existing single-far

homes and the BREAKTHROUGH housing. At

same time, the single-family housing was separ<

from the townhouses as a discernible element in t

own right. It was determined that one system she

occupy the northeastern ridge line since it cc

adapt to that line with the greatest degree of st

tivity, and another system located to best aid

HSPs' marketing program.

Community Center

The community center is located at the south en

the central green space between the two entry re

It serves as a destination of the open space syi

and at the same time as a visitor and markf

center. This location was also selected because o

proximity to the mid-rise apartment. Although a

-story solution for the center was initially pursui

two-story scheme was finally chosen in order to

arate the swimming activities from the social

marketing areas.

Open Space

The pedestrian circulation system is the cataly

the entire design concept and the specific place

of all of the planning elements. Plant material

determined by the quality and scale of the space

would genet ate. The planners were concernec

only with the spaces themselves, but also in

relation' to one another and the sequences in v

they are perceived. The perceived sequential

gorjes are:



Entry: A short space open at both ends with two
sides formed by walls in which height is roughly

equal to the width of space.

Enclosure: A sense of an outdoor "room" sim

ulated by fencing, plant material or similar

screening.

Alley: An extension of backyards with a similar

scale of an entry, envisioned as a recreational

amenity in the form of paved surfaces.

Linear Park: A connecting recreational element

between the community center and the meadow.

Meadow: An open space providing the devel-

opment with a sense of spaciousness comple-

menting the urban quality of nearby spaces, as well

as space for team sports.

Recreation

The recreational requirements of the

BREAKTHROUGH residents and the location

neighborhood were carefully considei ed. The existing

playfields on the site have been preserved for recrea-

tional use by BREAKTHROUGH inhabitants and the

larger neighborhood. A community center and a

swimming pool are the recreational amenities of the

site and provide a focus for social activities. The

adjacent Spring Valley Park and Lake provide an

unlimited regional recreational potential. The Park's

assets of view, open space, recreation and territorial

definition became some of the principal design deter-

minants.

Special Design Features

The underground storm sewer system at the

Kalamazoo site is designed to recharge the surround-

ing subsoil, with the resultant subsurface water

eventually returned to Spring Valley Lake adjacent to

the site. This site is also designed to carry off extreme

rainfall through a piped system.

The unique play equipment of the tot lots has been

carefully selected. The playgrounds are designed to

capture the imagination of youngsters with items
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Preliminary sketches and as-built recreation

facilities on the Kalamazoo site.



such as tire swings, vertical wood pole stepping walls,

mock fishing pier, and an adventure playground
surrounded by a wood picket fence. A wooden
animal sculpture was created for the smaller children.

The Greenway Spine Walk creates a pleasant visual

space between units for the residents. This walk trav-

erses the length of the developed area and connects to

the various units for access. Benches are provided at

several points along the walk as well as at the termin-

us created for a gathering or conversation area.

A unique system of signage has been developed

locating the three major roads as named streets, the

parking entries as hundred series numbers for address

location and the inner spaces between HSP units as

named places. This has been done to give a sense of

A sculpture by a local artist was commissioned

placed on the site near the entry to the commi

building. The sculpture piece is designed to mclic

brotherhood therne and is constructed of vanou

metal plates welded together to depict three pi

of different laces with their arms locked tog

standing in a semi-circle.

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

HUD and the PSP requested a "Fast Track" appn
to the production of contiact documents am

produce some items out of phase. Since all HSPs

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Respa
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previously signed off at the design development level

on their respective micro-sites, their input into

working drawing coordination was minimal. Primary
coordination of working drawings was with the PSD,

although HUD input was often essential to resolve

disputes or give direction. The budget was adjusted
often in light of current expenditures. This became an

opportunity to request variations.

Numerous meetings and coordination reviews were

necessaiy. Communication lines were kept open with

the PSP in order to expedite production. The unusual

procedure of installing utilities prior to normal rough

grading resulted in a lower priority assigned to

grading. Pad elevations in some micro-sites had to be

adjusted after the round grading drawing was, issued

due to overlap with design development in those

micro-sites. However, the overall package worked out

without any major conflicts.

Specifications were prepared to fit each bid package.

The planner prepared technical specifications and the

PSD then added front-end material, bidding forms,

etc. Specifications were written in normal fashion,

often with several alternatives. Unit prices were

requested in both tot lot and planting packages,

allowing some adjustment in final construction cost.

The full set of compiled specifications was published
after completion of most site work.

Budget considerations necessitated a revision of the

working and contract documents for the Community
Building. The final contract documents had minimal

detail and the contractor was to be allowed consider-

able initiative in establishing construction methods

and details. Construction management by the PSD
was to fill in where diawings and specifications did

not cover a situation.

Site Construction Supervision

All site inspections were carried out with represen-

tatives of the PSD, PSP, HUD and on-site inspectois.

This coordinated effort resulted in close cooperation
and minimal misundei standing. After each inspection,

a report was prepared by the PSP in detail, and

distributed to all participants. The first inspection

began in January of 1971 for the underground stoim

sewers contract. The last inspection, made in July of

1972, included tot lots, play areas, lawns and

planting.





Prototype Site Planners;

Eckbo, Dean, Austing & Williams, Inc. and

George S. Nolte & Associates

San Francisco, California

SITE DESCRIPTION

The King County site is located in an unincorporated
area near the incorporated cities of Bothell and

Kirkland and the unincorporated community of

Woodinville. Approximately one mile from the

Juanita-Woodinville interchange of Interstate 405, the

site fronts a county primary arterial avenue. Interstate

405 is a north-south freeway m the Seattle metropoli-

tan area providing prime service to the Bellevue

corridor east of Lake Washington.

The BREAKTHROUGH site environs is an advance

area of suburban development experiencing steady,

staged growth of almost exclusively single-family

detached dwellings, Shops, parks, schools and library

facilities are anticipated within a convenient walk or

drive from the site. It is gently rolling, wooded, and

attractive to residential development.

The property has a topographic variation of approxi-

mately 40 to 50 feet from the lowest to highest points,

although a slope analysis determined few limitations to

site development. An evaluation of soils and drainage

indicated that any of the areas typed as "well drained"

would bf ru liable for development. Most of the site was

thus categorized. However, an area indicated as

"swampy and ponded" was considered best suited asa

park or green belt, minimizing engineering efforts and

providing a feature of natural relief to overall site

development.

The site lies in a region of evergreen forest, much of

which has been logged over, resulting in second growth
tree cover becoming a mixture of coniferous and

deciduous trees. The quality and variety of natural

vegetation represented a prime attribute to be empha-
sized in site design and protected during development.

Views are restricted to those internal to the site,

controlling the visual impact of the BREAK-
THROUGH site on adjoining properties and allowing
the development to be relatively unobtrusive in its

natural setting. Within the site there aro a variety of



Using the natural buffer of trees, the King County

site retains much of its rural character.

viewpoints into and through tree clusters and toward

the internal open spaces.

The relatively rural environs of the BREAKTHROUGH
site feature clean air and water and an absence of noise.

The planners recognized that continuing suburbaniza-

tion would cause some degrading of this present quality

but that it would be insignificant to the general profile

of the area as a healthy and comfortable place to live.

The major feature expected to impact the site appeared

to be the planned upgrading of the adjacent county

arterial. The planners hoped to minimize this impact

with the use of berms, placement of housing, and the

natural buffer of existing trees.

The community facilities and transportation network

to serve this region are in various stages of planning and

development by the responsible agencies. A subdivision

developing in the vicinity of the site has single-family

housing at an average price of $28,000, In the vicinity

of the site are a number of community facilities being

planned and developed, including a proposed 25-acre

community park. Present schools are several miles

away, although closer facilities are in the planning

stage, A church has been built west of the site, and a

library has broken ground to the south. Major utilities

are located adjacent to or within short distance of the

property.

DESIGN AND PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The selection of a general land use configuration set the

stage for conceptual site planning. Based on the site

analysis and the standards of progressive site planning,

the PSP developed a set of preliminary design

objectives by which conceptual site plans were

evaluated. A subsequent analysis of the final

revealed the level of achievement as noted u

following list:

Objective: Conform to and enhance existing n.

features.

Essentially Achieved: The design of the

system and location of housing clusters respor

features of slope, drainage, tree cover and i

vegetation.

Objective: Conserve trees and other natural feati

integral amenities of the site.

Essentially Achieved: The natural vegetation

integrated as much as possible; much was con:

at some considerable inconvenience to site con

tion.

Objective: Conserve interior site views.

Achieved: Internal site views and outlook

provided by the siting of housing clusters ar

central location of the community center.

Objective: Provide open space buffers between tl

and the surrounding community.

Achieved: Such buffers and transition are*

provided by retention of trees and locatii

single-family detached homes along the wi

boundary; higher density apaitment and town

clusters are oriented to the eastern prime ,

point and the community center.

Objective: Minimize development costs while [

ing a substantial open space.

Achieved: A loop road system and clustered h

areas minimized such costs while provic

substantial open space system.

Objective: Minimize through site vehicular circu

Essentially Achieved: A loop road provides

points between arterials to the west. At the

time, the circuitous nature of the loop road s

discourage through-site traffic.



Objective: Provide a convenient pedestrian circulation

network.

Achieved: The continuous pedestrian network

provides walking access throughout the site, leads to

active recreation areas, and emphasizes the large

central open space.

Objective: Eliminate large, open parking lots,

Achieved: Parking is decentralized within housing

clusters.

Objective: Fit development to the Northwest idiom

and the existing developed area.

Essentially Achieved: High proportion of single-

family units, attention to siting of higher density

units, and the control of system architecture and

exterior finish assure basic compatibility with the

existing development

Objective: Accommodate social mix in housing siting.

Essentially Achieved: Social mix and community

identity are fostered by the range of housing types

and costs, the integrated pedestrian network and

recreation system, and the community center.

Objective: Provide a high level of community facilities

and services.

Essentially Achieved: A comparatively high level of

facilities and services is provided, such as under-

ground utilities, pedestrian network, recreation and

open space systems, clubhouse and pool, and vehicle

storage areas,

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

The planners of the King County BREAKTHROUGH
project arrived at a final design through a series of

stages spanning both Task I and Task II. In general,

those steps were as follows:

Pre-Design Activities

Outdoor recreation included a community center

(top left), use of cul-de-sacs (bottom left), and totlots

(bottom).



manmade constraints

Early analyses on the King County site included

the documentation of manmade constraints.

Community Participation Considerations
- Development of Land Use Program
- Analysis of Planning and Land Use Controls

Development of Conceptual Site Plans

Analysis of Markets and of Systems Producers

Design Activities

- Modifications to Preliminary Site Plan

Coordination of Participants

Local Governmental Inputs

Pro- Design Activity: Community Participation

Considerations

Careful attention was given to the resident community
in order to achieve the BREAKTHROUGH objectives

of achieving social and economic integration, designing

a living area in harmony with the larger community,

and gaining both initial and continuing acceptance of

the project, The resident population around the site

forms a new suburban community of predominantly

middle income white families in the family-forming age

group. There is no low income housing in the area and

the planners encountered organized resistance to such

projects.

The PSP recognized the need for a concentrated

program of community relations and involvement that

would reach the opposition activists, special interests,

county officials, and the community at large, while at

the same time moving ahead with site planning. The,

PSD became deeply Involved in the community

relations program. A plan for project information and

community participation was established, interested

individuals, groups and officials identified and con-

tacted, and a series of discussion meetings held. The

results of 70 formal briefings in six months contributed

much to the success of the BREAKTHROUGH
projects in King County.

Pre-Design Activity; Development of a Land Use

Program

This activity involved selecting the exact BREAK-
THROUGH property and assigning major land uses and

housing types. The PSP prepared a series of schematic

land use plans alternating various properties with

related land uses. The schematic plans were analyzed in

terms of (1) relationship of site to natural features, (21

site access and relationships with community facilities,

utilities, and easements, and (3) considerations of site

planning, preparation, and development costs. Plan D
of four alternative land use schemes was selected as

most consistent with project objectives.

A preliminary housing market analysis and recom-

mended housing unit composition were prepared

following discussions with private and public officials

and experts. Age groupings, family sizes, income levels,

and lifestyles of the potential market were used in the

analysis. The bedroom mix was based strongly on

HUD-FHA's experience with regional market trends.

The market demand figures were then tempered by the

need for the demonstration program to provide a test

for a mix of housing types and slightly modified to

meet both the BREAKTHROUGH objectives and the

requirements of the HSPs.

The program was then allocated according to the initial

objective of clustering units around a central open

space and providing a broad range of housing oppor-

tunities. A range of net densities of six to twenty units

per acre resulted, depending on housing type. The open

space system, buffers and community center contrib-

uted to a moderate overall density of under five units

per acre, typical of surrounding development. The

gross development density was well within that allowed

by local regulations.

Pre- Design Activity : Analysis of Planning and Land Use

Controls

A series of meetings were held with planners from local

governments in order to inform local officials of

intentions and to become acquainted with applicable

local plans and land use control ordinances. Because

the site is within planning and control authority of

King County, close and frequent coordination was

accomplished with County officials and staff. No

conflicts were presented by County regulations nor

with any development goals or policies of the nearby

cities of Bothell, Redmond,,Kirkland, and Bellevue.



Pre-Design Activity: Development of Conceptual Site

Plans

Based on the selected land use program and housing

distribution, a series of alternative site plans was

prepared by the PSP. These conceptual plans were

judged on the basis of the expressed design objectives

and objectives of Operation BREAKTHROUGH. The
selected plan uses cluster development, with various

housing areas circumscribing the site in a pattern

identified with the major loop street. The layout

provides ample opportunities for phasing the locations

of various housing types. The loop road features

convenient multiple access vehicular circulation con-

tinuous with the community street system while

controlling the automobile traffic impact moderately
well. A continuous pedestrian network, with limited

road crossing points, integrates into this scheme. The

use of the central open space, incorporating the

drainageway, is a compatible relationship between

desired open space and natural site features.

Single-family units are located along the west boundaiy
with higher densities allocated to the east and near the

community center. Maximum pedestrian accessibility

would be through the central open space and to the

park. Each cluster tends to respect one particular kind

of unit such as single family, or apartments and

townhouses.

Access is provided by a variety of means throughout
the site. Parking is on an individual unit basis in some

cases, with clusters for apartment and townhouses;

pull-outs for passing and guest parking are provided.

Pre-Design Activity: Analysis of Market and Systems
Producers

The process of housing systems analysis ran concur-

rently with the final market analysis in order to

determine desired housing unit mix for the site. The

requirements for marketability placed another con-

straint on final selection of HSPs and their product
allocation to the site. During the analysis phase, one

producer opted not to participate at this site, resulting

in some readjustment in the assignments of the other

four assigned housing systems. The interrelationship of

housing system production, project marketing, and site

requirements resulted in the final site specific housing

SELECTED SCHEME

unit allocation. Due to program changes in these

interrelationships, the specific allocation experienced a

seiies of adjustments extending beyond the housing

system analysis and preliminary site planning phase.

At the same time the HSPs were reviewing the

conceptual site plan, the PSP was responsible for a

thorough analysis of the housing systems designated

for the King County Site. This analysis involved

establishing the special requirements of individual

housing systems and their accommodation within site

planning objectives. The following were considered:

architectural characteristics {scale, color, texture,

facade treatment, materials and form of each housing

system); construction method (site storage of com-

ponents, shipping access, screening of heavy construc-

tion equipment, site fabrication area, and erection

sequence); and the testing requirements of individual

systems.

Design Activity: Modifications to Preliminary Site

Plan

As a result of the application of housing unit

allocation, individual housing systems requirements,

and detailed site surface and subsurface conditions,

the preliminary site plan experienced a number of

modifications. The resulting Site Plan nevertheless

retained the principal features of the conceptual plan.

The plan fit well within its local community while at

the same time providing a desired variety of housing
and site layout not found in the surrounding sub-

urban residential development.

Design Activity: Coordination of Participants

Throughout the planning process theie was the need

for the PSP to coordinate with the key participants

involved in developing the King County BREAK-
THROUGH project. During the preparation of the

preliminary site plan, the coordination process
became crucial. The PSP had to coordinate site

planning with the requirements of the HUD BREAK-
THROUGH program and the particular requirements
of the selected housing systems.



ALTERNATE C

The King County planners arrayed several plan

choices prior to the selection of the final plan.

The Prototype Site Developer was selected during

preliminary planning. The PSD's responsibility for

integrating site planning and the housing systems into

a program for timely and optimum site development

required its deep involvement during final site plan-

ning. The PSP's commitment to preparing a site plan

sensitive to natural site features, the adjacent com-

munity, and high standards of design, was subject to

review within the HSPs
J

interests in demonstrating
and marketing their housing systems and the PSD's

responsibility for seeing the project developed on

time, within cost, and with minimum negative impact
on the neighboring community.

The coordination between these various interests

served as a synthesizing process of design in which a

large number of changes were made to a series of

proposed site plans. The PSP judged the requested

changes and prepared plan revision based on their

adherence to overall site design objectives. It was the

role of the PSP, assisted by the PSD, to insure the

integrity of overall site plan in this process of

compromise and revision. Finally, HUD reviewed the

steps in the planning process in terms of national

BREAKTHROUGH goals and, in turn, also required a

number of revisions. There was also a considerable

requirement for coordination with local government
and the neighboring community.

Design Activity: Local Government Inputs.

In the reviews with King County agencies responsible

for land use and building control, there were several

areas in which desired design features had to be

negotiated to the code and ordinance standards of

land use and public works controls. In some cases,

government concessions to desired design were made
in the context of the planned unit design process. In

other cases, the conventional public works require-

ments held, and site design compromises were

necessai y.

The site planning negotiations took place through the

normal process of local PUD and platting review and

coordination. A number of other important meetings
were held with local government to establish location,

planning, and design and development factors. The

process was lengthened by the local opposition to the

BREAKTHROUGH project In order to allay fears

and to infoim the public, detailed presentations were
made to the County governing body. Questions

regarding the site location, design, impact, type and
cost of housing, and general philosophy of the

program were answered in careful detail. This exten-

sive process of public information, coordination and
review went well beyond that typically exercised in

land subdivision and development.

Significant to the housing systems analysis was

product acceptance within local building codes and
ordinances. The systems varied considerably in this

regard. Only one system did not require any waivers
to local codes; the other systems had varying numbers
of waiver requests. Because the waivers were sup-

ported by national uniform codes or performance

testing by the National Bureau of Standards, they
were generally accommodated within the spirit of

agreement between BREAKTHROUGH and state and
local government. However, several housing product
changes were necessitated by local requirements.
These production changes were relatively minor,
costing more In time than in money.

FINAL SITE PLAN

The final site plan at King County reflected closely

the conceptual and preliminary plans previously

discussed. Following is an overview of its non-system
features:

Recreation and Open Space

The pedestrian circulation system is the connecting
network among and between housing clusters and

open space. This trail system provides intrasite access

independent of the automobile. The trail network
focuses on the internal open space system while

leading to active recreational facilities such as the

pool and tot-lots.

A swimming pool is located adjacent to the com-

munity center with a separate splash pool for small

children. The central open space features the creek

draining the site, providing the opportunity for

solitude from the living areas and active recreation

facilities. The tot-lots were designed as creative play



Roads and Parking

A circular loop road provides convenient access to

housing clusteis while deemphasizing the internal

road system. It fits the natural featuies of the site and

causes minimum conflict with the pedestrian net-

work. Traffic is brought from the main loop into

small parking lots in individual housing clusters.

Additional parking space for oversize and recreation

vehicles is enclosed in a hard-surfaced fenced lot in

the southeast corner of the site.

The road layout provides multiple site access and a

continuation of the local street system, as well as

convenient access to residents, service and emergency
vehicles. The circuitous nature of the loop street

should retard large amounts of through traffic.

Sidewalks were minimized because of the extensive

pedestrian trail system.

Community Building

The community building is the focal point of the

entrance to the site and is intended as a gathering

place for the social, cultural, and recreational ex-

change of site residents. Designed within strict cost

constraints, this facility houses a wide range of

activities in a relatively small utilitarian space well

within the means of the community organization to

maintain. Designed by a local architect, the conven-

tional wood frame building sensitively fits the North-

west idiom. The building has 2800 square feet on two

levels with the upper level and outside decks opening
to the loop road and the lower level opening to the

pool area, parking, and pedestrian pathway. There are

two major multi-purpose rooms, one on each level.

Downstairs is the community club administiation

office, res.trop,ms and showers. The upper level

contains a small kitchen, fireplace in the multi-

purpose room, and barbeque area on the outer deck.
King County Final Site Plan

Landscaping

Site landscaping features a combination of native

trees, plants and ground cover, and materials irjtro-

King County 101



CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

duced to the site. The objectives are to maintain and

enhance the relatively lush northwest landscape,

soften man-made intrusions upon the natural site,

separate and define high density activity centers,

screen obtrusive structures, and provide texture and

color to the development. The preservation of stands

of trees and the creation of berms serve to control the

impact between the BREAKTHROUGH site and

adjoining development. The large stands of evergreens

serving as buffers on the western boundary are deep
forest-like attractions with thick native ground cover.

By contract revision, the PSD assumed the majo

responsibility for Task IV inspections with the PSP ii

an on-call consulting position. Construction inspec

tion took place almost daily, made possible by th

PSD's presence on site. Formal inspection survey

with the HUD Site Technical Representative, the PSP

Housing System Producer (HSPJ representatives, an<

others took place periodically at construction com

pletion points. Weekly inspection reports were filed

There was extensive coordination between the PSC

and individual HSPs regarding clear responsibility fo

construction and installation of improvements 01

site. As might be expected, this complex coordinatin

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Response



process of site development was further complicated

by the demonstration nature of the housing systems.

A fast track schedule was not realized on the King

County Site. The many program delays prevented

optimum construction sequencing and quick com-

pletion. The PSD employed several fast track manage-

ment techniques, such as a construction event CPM
and "action item" activity assignment seats. However,

these techniques contributed mainly to detailed

progress reporting.

Always a critical concern in construction scheduling,

interface control proved a good deal more demanding
in King County BREAKTHROUGH. In addition to

usual interface points, there were many and varied

interface concerns with the HSPs. As a result of much

coordination, the PSD established agreements regard-

ing "Construction Interface Responsibilities" with

the HSPs. These agreements covered a range of points
of interface, including storm drains, sanitary sewers,

water, gas, power, telephone, television cable,

boundary surveying, grading, sidewalks, porches,

patios, garages and carports, fences, driveways and

landscaping.

On Site O Off Site





Prototype Site Planner:

Reynolds,. Smith and Hills

Jacksonville, Florida

SITE'DESCRIPTION

A densely wooded, 50-acre site was chosen for the

Operation BREAKTHROUGH prototype develop-

ment in Macon, Georgia. Located on Chambers Road
in southwest Macon, the site enjoys a strategic

location convenient to downtown, regional shopping
centers and Interstate 75. Neighborhood shopping
and school facilities are within easy walking distance.

At the time of purchase, the site was a private estate

and game preserve. A rustic cabin and dock were

located adjacent to Crystal Lake, a spring-fed, six-acre

lake which serves as the major focal point of the

project. The site's essential character is deffned in

simplest terms as a tree covered sloping "horseshoe"

with major orientation to the lake. Alluvial areas

above and below the lake blend with an abundance of

lush vegetation which covers the majority of the site.

The delicate balance of the site's characteristics of

vegetation, rolling terrain, and natural springs and

streams have the effect of encouraging sensitive

design and hold the promise of a pleasant lifestyle for

middle Georgia residents.

DESIGN AND PLANNING OBJECTIVES

A synthesis of all site factors with HUD program

objectives established the following general require-

ments to achieve maximum functional, aesthetic and

conceptual relationships. A subsequent analysis of the

final site plan reveals the extent of realization of the

design objectives:

Objective: Accommodate families of varying size and

income.

Essentially Achieved: A variety of housing types

and densities, including single-family detached and

attached, multi-family low-rise, mid-rise and high-

rise, accommodate families of varying size and

income.

Objective: Design should respond to the character of

vegetation and topography.



Essentially Achieved: A cluster approach to devel-

opment responds to the particular topofnphic and

vegetative characteristics of the site.

Objective: Achieve convenient pedestrian access while

minimizing pedestrian-auto conflicts.

Essentially Achieved; A periphery loop road pro-

vides convenient access to housing clusters while

maintaining minimum conflict between pedestrian

and vehicle.

Objective: Avoid large parking areas.

Achieved: Parking is collected in small clusters to

minimize the adverse effects of large parking areas.

Objective: Organize housing to reinforce the open

space system and the visual amenities of the site.

Achieved: Clusters of housing groups integrate

with a unifying open space system and take

advantage of the outstanding views to the lake and

distant countryside.

Objective: Establish a consistent interior-exterior

relationship.

Essentially Achieved: In most instances, a hier-

archy of living spaces is maintained under a

sequential relationship of private indoor space to

private outdoor space to public outdoor space.

Objective: Encourage social and recreational activities

within the site.

Achieved: A central open space system off*

easily accessible recreational opportunities to

residents, and a conveniently located Communi
Center serves as a nucleus of social activity for t

residents.

Objective: Respect and maintain the ecological ch

acter of the site both during and after constructic

Achieved: A passive nature area is preserved in t

alluvial area to maintain ecological balance; t

existing site drainage is integrated into the op

space system, while the discharge of surface run-<

is controlled to minimize its erosive and polluti

factors. Clearing, grading and grubbing prior to a

during construction were carefully monitored

minimize ecological damage.

DESIGN AND PLANNING PROCESS

Following the general BREAKTHOUGH procedu

guidelines and contractural obligations, the Mac
site planners engaged in a series of pre-design phi

activities and design phase activities:

Pro-Design Activities

- Development of a Site Program
- Selection of HSPs

Design Activities

Parcel Design

Road Design
- Clearing and Grubbing Policies

Pre-Design Activity: Development of a Site Progr

One of the key events prior to the development

the Preliminary Site Plan was the naming of

Prototype Site Developer. The PSD was required

establish unit types, bedroom mix and ameni

which would be required of the HSPs in response

local marketing considerations. This event took pi

late in the program. The PSP had developec

conceptual site plan at this point which identified

location of housing units on the site. A tenta



;tion of HSPs had also been made at this time, as

as an analysis determining basic compatibility

the selected housing systems and the site.

r reviewing the conceptual planning efforts of the

arid the results of the analysis of the HSPs, the

approved the conceptual plan and prepared the

Development Program. This program recom-

ded that the site be financed and developed as a

cooperative. In conjunction with this recommen-

jn, the PSD established criteria for the design of

t n i ts to be supplied by the HSPs.

Design Activity: Selection of HSPs

te time the Conceptual Site Plan was developed,

HSPs were not under contract to HUD for the

lopment of their proposed systems. Although the

osals for all potential systems were available, a

selection of the units to be used had not been

3 t Therefore, all site planning during that period

necessarily done with floor areas and unit

gu rations which were not systems-specific, but

al for the housing types being proposed. When

fnol selection had been made, the PSP made an

sis of the basic requirements of the various HSPs

3 recommendation as to which systems displayed

sest potential for compatibility with the Macon

Because of the limited number of units each

rn would be developing and the desirability of

ay ing each of the systems in several different

to ns, several trial mixes of systems were required

e a tentative selection was established.

reliminary plans were developed for both the

and the site, further adjustments were made in

1st of HSPs to be included, as well as in the

jer and type of units which they would display.

n Activity: Parcel Design

JSP's responsibility for parcel site design under

I I was originally limited to the coordination of

roducers' designs. Because of tlie heavy work-

jeing experienced by the HSPs in the develop-

of the final site plan, the required continuity of

i was not being real Ized, a nd the original

ment of planning responsibility was altered. A

'" i
'""'

;. -.,
*'! ..^

The Macon site planners took great care to preserve

the Georgia landscape and an existing on-site lake.



Preliminary design identified areas for development
and the basic structure of the plan.

reduction in interface problems involved in utility

development and landscaping themes was also de-

sired. It was therefore decided that the PSP should

take on the detailed site planning of the individual

parcels.

Numerous changes were required as the parcel site

design evolved. In many cases, final contract docu-

ments for the units had not been completed or

accepted by HUD prior to the initial site design.

Changes were thus required in the site design as

refinements were made fn the units in order to make.

them more responsive to the design criteria developed.

by the National Bureau of Standards, tn one case the

unit redesign was total. Final contract documents had

been completed when an-- entire redesign effort was

required to reduce cost and 'to develop a more typical

unit. The envisioned structured parking associated

with the high-rise was deleted, resulting not only in a

change in site design but also in a change in total unit

count. In other cases, the design changes were less

dramatic. One producer, for example, increased the

width of his units, causing not only a rework of the

contract documents but also a reduction in unit

count.

Design Activity: Road Design

One of the major design elements which would s

to tie the site together and provide continuity f

parcel to parcel was the loop road. This road

intended to be as responsive to the site as possi

producing a minimum of impact to the exis

vegetation and terrain. In order to accomplish

goal, the road's preliminary location was establis

using the preliminary plan and sectional profiles.

preliminary center line was then staked m the f

and actual profile and side elevations were tai

Significant trees and other pertinent factors were

considered in the final alignment of the r<

Adjustments and refinements were then made in

road's location and cross-sections, islands v

created, and shifts in alignment were made

preserve the maximum amount of existing p

material possible. At the same time, elevai

changes were made which reduced the amount

grading required.

Design Activity: Clearing and Grubbing Policies

The Macon site's most outstanding feature is

quantity and quality of vegetation. The planner's:

from the very inception of site design was to presi

as much of this material as possible. All planning

design wera evaluated by this criterion.

Due to the large amount of material to be consid<

in clearing and grubbing, special provisions were rr

to insure that this process was as responsive to

intent of the site design as possible. Areas to

cleared were located in plan and identified in the f

by staking known reference points. The planners t

tagged existing trees and other material, ther

delineating the limits of the clearing operation. Tl

limits and the intent of the markings were t

outlined and discussed with the PSD's site inspei

to insure that the operation and the contract

work would proceed smoothly. This approach

worked very successfully and has reduced b

construction impact to the site and amount of i

landscaping required.



FINAL SITE PLAN Macon Final Site Plan

The Final Site Plan combines the goals and objectives

set for the site in HUD's Program Objectives, the

Planners Design Objectives, and the PSD's Develop-

ment Program with the requiiements established

through site analysis, market study, and the needs of

the Housing Systems Producers. Aside from the

housing systems, the plan embodies many non-system

elements.

Roads and Parking

A peripheral loop road provides convenient access to

the housing clusters while maintaining a minimum of

conflict between the pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

its design incorporates eleven islands enhancing the

road's residential character. Particular care was taken

in the design of the road to insure that adequate

provision was made to allow the passage of the

transporters which would be delivering the unit

components and modules during the HSPs erection

process. The load-carrying capacity of the road was

also increased to allow the passage of this heavy

equipment.

Parking on the site is collected in small clusters in

order to minimize the adverse effects of large parking

areas. All parking on the site is in these parking

clusters, and parking ratio of at least 1.5 cars per

living unit is maintained. This ratio was enhanced by
the creation of additional parking, intended for

long-term and oversized vehicles, located within a

fenced compound at the maintenance building.

Conservation and Lake Areas

One of the most salient natural features of the Macon

site is the lake and its adjacent alluvial areas. The

interrelationship of these areas and the lake was

recognized for its delicate nature; special provisions

were made to insure that these features would not be

unduly disrupted or destroyed by the development of

the site. The safeguards used in their protection

included the prohibition of all but very minor

construction in the alluvial areas, and the strict

control of all construction involved with the lake's

shoreline.



Pedestrian circulation (above) and vehicular

circulation form concentric loops on the Macon site.

A study of the existing environmental conditions and

any changes in the ecological sub-systems of the

alluvial areas and the lake due to construction has

been performed. One of the recommendations of the

lake study was to improve the quality of water in the

lower strata of the lake by installing a siphon to

remove some of the stagnated water in the lake's

bottom, thus allowing marine life to occur at lower

levels in the lake. To allow for potential run-off due

to the paved areas on the site, a new overflow

structure was installed in the existing dam. Existing

streams on the site have been left undisturbed and in

some areas reinforced by water collected in the

underdrain systems installed in some of the parcels.

Recreation Areas and Walkway Systems

The clustered housing groups of the Macon site have

been integrated into a unifying open space system

which offers convenient recreational opportunities to

all of the site's residents. A system of recreational

areas contained in this open space is located to serve

the various clusters and is scaled to allow a variety of

activities to take place at each location. Informal

active and passive recreational activities are for the

residents on site; formal recreation and organized

sports take place at a nearby school and other

recreational areas around the site. A broad scope of

recreational activities is provided.

A walkway system provides each resident with paved

access from his dwelling to any other dwelling or

facility on site. It was created with only a minimum
of disruption to the site by taking advantage of areas

which were cleared for utilities. The walkway system

is a soil cement base with a light asphaltic topping;

steps are created by using railroad ties anchored with

steel pins. In order for the system to be as responsive

to the site as possible, the plans indicated tentative

alignment and grading, reserving final location for

in-field establishment.

Community Center

The Community-Visitor's Center facility on the

Macon site is a unique expression of architectural

response to site conditions. Built below the existing

dam in an area characterized by a high water table

and heavy vegetation, the center is built on piles

above the ground plain. This approach allows the

reestablishment of the ferns and natural ground cover

under the building. The stream flowing from the

dam's overflow structure remains undisturbed.

The center functions jointly as a social center for the

site's residents and a management center for a co-op.
A variety of spaces for various meetings and activities

are provided. The fully fenced pool area and the

second floor of the center were built at the same
elevation as the top of the dam, thus providing an

outstanding view and relationship with the lake and
the remainder of the site.

Maintenance Building

The maintenance building, boat and camper storage

area is a direct outgrowth of the financial orientation

of the site. Use of the co-op approach to project

management required that all exterior maintenance

be performed by the co-op. The maintenance building

is equipped with an area for light auto repair and

maintenance by the residents, screened from view

from the road and residential areas.

Graphics

Design objectives incorporated in the graphics system

include the desire to use only an absolute minimum
of signs with each sign relaying a distinct and high

order message, and a combination of materials and

low profile producing unobtrusive, but highly read-

able signs.

The system of site graphics and addressing used on

the Macon site is a direct reflection of the cluster

approach to site design. Each cluster of units is

represented by only one connecting drive to Crystal

Lake Circle and is identified by a consistent number-

ing system. The scale, location and design of each sign

is directly related to the movement mode to which

they are addressed. All signs which are to be read

from the automobile are scaled to be read from 150
feet for the cluster identification number and direc-

tion arrow, while the unit numbers contained in each

cluster are scaled to be read from 30 feet and at a

slower speed. The signs used to warn pedestrians at



road crossings are smaller in size to relate to the pace

of the pedestrian.

..Landscaping

The challenge to landscape design on the Macon site

is characterized by two distinct conditions: the site's

existing lush and mature vegetation, and the expecta-

tion of almost total disruption of this condition

during construction. The presence of these conditions

was a major factor in the decision to use the cluster

approach in site design.

Great care was used In the design process to insure

that the areas which would be subject to disruption

were held to a minimum. Stringent controls were

used in the clearing and grubbing of the site. A list of

plant materials to be used in the landscape design was

developed by observing and using only those materi-

als which were existing on the site or native to the

area. This approach produces, at maturity, a harmony
of material with little distinction between new and

existing vegetation.

Solid Waste Collection

Solid waste coj lection on the Macon site is handled

by a private contracting firm using dumpster type

containers centially located within the clusters. These

locations are adjacent to paved areas to provide access

by the collection vehicle, but in all cases the

containers are set in screened and landscaped en-

closures. A compactor unit is featured within the

high-rise structure allowing a twice-weekly collection

schedule to be maintained.

Street and Area Lighting

[The lighting concept used on the site is scaled to

provide safe night-time activity while avoiding the

overuse of light. The street lights are mounted on 30'

wood standards located at the intersections of the

cluster drives and the main road. Area lighting is

obtained by the use of the same lighting fixture with

a lower wattage bulb mounted on a 12' wood
standard. The area lighting units are located within

the clusters and the open space systems along the

walkways and at the recreation areas. All fixtures will

be operated by photocells.

The above areas were reserved as natural conservation zonas

in the site,! Upon which no development could occur.



CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

Utilities

The utility systems installed on the Macon site weie

closely coordinated with the PSD's contractor and

the public utility companies to insure a minimum of

disruption to the site. A master utility plan was

developed using a system of parallel ditching and

overlapping easements. This approach allowed several

utilities to be located in the space which would

normally have been cleared for Just one. These

cleared areas were then used to form the major links

in the walkway systems.

Because of the research and development nature

Operation BREAKTHROUGH, the final designs fn

the HSPs were expected to be delayed beyond
point at which it would be advisable to delay s

improvements until unit design was complete. 1

decision to proceed with site improvements was als

result of the very nature of industrialized housi

Units would be delivered with a rather high degree

finish, requiring very little field work to bring th

to completion. In order to eliminate delay betwi

completion of unit construction and site imprc

ments, the following sequence of contract docum
release was used:

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Respor

SIZE PARKING OPEN SPACE Pool

Acres 50 Per Unit 1.5 Private Outdoor Event

HOUSING Site Total 430 Semi-Private Picnic

Total Units 287 On Grade In-Cluster Bicycle Paths

SFD 16 Below Grade Central/Common UTILITIES AND SERVICES

SFA 149 OTHER USES Non-Resident Convent'l Sewer

MFLR 42 Community Bldg. RECREATION Unconvent'l Sewer

MFMR 24 Community Room(s) Indoor Convent'l Energy

MFHR 56 Maintenance Bldg. Tot Lots Unconvent'l Energy

PRODUCERS Commercial Playgrounds Convent'l Trash

Number School o Playfields Unconvent'l Trash

DENSITY Day Care Center Hard Courts

Units/Acre 5.7 Central Utility Bldg. Sitting

Pedestrian Deck(s) Elderly



aring and Grubbing of the Loop Road
1 Loop Road and Major Utility Trunk Lines

Maintenance Building

Grading, Parking Lots and Minor Utilities for

Parcels

Community Center

Walkway System, Recreation Areas, Landscap-

and Site Graphics

fork embodied in these various packages was

r phased to coordinate site improvement work

ie erection phasing of the HSPs. By phasing site

/ement work on individual parcels in the order

HSPs arrival and completion sequence, con-

and delay in the various work areas were

d.

The sequence was followed with only one exception.

In early 1971, when revisions were made in the

Davis-Bacon Act, the main road and major utility

package had been bid and was ready for contract

signing. Due to the change in the Act, this package
had to be rebid. At that point, the package for the

work in the parcels was almost ready for bidding; and

it was decided that due to the similarity of the work

involved, the two packages should be combined and

released for bid as one complete package.

n Site O Off Site





Prototype Site Planners:

Wurster, Bernard! and Ernmons, Inc. and

Lawrence Halprin and Associates

San Francisco, California

Consultants:

Wilbur Smith and Associates, traffic

G.F.D.S, Enginers, structural and site engineering

Dames and Moore, soils

Larry Smith and Co., Inc., economic

Spink Corporation, civil engineering

Cyril Roseman Associates, sociology

G. M. Simonson and T. R. Sinionson, consulting

engineering

John S, Baldwin, community
Marshall Roath, graphics

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Sacramento BREAKTHROUGH site is a level,

31 -acre parcel carved out of the old California State

Fairgrounds. It Is readily accessible to major employ-

ment, retail and educational centers strategically

located around the project area. Very close to the

north-south and east-west freeways bisecting Sacra-

mento, the site is 2.5 miles from the downtown State

Capitol and business district

There are schools and small neighborhood shops

within walking distance, and a municipal bus system

directly serves the sfte. The immediate surrounding

neighborhood consists almost entirely of smalf single-

family homes, modest in scale, built in the 1930's and

1940's. The homes are nearly all well maintained.

One of the prime concerns of the planners was to

create a physical and social pattern in the Operation

BREAKTHROUGH project that would be harmoni-

ous with the surrounding community.



Sacramento planners considered the site's relationship with its neighborhood,

principally the potentials for further development of the fairgrounds.

OPERATION
BREAKTHROUGH
SITE

POTENTIAL
COMMUNITY

I FACILITIES

DESIGN AND PLANNING CONCEPTS

The Sacramento planners framed their work around a

series of design concepts. With the program objectives

in mind and based on the investigation data, concepts
were established from which the future plan evolved:

Objective: Plan living units organized into clusters as

a means of opening up more usable common space
and reducing site utility costs.

, Achieved: Clusters are kept small to reinforce a

strong sense of identification for residents, while

also limiting the number of families to a level

where social interaction becomes more meaningful.

Objective: Promote a conviction that more variety is

needed in our residential areas to combat the trend

toward deadly monotony.

Achieved: Building types range from single-family

detached units to a multi-family, high-rise structure

providing a broad resident mix.

Objective: Provide a traffic circulation system which

minimizes any undesirable impact on the sunoum

community.

Achieved: The neighborhood to the north of

site is presently stable but vulnerable to disiupi

by additional vehiculai traffic. All traffic is p

ned to approach the site from the south.

Objective: Locate parking lots to keep the centei

the site free fiom the intrusion of automobiles.

Achieved: All paiking is served from the loop n

surrounding the site. No thru traffic in the park

areas is permitted.

Objective: Provide a pedestrian system separa

from vehicles.

Achieved: A major pedestnanway in the inteiior

the site encourages maximum sepaiation of pec

tiian and vehicular traffic. The pedestrians
connects the housing clusters and their cenl

courts and provides access to a central open spa

Objective: Provide a wide vaiiety of open spai

within the site.

Achieved: Each unit has private outdoor sp<

related to a larger common court for the clusto

The laige open park area at the heart of the projt

provides a major recreation area for the develc

ment. Other open spaces are created along t

pedestrian path system.

Objective: Use similar elements to give continuity
the total site development.

Achieved: Free parking compounds around the si

are treated uniformly to establish continui

around the perimeter of the site. Common fencin

lighting, as well as landscaping, help establi

continuity throughout the site.

DESIGN AND PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

The design development of the Sacramento sito ce

be broken down into several activities:

~ento



Pre-Design Activities

Land Use Recommendations
- Market Research
-

Housing Systems Analysis

Design Activities

Producer Assignments

Preliminary Site Plan

Pre-Design Activity: Land Use Recommendations

The following were viewed as the primary influences

affecting the development of the Sacramento Opera-
tion BREAKTHROUGH site:

Neighborhood Character - The surrounding area

consists of modest, well-kept, single-family resi-

dences. Most homes exhibit a simplicity and scale not

often found in new neighborhoods. Landscaping is

extensive,

Future Fairground Uses Great emphasis was given
to the entire Old State Fairgrounds in the early

studies of the Sacramento site. The future potential

of this presently vacant land was too important not

to be considered.

Sacramento County Hospital
- The neighboring

hospital, with its proposed expansion to include

medical school facilities, is seen as a potential source

of tenants for the units on the BREAKTHROUGH
site. The usual economic and racial mix of hospital

employees would be a positive factor in encouraging
such a mix within the development

Retail Facilities - The lack of sufficient retail

facilities in the area is important and suggests some
on-site convenience shops to serve the tenants. The

potential for major shopping facilities exists on the

entire strip along Broadway from Stockton Boulevard

to the Operation BREAKTHROUGH site. Some fine

existing fairgrounds buildings could be converted into

commercial or recreational use.

Lagoon The central core of the Old Fairgrounds,

including its lagoon, has been recommended as part

ion

Plan

The relationships of various hierarchial open spaces, above, enabled the

Sacramento planners to apply consistent principles throughout the site.



Preliminary Parcellization Plan, Sacramento

of an experimental recreation area, snouia

this large park not become available, the remainder

the site, except for a smaller central park, should

devoted to housing.

Access to Transportation Broadway, on the sout

ern edge of the site, is a well-traveled street leading

easy access to the Freeways and to the enti

Sacramento aiea, as well as to the mountains and

San Francisco.

Sacramento State College A little over a mile to t

south, the Sacramento State College was consider

to be another major influence factor on the site, wi

cultural, educational and employment opportuniti

accessible to the future resudents.

Climatic Factors The intense heat of summers

the Sacramento area is a very important influen

factor. Winter rain storms are also a factor, but

not create discomfort conditions comparable to t

summer heat.

Pre-Design Activity: Market Research

An economic study was undertaken as part of Tasl

to determine the types of occupancy and incoi

ranges to be induced in the project. Analysis of tl

repoit and its recommendations, together with la

advice from the Prototype Site Developer, establish

the balance between rental and ownership homes.

An all rental program would involve the least marl

risk. However, realizing that HUD wanted to dem<

strata the marketability of units as sale housing, 1

economic report recommended a major sales progr
of 80% sale units, 20% rental units. Further study a

analysis adjusted this relationship to the present 5
- 50% ratio.

Pre-Design Activity: Housing Systems Analysis

Housing units in the site plan were initially assurr

projections of the housing systems designated for

site. Communication and coordination were ma
tasks: seven HSPs, each with its own "micro-si

architect, together with HUD, the Prototype

Developer and the Prototype Site Planners, all mi

for a formidable design team.



The planners analyzed the housing systems and their

site requirements, fitted them into the conceptual site

plan, and furnished each HSP with a plan locating
each parcel in the overall scheme. The HSP reviewed

this "micro-site", ensured that it met certain require-

ments, and proceeded with preliminary plans. A Site

Criteria Program established the concepts foi the site

plan as well as the criteria and the limits of

responsibility to guide the KSPs.

Design Activity: Producer Assignments

Housing Systems Producers were assigned to the

Sacramento site based on parameters established by
HUD. The Planners reviewed these assignments as to

their suitability. The systems, the number of units

and their location on the site were evaluated. Some

degree of flexibility existed, particularly with regard
to the numbers of units assigned to multi-family
low-rise and single-family attached on the same site.

The number of units at the Sacramento site grew
from 300 to 388 to a final 407 units. The Planners,

applying the design concepts of the clusters and

rental/owner relationships, prepared a Parcel Plan

which established the HSP micro-sites.

The preliminary site plan followed the design con-

cepts 'established under Task 1. It incorporated the

aims of the Operation BREAKTHROUGH program
and the specific requirements of the Prototype Site

Developer and of each of the Housing Systems
Producers. Two basic relationships between living

units and their exterior were established in the plan:

Some prototype units assigned to the Sacramento
site had plans which place a living room on the

entry side of the unit with a family room on the

rear side. Following the basic site design concept,
these units were placed with entries oriented to the

parking areas and family living space oriented to

the common green area. An entry court screened

the front, facing the living room, providing privacy

for the residents.

Sacramento Final Site Plan



Recreation at Sacramento included public areas, such

as totlots and swimming pools, as well as private

yards and balconies.

,. . ,,,,
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Other prototype units assigned to the Sacram

site had plans in which living room/family r

were placed on the side opposite the entry. !

units were oriented with the entry to parking,

living space and private outdoor space onente

the common green aiea,

The preliminary plan established pedestrian cm
tion and site amenities as the primary structi

elements for the site. The major pedestrianway

looped through the interior of the site, n<

completely separated from vehicular traffic, t

connection between the housing clusters and

central courts, it was designed to have fir

penetrating the central open space.

Among the many amenities on the site, the

located a central Community Center with mi

purpose potential. An enclosed area containing s\

ming and wading pools was placed adjacent to

Community Center. A three-acre park of open I

for unstructuied recreation was located in thece

of the project and an outdoor recreational area

the elderly near the high-rise building. Tot-lots

quiet courtyards were located throughout the site

FINAL SITE PLAN

The final site plan evolved directly from the prel

nary plan. Final commitments were made in the t\

and numbers of units to be used. Some unit sizes

shapes changed over time, necessitating buili

adjustments within the framework of the p

Enrichment of the living environment was made

developing the pedestiianways and open spaces to

maximum extent permitted within the budget.

The final plan illustrates the design concepts
visioned early in the program:

Housing clusters to permit groupings for be

sense of identification as well as to open up
site.

Variety of housing units and green spaces.



- Vehiculai circulation and parking kept away from
the center of the site.

Major pedestnanwav thieadmg the site

minimum contact with vehicular traffic.

with

Large cential green space for openness and tecrea-

,
tion.

The small community building, together with the

high-rise towei, to form the project's entrance

plaza.

- Treatment of parking compounds, fencing and

lighting to unify the site.

Multi-family low-rise rental units cluster aiound

and near the high-use home for the eldeily; single

family attached units are sited beyond, while

single-family detached houses aie located on the

northern boundary as a transition to the existing

neighborhood.

Graphics

The Graphic Ptogram was divided into two sections:

1) signs needed during constmction for contractor

information/direction and public information; and, 2)

permanent signs for resident, postal and visitor

direction after project completion. A bold approach

was used on the first phase of signing. A system of

signs to diiect deliveiies to contractoi stoiage yards

was developed. The contractors' corpoiate symbols
were incoi porated in the design of these signs for easy

driver identification. Project identification and on-site

promotion, in the form of a construction fence,

visitor directional signs, and supergraphics on the

administration building, were bold in coloi and design

to stimulate public interest. For the permanent signs

a less bold, more human scale was used.

Utilities

Site drainage and utility design presented some

challenging pioblems to the planners, their engineers

and the participating utility companies at the Sacra-

mento site. Total energy systems, central plant

concept and multiple cential plants were all investi-

gated. In view of the economical sources of power

readily available to the site, it was decided to utilize

Pedestrianways on the site have tittle or no contact

with vehicles.

conventional service and metering. While sanitary

sewerage was taken south to Broadway, storm sewer-

age was taken to the north-west corner of the site,

necessitating careful cooidination. An off-site trunk-

line storm sewer, one and one-half miles long, had to

be extended towards the American River. This

became a critical element in terms of added cost and

construction timing.

Joint trenches were designed for the wholly under-

ground systems with the utility companies fully

cooperating in their design and construction. The
location of the utility lines and their service and

splice points requiied a major coordinating effort for

all parties involved. The total site area not within

individual lot lines was declared a general utility

easement area.

Landscaping

Landscaping at Sacramento BREAKTHROUGH plays

a majoi part in unifying the site. Outside of a small

grove of existing trees, the flat site required all new



landscaping. Street trees have been planted to con-

tinue the tree-lined character of the suiroundmg

community. The common courtyards of the housing
clusters utilize mostly grass and trees with a minimum
of paving. Tot-lots were placed in some of these

courts. The play areas are integral parts of the

landscaping. Extensive use of earth bermmg gives

variety to the flat site and buffers certain noises. The

fencing around the entire project was treated uni-

formly to give some cohesiveness to the varied

systems designs. Lighting was developed as a family

of fixtures using similar standards. Planting was

extensive. In addition to shade trees along the streets,

parking lots and walks, clumps and groves of trees

were placed throughout for shade, texture, color and

enrichment of the matrix in which the housing

clusters are set.

The Community Center

A vital element of the project is the Community
Center. The Planners chose to include such a facility

to serve the residents as a focus for their community

activities which could also include participation fi

the adjacent neighborhoods. It was also designec

serve as a visitor center during the construction

display period of Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

Piimary emphasis was given to its community ft

tion as a gatheiing place for social, cultural

recreational exchange. To be managed by the He

Owner's Association, it was designed for all

groups. The Planners wanted the building to respi

to Operation BREAKTHROUGH'S concepts thro

the use of factory-built components combined v

conventional constiuction as necessary. The cen

multi-purpose hall, spanned by a space frame,

flanked by modular "pods" of uniform width, bu

varying length. The flexibility of the design make

admirably suited to its varied functions.

Source: Planners' Reports and Questionnaire Respor

SIZE PARKING OPEN SPACE Pool

Acres 33 Per Unit 1.61 Private Outdoor Event

HOUSING Site Total 654 Semi-Private Picnic

Total Units 407 On Grade In-C!uster Bicycle Paths

SFD 20 Below Grade Central/Common UTILITIES AND SERVICES
SFA 179 OTHER USES Non-Resident Convent'l Sewer

MFLR 96 Community Bldg. RECREATION Unconvent'l Sewer

MFMR Community Room(s) Indoor

MFHR 112 Maintenance Bldg. Tot Lots

Convent'l Energy

Unconvent'l Energy

PRODUCERS Commercial Playgrounds Convent'l Trash

Number School o Playfields Unconvent'l Trash

DENSITY Day Care Center Hard Courts

Units/Acre 13 Central Utility Bldg. Sitting

Pedestrian Deck(s) Elderly



CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

The preparation of contract documents is a familiar

process in the construction industry. Two aspects,

coordination and phasing, were of more than usual

significance in this Operation BREAKTHROUGH
project. There was considerably more than the

traditional coordination and interchange between

Owner, Planner, Consultants and Community Offi-

cials.

Coordination with all parties for the sixteen

"micro-sites" was a formidable task. Great care had

to be exercised in coordination of grading, dimension-

ing, utility interfaces and all engineering aspects to

assure proper matches between housing systems

parcels the surrounding areas.

Since certain housing systems would be constructed

earlier than others, the aspect of phasing greatly

affected the production of the bidding documents. In

order to enable as many of the smaller contractors to

participate as possible, the various elements of the

site improvements were subdivided.

On Site O Off Site





Prototype Site Planner:

RTKL Associates, Inc.

Baltimore, Maryland

Consultants

M. Paul Friedberg and Associates, landscape archi-

tecture

Dewberry, Nealon and Davis, engineering

Rivkin/Carson Inc., economic

One of the two discontinued BREAKTHROUGH
sites was located in New Castle County, Delaware,

near the city of Wilmington. Reasons for its discon-

tinuation are presented and discussed at the end of

this section. The planners were able to complete the

initial phases of planning (HDD's Task I), the results

of which are summarized below. In this phase, the

planners performed five general planning tasks:

An analysis of the community setting.

A site analysis.

Involvement of the community.

Development of a land use program.

Development of a conceptual site plan.

COMMUNITY SETTING

In the analysis of the community around the pro-

posed BREAKTHROUGH site, the PSP reviewed (1)

community profile, (2) community facilities, and

(3) local planning proposals.

The site offered by the State of Delaware was to be

a 97-acre portion for the State's Ferris Vocational

School for Boys, a tract that totaled 187 acres. It

was, and remains, undeveloped open and forested

land separating variously developed lands to the

north and south.

The site is served by four major roadways forming a

land module within which the site is located. Air

and rail terminals are both located within five miles

of the site.



A composite of multiple natural features identified the ecologically sensitive areas of
the Wilmington site.

A survey of existing and proposed communitv
ties in the area was undertaken. This survey e

the planning team to determine the imp
BREAKTHROUGH as well as the facilities i

on the site. Included in this survey were si

libraries, civic facilities, state and federal fa<

shopping, and health facilities.

Among the local planning proposals, the

pertinent was the proposal by the Army Cc

Engineers to handle the flood problem of the

Mill Creek which runs through the site. Disci

between the Corps and the planners were h

the hope that the Corps' plans would be;

recreational opportunities.

SITE ANALYSIS

The Wilmington planners' analysis of the s

eluded examination of (1) natural feature

utilities, (3} access, (4) pollution factors, at

local restrictions and regulations.

The planners felt that the physical characters

the site, through its beauty and its varying

tions, offered great opportunity to display BF
THROUGH in the most attractive manner. G<

ly the only limitations were due to some ar

prohibitive topography and a flood plain creat

the flood control project.

Among the natural features analyzed were 1

raphy, drainage, soils, climate, and vegetation.

ble building areas were delimited by steep 1

raphies, poor drainage and flood conditions, ar

existing borders of the forest mass. Compat
with such non-building conditions as roads,

recreation areas and passive recreation areas wa

analyzed.

Conclusions referring to the provision of ut

were made in which water supply, natural gas

electricity services were seen as being adequa
further study of sanitary sewer problems d
rainfall was recommended.

Vehicular access to the site, as well as the proji



impact of BREAKTHROUGH traffic on existing

streets, was judged acceptable. After studying var-

ious levels of pollution, existing and potential, it

was concluded that further study of water pollution

factors was warranted since the site is bounded by
creeks on the east and the west.

I n order to accommodate the desired B R EA K-

THROUGH densities, it was necessaiy to request

rezoning of the site. In the absence of state-enabling

legislation as an instrument of cooperation with

BREAKTHROUGH, the normal rezoning procedures

were undertaken. Eventually a Planned Unit Devel-

opment classification was recommended but not

enacted.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The unique nature of community context at

Wilmington required intense and multi-faceted

activity concerning community relations and

involvement. This activity included working relation-

ships with appropriate agencies at all levels and a

major communications effort with site neighbors,

county and regionaf organization, and the public at

large.

The most intense and vocal concern occurred in the

communications with the adjoining neighborhoods.

The planner's objectives were to provide easy access

to facts about the program, to elicit ideas on

neighborhood needs, and to counter the piogram's

opposition. Many meetings with various factions and

groups were held.

DEVELOPMENT OF A LAND USE PROGRAM

Concurrently with the community discussions, the

development of a program for land use was pro-

ceeding. By carefully studying several considera-

tions, the planners were able to produce a summary

development program. Among the studied considera-

tions were the county's housing market, the status

of open space, recreational and educational facili-

The site analysis for Wilmington documented the lands features

with respect to their ability to be developed.



ties, the population and school enrollments, and

anticipated visitor needs.

The housing market study revealed that the entire

200 units pegged for the site could have been easily

marketed as single-family homes, as garden apart-

ments, or some combination thereof. Because of the

experimental nature of the BREAKTHROUGH pro-

gram, considerations other than market constraints

were necessary. A mix of housing types evolved,

including single-family detached, single-family

attached (townhouses), and garden apartments. Both
sale and rental units were programmed.

Viewing the BREAKTHROUGH site as an integral

part of the existing community and as a key
precedent to future urban expansion, the planners

engaged in a study examining potential future open-

spaca community and county-wide relationships

with the site. This study included not only a

quantified documentation of open spaces, but also a

detailed listing of activities available in them. The

study revealed that regional and district park
facilities and access were more than adequate, but

that neighborhood parks fell far short of the desir-

able attributes. The planners developed a systematic

process in which the unmet open space needs were

matched to land requirements and subsequently to

the capacity of the BREAKTHROUGH site in otder

to reach the optimum open space provisions by the

site. It was concluded that the site's open space
should be a well-integrated, functioning system

incorporating a neighborhood park and facilities for

special recieational and educational programs,

including possibly an elementary school.

After population and school capacity analyses, the

planners proposed to the local school board that a

21-acre school park site be developed adjoining the

site. The board was considering the proposal at the

time of discontinuation.

CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN

The conceptual site planning process entailed the

development of alternative site development con-

cepts, an extensive review and evaluation of these

concepts and subsequently the selection and refine-

ment of one of these concepts as the recommended

conceptual site plan. General planning objectives

included:

To create a residential living environment in

accordance with the cost saving and innovative

objective of Operation BREAKTHROUGH and

the highest possible standards of site planning,

design and architecture.

- To develop the site in a manner which is compat-
ible with, and an integral part of, the larger

community recognizing:

- the physical development and growth trends of

the area,

- available and proposed community facilities

and services and their capabilities,

- area-wide planning proposals, and

- community attitudes and values.

- To develop the site in a manner which sensitively

recognizes the unique natural environmental qual-

ities of the site and minimizes the disturbances to

the natural ecology.

- To provide a compatible mixture of housing

types which:

-
responds to the relative housing needs of the

community,

-
provides for a degree of socio-economic mix

among residents, and

-
effectively demonstrates the assigned building

systems capabilities.

- To provide a physical environment conducive to

promoting a sense of community through volun-

tary associations rather than any prescribed

notion of social conduct or group behavior.

In developing alternative site plans for the BREAK-
THROUGH Site, consideration had been given to a

number of planning criteria as well as objec

Three alternative development concepts were g

ated by the design team. Because similar cr

were not necessarily mutually exclusive, a great

of trading off of elements between concepts

possible. In addition, criteria were presented

out making an attempt to judge their relative v,

The evaluation process among professionals an

local community which took place aften

enabled the design team to rank the objective

criteria.

The planners established the following criteria

which an evaluation of alternative concepts COL

made:

Location of the developed area withir

100-acre parcel.

Relationship to natural features.

Relationship to surrounding communities.

Location of display/community buildings.

Inclusion of school and other community
ties.

Circulation.

Density.

Open space.
- Utilities.

Physical foim and building system.

Derived from the selected alternative develt

concept, the recommended conceptual sit

utilized 35 acres of the 97-acre site specific

accommodate the Operation BREAKTHF
development, while the remaining portions
site were designated for other public uses in

related to the Operation BREAKTHROUGt-
opment.

The Operation BREAKTHROUGH developm
to be located on the central area of the sit

the prominent ridge and above the flood |

the east of the development. The developmi
was strategically located on that portion of

which could be developed without destruc

existing tree cover. The plan itself demonsti

approach to cluster development which o

staged easily and effectively.



Housing was to be organized in four major clusters,

maximizing the number of dwelling units with

direct access to open space. A gross density of 5.7

units per acre was achieved. Three of the housing
clusters contained single-family detached, semi-

attached and townhouse units. The fourth cluster

contained garden apartments located on a piomon-
tory overlooking Mill Creek Valley and a proposed
water featuie. Housing clusters having direct inter-

face with adjacent neighborhoods were compatible
in type and density with neighboring units and

separated by an open space buffer.

Within the three mixed housing clusters, single-

family detached houses were arranged in small,

intimate clusters around motoi courts. These single-

family detached groups spatially flowed into laiger,

more public spaces formed by townhouse clusters

which, in turn, funneled pedestrian movement
toward centrally located community facilities, thus

establishing a desirable heirarchy of open space.

Community facilities were designed to serve not

only the residents of the Operation BREAK-
THROUGH development but also lesidents of

adjoining neighborhoods. These facilities included a

visitor's center to display, models and information

during the two-year demonstration period, there-

after being converted to a community recreation-

meeting building. Immediately adjacent to the cen-

ter was the site of a proposed K-4 school-park. The

school-park was located on the most level portion

available on the site. Directly adjoining the school

building was an aciive playground area which would

be developed on the 21-acre school site.

These central community facilities were inter-

connected to the Operation BREAKTHROUGH
housing clusters and adjacent neighborhoods by a

pedestrian circulation system separated from the

automobile traffic. A pedestrian overpass connected

these facilities with housing clusters to the north

while a pedastiian underpass connected these

facilities with overflow school parking, open space

and possible water recreation to the east.

The automobile circulation system was designed to

minimize through traffic within individual housing

clusters by employing cul-de-sac roads into Individ-

Wilmington Proposed Site Plan
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Distribution of land area, Wilmington Site

ual clusters from the primary roadway. Auto
from Faulkland Road to the Operation Bl

THROUGH development was to be accomi
via a divided roadway with the ingress re

running over a proposed earth dam develo

cooperation with the Army Corps of Em
flood control project.

Located along the pedestrian circulation i

were mini recreation nodes designed to serv<

respective housing clusters, These nodes in

rated adult sitting areas and childrens' play
The mini parks and the playground facilities

developed in conjunction with the future

provided for the major active outdoor recr

needs of residents of the development and adj

neighborhoods. In addition, provisions were m.

accommodate a possible future district park f

to be developed by the County Parks Depar
on the forested open space and lake areas t

site and adjacent stream valleys. A continuous

space system was created which would surroui

Operation BREAKTHROUGH development
connect to adjoining areas.

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The following design objectives were employ
the development of the recommended conce
site plan:

- To directly relate dwelling units to open
(maximize the number of units with imrnt
access and views to open space}.

- To develop in a compatible manner (scale, cr

ter and unit type) those residential sites \

interface with existing neighborhoods.

- To closely relate different housing unit type
densities.

- To locate apartment parking areas with imi
ate access to the roadway.

- To locate single-family detached units on



Individual parcels in a manner which consolidates

private yard space.

To integrate a K-4 neighborhood school and

related recreation facilities into the development

and link these facilities to those adjacent neigh-

borhoods.

To integrate a display building into the develop-

ment which is directly accessible from the pri-

mary roadway and directly related to the school

when the structure is eventually converted into a

community center.

- To provide a vaiiety of active and passive recrea-

tion facilities and open space.

- To preserve the natural tree cover and vegetation

as much as possible.

- To provide a well ordered internal auto circula-

tion system which recognizes the amount of

traffic generated at various points within the

development and minimizes the amount of

through traffic within the various residential

clusters.

- To provide a continuous internal pedestrian circu-

lation network which links the various residential

clusters with community facilities, recreation and

open space, and adjacent neighborhoods.

To minimi2e pedestrian vehicular conflicts.

To provide adequate parking within close proxi-

mity to dwelling units.

CANCELLATION OF THE PROJECT

At the completion of Task I numerous factors had

been identified which were key to the implementa-
tion of the project. Each of these factors were in

various stages of resolution. First, required legisla-

tive approval for the sale of state lands appeared

probable. Second, legal challenges to the use of

housing on the property had favorably passed lower

courts and were before the State Supreme Court.

Third, rezoning requests had passed the planning

commission and were before the City Council. The

proponents of the project were optimistic that each

issue would be successfully resolved, but predicted

that the project would be slowed by several months.

HUD, in view of prospective delays caused by the

above issues and because of disproportionately high

projected site preparation and development costs

{due to low gross density, a lengthy entrance road,

and considerable sewage improvements), was forced

to eliminate the site from the program.





Prototype Site Planner:

Caudill Rowlett Scott

Houston, Texas

Consultants:

Lifson, Wilson, Ferguson & Wlnick, Inc., market

McClellan Engineers, Inc., soils

The second site to be discontinued by HUD after

Task I was located in the Clear Lake City area near

Houston, Texas. The planners of the BREAK-
THROUGH housing effort conducted initial analysis

of two separate sites, one succeeding the other for

reasons discussed below. For the initial site, numer-

ous planning subtasks were completed, ranging from

an analysis of physical characteristics to conceptual

studies. For the second site, programming and con-

ceptual designs were performed.

THE ORIGINAL SITE

Physical Characteristics

A 15-acre site was offered by the owners of Clear

Lake City to BREAKTHROUGH. Clear Lake City is

a 3,600-acre planned community in an unincorpo-

rated area south of Houston and adjacent to the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center. A number of

similar developments are in the area; all are char-

acterized in a similar manner: open, low density
subdivisions with garden apartments, townhouses

and, single-family detached dwellings. Commercial
and light industrial development have been confined

to areas adjacent to major arteries.

Clear Lake City has been planned as a series, of

residential neighborhood cores, each of which con-

tains an elementary school, outdoor recreation and

convenience shopping. A Town Center is planned to

incorporate major shopping facilities. At the time of

planning for BREAKTHROUGH, about 2,000 dwell-

ings had been sold in Clear Lake City, some as low

as $16,000, but most in a range from $23,000 to

$35,000.

There were no trees in the natural landscape sur-



rounding the original BREAKTHROUGH site. Low

budget landscaping installations had been made in

the developing areas, but without continuity or

aesthetic unity in the plant materials and their use.

Most of the planting exaggerated the extreme hori-

zontal ity of the region.

The planner's site analysis included a documentation

of nearby community facilities, including shopping

centers, schools, employment centers, churches,

parks, swimming pools and sports areas. Their analy-

sis of topography and drainage revealed not only

the obvious flat teirain, but potential drainage-

related problems pertinent to the site. For example,
an open ditch bounding the eastern property line

was viewed as a potential source of mosquito

breeding and for consideration as a potential health

and environmental hazard to the development.

The planner also observed that the Coastal Prairie

soils had poor internal drainage characteristics con-

tributed by numerous factors difficult to alter: low

content of organic matter, poor internal drainage,

working of the land when wet, grazing under wet

conditions, submergence of extended periods, and a

high content of silt and clay. The use of commercial

fertilizers was seen as necessary.

Area Planning

The Houston region had no current regional plans at

the time of BREAKTHROUGH planning. The devel-

opments within the region, such as Clear Lake City,

had individual plans, often officially approved by

the City of Houston Planning Commission. Annex-

ation of the Clear Lake City area was being under-

taken by the city of Houston, but not without

problems created by the independent Clear Lake

Water Authority and its current bonded indebted-

ness. The residents of Clear Lake had long expressed
a desire to incorporate their community separately

and distinctly from Houston and nearby Pasadena.

The BREAKTHROUGH site, therefore, was under

the general jurisdiction of multiple planning

agencies. Included were the Houston City Planning

Commission, with subdivision control; Harris Coun-

ty, with control over construction standards; the



Houston-Galvsston Area Council, a voluntary

association of municipal and county governments;
the Clear Lake Water Authority, with taxation

powers; the Clear Creek Independent School

District; and the Clear Lake Community Assoc-

iation, a private, non-profit service association. The

existance of many, often overlapping, agencies such

as these complicated the planning process.

Neighborhood Characteristics

The residents of the area surrounding the first

BREAKTHROUGH site were young families, up-

wardly mobile and socio-economically middle class.

Their concerns foi property value and socio-

economic status weie revealed in their general resis-

tance to the HUD BREAKTHROUGH program.

Three community organizations were pinpointed for

involvement in the planning of the site. The PSP

proposed a series of meetings with them in order to

exchange ideas and concerns and to provide a

I iaison with their respective organizations and

constituencies. The planner also recommended a

substantial public information and public relations

program in conjunction with the planning of the

site.

The concerns and resistance shown early in the

planning of the site by the aiea residents contrib-

uted in part to HUD's eventual discontinuation of

the Houston site.

Preliminary Design Objectives

As in all of the BREAKTHROUGH sites, the

planner of the Houston site established a set of

planning objectives early in the first Task. The plan-

ning and design objectives were:

Plan for a development that is socially and phys-

ically compatible with the adjoining neighbor-

hoods.

Develop optimum physical and social settings.

Establish a distinctive character and identity for

the development while relating it harmoniously to

adjoining sections of the community.

USE.

Area descriptions for the first Houston site (below)

and the second (left).



Hou&ton Proposed Site Plan, First Site



provisions for functional connections and

social and/or recreational interaction with adjoin-

ing areas.

Organize density, landscaping, and dwelling unit

orientation to minimize noise, light, and traffic

hazards.

___ Minimize on-site traffic flow and minimize local-

ized areas.

provide neighborhood recreation center as a focal

point of the development.

__- Develop a sense of harmony and relatedness

between different dwelling unit types.

A subsequent redefinition of design objectives for

the Houston site was made by the planner. Several
'

of "the above objectives were retained, but as a

reflection of the market and, the residents' concerns,

several were added:

Use the site to successfully demonstrate housing

systems.

Provide dwelling unit sizes and values comparable,

to or better than the existing market provisions.

- Minimize site and development costs per dwelling

u nit.

Reduce project maintenance costs.

Development Program

Within the constraints provided by the above objec-

tives and the market analyses, a development pro-

gram was produced. Prior to the design of concep-

tual alternatives for the site, an analysis of the area

was completed based upon a program for 140 units,

two more studies for lesser amounts (75 and 130

units respectively) and a fourth for 108 units. The

analyses included program, market considerations,

site coverage, provisions of open space and recrea-

tion, parking and circulation, easements and set-

backs, and a community park.

Concept Plan

The planner developed a concept of sectored

dwelling unit groupings for the Clear Lake City site.

The sector theory grouped units by their system
and through an internal organization that located

housing types most directly interrelated with each

other. The optimum affinities between types were

single-family detached with single-family attached

and single-family attached with apartments, with

single-family detached having a negative affinity

with apartments.

With this as the ordering element, a concept plan

was developed. The plan had the following charac-

teristics:

Circulation was simple and legible, adhering to a

clear functional hierarchy.

The major automobile entrance was gracious and

distinctive.

The major pedestrian walkway related to an adja-

cent street and to the adjoining neighborhood,

with a pedestrian connection to the park from

the adjoining neighborhood provided by a bridge

over the drainage canal.

Apartments were strongly related to the park and

swimming pool.

Single-family dwellings abutted the only property

line shared with adjoining developments.

Dwellings were kept away from a pipeline ease-

ment,

Five development parcels were provided with a

flexible mixing of dwelling types for both system

and dwelling type changes.

Modular planning system for Houston second site.



Development module for second site.

THE SECOND SITE

The low level of existing amenities and the presence

of undesirable/natural elements, in combination

with neighbor resistance, led to an offer by Clear

Lake City of another site within the new town for

the BREAKTHROUGH demonstration. The second

site was much larger than the first, 65 acres on

virtually flat land with a mature grove of trees loca-

ted on the eastern third of the site. The amenity

level was seen as being much more desirable than

that of the first site.

Like the first site, the second site had low density

neighbors, developing industrial and commercial

strips, and drainage easements abutting the site and

a pipeline through it. Much of the analysis conduc-

ted for the first site could be applied to the second.

The planner retained the design objectives for the

new site and added four basic precepts as criteria

for achieving a creative solution to the physical

design of the new site:

Develop the site as a unified neighborhood in

which the BREAKTHROUGH prototype would

be the first stage.

Pedestrian circulation dominating the neighbor-

hood with the automobile used for movement to

and from the neighborhood.

Create a planning system that will allow the

grouping of individual building systems, establish

order for service and utilities, and promote so

identity among neighbors.

- Establish a sequence of pedestrian spaces as

focus of the neighborhood life.

A new development program was proposed for

second site, in which a combination of single-far

detached units, townhouses, and multi-family u

totaled between 180 and 195 units. /

programmed were the site improvements, recrea

facilities and parking requirements,

The second site study resulted in a second cone

for design that reflected the BREAKTHROU
site's contextuial relationship with the entire ne

borhood and the site's role as a module within i

development on the 65-acre tract. The plar

developed a planning system in which the BRE,

THROUGH site was a module of the neighborh

and consisted of clusters designed by the s

housing system producer. The planning mod

were composed of dwelling clusters arranged aro

central guest parking and private tenant parl

areas. The smaller clusters consisted of m
groups of same-system dwellings within a si

envelope that focused on a semi-private courty

Three of the larger modules comprised the BRE
THROUGH prototype and were to be connectec

a system of pedestrian greenways and adjoined I

recreation area.

CANCELLATION OF THE PROJECT

At the completion of Task One, and after reviev

the Department of Housing and Urban Devt

ment, the Houston site, along with the New C

County Site, was canceled. Primarily a budge

move in both cases, HUD also took into cons

ation other factors. At the Houston site both <

munity pressure and low labor costs for traditi

housing construction which affected the feasit

of manufactured housing contributed to

decision.



Houston Proposed Site Plan, Second Site





As the preceding summaries demonstrate, and devel-

oped a number of methods to achieve them. On a site

by site basis, the major considerations Incorporated

by the planners are displayed in the following pages.

The Planners of the Jersey City site viewed the main

objective as the maintenance of a high degree of

flexibility with a minimum amount of diversity. In

order to define a framework within which each

housing system could be built, they established a set

of six guiding principles for the site design, encctnv

passing considerations for orientation, open space,

pedestrians, nonresidentlal uses, and socioeconomic

mixes,

The Memphis site planners identified two principle

objectives as their guidelines. They wished to provide

a new housing community in a declining, transitional

neighborhood, and they wanted to assure the creation

of a link between the central business district and a

major medical center. Their planning context was

made unusual by a high volume of automobile traffic,

creating problems of safety, air pollution, and noise

abatement for the site.

In St Louis, the planners were principally concerned

with a creation of a residential environment superior

to comparable areas of the city. Accordingly, they

identified separation of automobiles and pedestrians,

comprehensive pedestrian environments, retail

services and conveniences, and identifiable outdoor

spaces among their objectives. Their planning task

included physical integration with an existing devel-

opment that bisected the site.

The broadest and most comprehensive list of objec-

tives were Identified by the planners of the Seattle

site. The list included not only concerns for the site's

context within the city, but also the functional

relationships between the various elements within the

site. Through this detailed, goal-oriented analysis, the

Seattle planners ware able to systematically monitor

the relationships between their planning product and

their planning principles.



The Indianapolis planners were at the outset guided

by concepts rather than goals. They felt that a strong,

clear, and perceptible concept could serve as the

organiser of the diverse forms found in the housing

systems themselves. They developed graphic schemes

for circulation, density patterns, open spaces, facili-

ties, and infrastructure systems prior to transferring

the conceptualizations to the site. Another major

planning activity by the Indianapolis planners was a

program of community liaison with neighbors, civic

leaders, and government officials.

The development of various land use alternatives for

the Kalamazoo site was based on design objectives

that included pedestrian and vehicular considerations,

optimization of residential environment potential,

ecological concerns, equity in parceling for producers,

and maximum use of the land topography, and the

development of a community participation process

occurred early in the planning of the site.

In suburban King County, Washington, the planner

used their design objectives as the basis for evaluatini

conceptual site plans. Their objectives emphasized thi

natural state of the site and the neighborhood b)

stressing conservation of natural features, buffers ant

open spaces, and architecture in the idiom of thi

Northwest, The planners also included the minimiza

tion of development costs as a goal of the design,

Similarly, the Macon planners established ecologies

and recreational concerns as primary objectives. Th

designers cited the character of vegetation and tope

graphy, the maintenance of the site ecology, and th

encouragement of social and recreational activitie;

along with economic mix, private versus public space

and an open space system to reinforce other element

of the plan.

Finally, the Sacramento site planners keyed the!

objectives to variety, to be expressed by a broa

range of building types, clustered developments and

range of open space sizes. To provide continuity, th

planners made an objective of using similar graphi

elements (signs, fencing, lighting}. Their vehiculj

goals Included concern for the surrounding con

rnunity and the peripheral siting of clustered parkin

lots.

The following pages review in photographs th

BREAKTHROUGH programs and the manners i

which the planners met certain objectives. While th

objectives varied from site to site, there were gener

considerations common to all of the sites.



Objective: To create physical and social patterns harmonious with the

surrounding community.

Kalamazoo

The urban sites, in general, had to deal with different

varieties of external concerns than did the suburban

sites, such as those arising from essentially manmade

urban environments versus natural suburban environ-

Much of the success or failure of any new develop-

ment relates to the degree to which it is compatible
with its neighbors. In the nine Operation BREAK-
THROUGH sites a wide variety of settings gave each

set of planners a broad array of considerations about

the physical and social needs emanating from beyond
the boundaries of the sites.

St. Louis



The urban locations needed to accentuate the positive

manmade elements of their settings while minimi2ing
the negative forces.
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Jersey City

The pedestrian was of particular concern. In one

urban site, for example, provisions for pedestrian

penetrations into the site became the structuring basis

for the site planning.
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The surrounding development patterns of the subur-

ban locations were continued on some of tha sites or

altered in others; these decisions depended on the

environmental constraints of the sites themselves,

Sacramento

Macon



Existing public infrastructures, such as street and

utility systems, provided additional elements defining

the way in which planners could deal with the

relationship of site to environs.

Sacramento King County

Seattle Seattle



Design and planning criteria foi the site, such as these

bus stops, contributed to the pattern of relationship

between the site and neighboring communities.

St. Louis

Seattle



The variety of land and vegetation forms included

water and dense trees, flat open land, and northwest

forests. The site plans preserved the indigenous

qualities of these areas.

Objective: To make maximum use of existing natural features while

minimizing ecological disruptions.

The suburban BREAKTHROUGH sites provided

particularly challenging natural environments for the

planners. Concern was expressed not only for preser-

vation of the environment after completion of con-

struction, but also for protection during construction.



Macon Macon
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The compatibility of architecture and its environment

was considered essential, at some sites particularly.

Concern for such compatibility encompasses both

conventionally built and industrialized structures.



Macon

St. Louis

Objective: To plan housing for families of varied sizes and income

levels.

All of the BREAKTHROUGH sites were marketed to

attract a broad cross section of families in terms of

size and economic status. Some also encouraged the

residency of students, young adults, and the elderly.

Macon

In an effort to avoid association with public housing,

housing units were designed and sited without regard

to the economic character of their future residents.



Sacramento

As these interiors suggest, the income combinations

at the BREAKTHROUGH prototype sites included

middle as well as lower income groups.

Sacramento

152



St. Louis

Families with children were actively sought as resi-

dents, particularly on the suburban sites. Over one-

third of the total number of dwelling units were
either single family attached or detached units;

almost two-thirds of the suburban units were single

family.

Memphis

Kalamazoo



Kalamazoo

The provision of housing for the elderly was another

concern of the planners, especially at urban sites

where the elderly population tends to be higher.
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Shops and Outdoor Eating Facilities

St. Louis

Objective: To plan for nonresidential uses, including communitywide
facilities, based on the needs of the residents.

The provision of nonresidential uses varied greatly
from site to site. In several cases the need for such
uses was perceived by the planners but subsequently
eliminated for budgetary or other reasons. These

photographs suggest the many ways in which the
resident needs for nonresidential amenities were
satisfied on the BREAKTHROUGH sites.

Community Recreation Center

King County



Trash Receptacle

Seattle

*-u.

Carwashing under the Deck

Memphis
Passive Seating Area

Sacramento

Totlot

King County



Graphics

Indianapolis

Sotting for Solitude

Ma con Unqiue Sculpture

Kalamazoo



Community Visitor's Center

Sacramento

public Laundry Facilities

St, Louis
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Community Reception Elderly Recreation

Memphis



Macon

Macon

Objective: To provide space for community social and recreational

objectives, both formal and informal.

Recreational facilities in the BREAKTHROUGH sites

included such major facilities as swimming pools, as

well as minor amenities such as totlots and com-
munity rooms. They included spaces for large group
activities, for supervised recreation of youth, and for

individual entertainment. It was considered important
that private spaces receive as much consideration as

public areas.

St. Louis

Indianapolis

Totlots and play areas for young children abound on

the BREAKTHROUGH sites. Most were designed

with contemporary geometric play forms and are

generally located in proximity to family housing

units.
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Opportunities for individualized recreation occur in

both formal and informal places. The photographs at

left are play areas, the ones at right are not, yet each

appears effective in satisfying the desire to play.
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Macon

Hard court and field recreation were provided when
land areas allowed; at one site the project manage-
ment sponsored a team in an organizad youth athletic

program.

Indianapolis
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Seven of the sites have swimming pools within their

boundaries. One site permits the storage of boats and

recreation vehicles as well.

Macon



The need for private outdoor space was recognized on

all of the sites, varying from balconies on high rise

structures to yards in the single family areas.

Sacramento
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These photographs indicate that the desire to create

one's own space is not inhibited by the physical

planning efforts of the designers.

St. Louis



Mmnplm

Objective: To separate automobile traffic from interior pedestrian

movement.

Without exception, the BREAKTHROUGH site

planners placed the separation of pedestrians and

vehicles high on their lists of priorities. The general

solutions were to cluster parking at the suburban

locations, and to cover parking at the urban sites.

Memphis
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Anothoi sltn had most of its automobiles placed
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The grouping of automobiles in lots enabled most of

the planners to create spaces within the housing areas

for exclusive pedestrian zones. The next three pages

show the results of this planning principle and some

of the ways in which these spaces have been used.

Macon
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Jersey City

Objective: To provide adequate by obtrusive parking facilities.

As a user of large amounts of land, the automobile

presented the planners with the problem of providing

the needed amount of space in an aesthetically

attractive manner. The following photographs indi-

cate some of the responses to this problem.

Memphis

Seattle
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Sacramento

Louis

Objective: To maximize comfort in, satisfaction with, and enjoyment
of the environment for the residents.

Postoccupancy studies have indicated that most of

the BREAKTHROUGH residents are contented with

their surroundings. These photographs reveal some of

this fit between resident and planned environment.

Kalamazoo
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The second phase of Operation BREAKTHROUGH,
in which prototype housing units were designed and

demonstrated on nine selected sites, succeeded in

achieving many of the program goals established in

1969. Phase III continued this achievement by

producing in volume, and for many more locations,

many of the prototypes previously tested. In this

concluding chapter, a summary of the program, with

objective commentary, is presented.

PLANNING OF THE SITES

The use of a structured, sequential planning process

for multiple sites in BREAKTHROUGH provided a

significant departure from planning processes in

general. Given eleven different planning teams in

eleven different locations, each with a myriad of

inputs unique to themselves, the application of a

uniform process for all to follow was remarkably

successful.

By imposing this uniform process, HUD was able to

monitor the progress of each planning team in a

uniform manner. The Department was also able to

break down the process into tasks heavily oriented

toward analysis and synthesis, thus adopting officially

the generally accepted planning principle of complete

and comprehensive investigations before the actions

of design and construction. The uniform process was

not able to channel each planning effort into parallel

and similar time frames, however. Such an achieve-

ment would have been highly unlikely in view of

widely varying local characteristics, conditions and

problems. The fact that some teams needed more

time for certain tasks than did other teams enabled

the Department to reevaluate the process while it was

still being applied, thus allowing refinements earlier in

time than would have normally been possible.

The use of multi-disciplinary planning teams in

BREAKTHROUGH insured the broadest and most

knowledgeable approach to each of the sites. The

teams were often large, consisting of the planners,

consultants, developers, and producers, as well as

local officials, HUD officials and local citizen's

groups. Often the planners discovered that the mere

logistics of coordinating the efforts of the teams

required major blocks of time. Some sites had as

many as 15 principal participants in addition to

consultants, local officials, and citizen's groups. In

their final report, the planners of the Seattle site

wrote:

Breakthrough was complex, involving a totally

atypical team approach for planning, development

and decision-making, and a range of objectives which

simultaneously sought housing and planning innova-

17K



tions, quality, cost savings, speed, participation of

minority groups in training and construction, and

extensive Jocal participation of citizens and organiza-

tions ...

Other planners found themselves in situations in

which most of their time was spent meeting with

groups to allay fears based on concerns that were

socially much broader than the intended scope of the

Program itself. The planners became in a very real

sense arbiters between seemingly opposing forces.

Thus, in some cases, the process of planning BREAK-
THROUGH sites involved more time as "diplomats"
than as "designers".

ACHIEVEMENT OF PLANNING GOALS

Most of the planning teams established planning and

design goals at the outset of the planning process.

Virtually all of the local goals were achieved, as is

evidenced by the preceding texts on each of the sites.

These goals, how/ever, were very much oriented

toward the achievable and thus refied heavily on the

experiences of the planning teams as well as the

adoption of successful, progressive planning prin-

ciples. For example, all of the sites achieved t

separation to varying degrees of the automobile a

the pedestrian; all of the sites provided signifies

amounts of commonly held open space and recn

tion areas; all of the sites treated sensitively thi

relationships with neighboring developments; all

the sites carefully and successfully handled t

interface between system and nonsystem elemen

Phase II of BREAKTHROUGH demonstrated th

commonly accepted progressive planning principl

are not compromised by industrialized housing. In

few instances, the local planning teams attempted

introduce significant departures fiom usual loc

practice. Inasmuch as the eleven original sites we
located in communities with varying familiarity wit

progressive planning, some plans seemed rno

innovative than others. In those instances wht

planning proposals represented significant departun

from the known, success was mixed. For example:

Two sites, Jersey City and Seattle, attempte

vortical integration of land uses; one w<

moderately successful.

One site, New Castle County, planned to cot

centrate development intensity on a relativel

small portion of its large site; it was discor

tinued.

- Two suburban sites, Indianapolis and Sacn

mento, relied heavily on the use of landscap

design to create unique outdoor environment;

one was successful, the other moderately so.

- Two sites, Macon and King County, concen

trated efforts on protection and conservation o

existing lush environments; both were success

ful.

Three sites, Memphis, Jersey City and Seattle

were designed to locate housing and/or recrea

tion uses above parking areas; two did sc

successfully.

Virtually all of the BREAKTHROUGH planninc

teams were presented with sites having varyinr

degrees of undesirable qualities. Some sites were in

poorly drained areas, others had inadequate access.



One site had unusually high noise and air pollution

problems; another was highly sensitive to water

pollution. Many were located in communities with

low levels of public facilities; others often were in

neighborhoods with poor quality housing, urban

renewal designations, or othei marketing liabilities.

Problems such as these weie carefully approached and

overcome by the planning teams, often to the extent

of turning these liabilities into assets.

The various planning teams faced the additional

challenge posed by the housing systems themselves:

innovation in the planning process. Technical innova-

tions in the prototypical housing systems were

inherently necessary; as a result, parallel need for site

planning innovations was considered desiiable,

Many appeared:

- Use of the computer in planning {Jersey City

and Kalamazoo sites);

On-site, in-process planning (Macon);

Use of graphics as instrumental planning tools

(Indianapolis);

- Use of generalized building envelopes in prelim-

inary planning, as opposed to specific building

shapes (many sites);

Sensitive ecology preservations and considera-

tions, particularly during erection stages {Macon
and King County);

Sensitive consideration of noise and air pollution

(Memphis);

Extensive use of earth berming and landscaping

on flat sites (Indianapolis and Sacramento);

Self-contained energy and trash systems ( Jei sey

City);

Scheduling of utilities construction to follow

erection processes (Jersey City);
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Favorable evaluation was given to the features of

the sites.

Occupants were aware of both the industrialized

nature of their housing and their federal spon-

sorship.

Economic, social, and community factors were

highly rated on the sites.

Use of interior-exterior spatial relationships and

private, semiprivate and public space hierarchies

(many sites).

Much emphasis was consciously placed on the

harmonious mixture of social, racial, economic, and

age groups. Several sites were planned to accom-

modate a wide range of occupants, resulting in wide

ranges of lifestyles. In many localities, such planning

considerations were in themselves innovative.

In another Feedback volume* an extensive survey of

the opinions of BREAKTHROUGH residents was

conducted, providing significant and valuable insight

for future planning efforts as well as an evaluation

tool for Phase II of the Program. The survey verified

the achievement of many of the. original BREAK-
THROUGH objectives. For example:

- The relative cost of the housing was cited as the

principal reason for moving to the sites,

Most respondents believed their residential environ-

ments would be the same if not better in five years.

- Most occupants planned long-term tenure.

- Favorable evaluation was given to the dwelling
units themselves.

*Margulis, Stephen T., et al. "Feedback from Break-

through: Opinions of Phase II Operation Break-

through Housing Occupants About Their Residential

Environments". Architectural Research Section,
National Bureau of Standards, December 1974.

Over 90% of the residents indicated overall

satisfaction with both the dwellings and the

sites.

Comparatively few of the 1,481 BREAKTHROUGH
occupants interviewed expressed dissatisfaction with

their residential environments. Most prominent of the

dislikes was a perceived need foi improvement in site

management and a concern about other residents, a

concern that exists on any site.

The survey report extensively disaggregated responses

expressing likes and dislikes about the sites, the

dwelling units, and with plans to move. It is signifi-

cant to note that site design features generated

relatively few high frequency responses; that is, of

those input variables that received over 70%
frequency, few were related to overall sites, site

design features, and other planning related factors.

One could perhaps conclude that the occupants were
either ambivalent toward their site as a whole, or

perhaps that overall site design is difficult to perceive.

(It is possible that the questions were not structured

to elicit such responses.) The survey results indicated

the greatest positive and negative responses occurred

in relation to personal spaces and to ongoing manage-
ment. Out of thirty-three input variables that received

over 70% "very well satisfied" responses, only one

site, as a whole, was included and only four site

related factors were mentioned. Similarly, only one
site was among 20 variables over 70% associated with
"no plans to move." Of those persons responding
with "plans to move" from the site, three of the

sixteen high frequency responses were related to the

sites themselves (significantly, two were sites with

high transient student populations).

In a 1975 study to determine the impact of Opera-



tion BREAKTHROUGH on the nation's housing

industry*, certain conclusions were made that give

additional feedback concerning the planning impacts:

Requests for special zoning produced changes in

zoning procedures in some communities;

Zoning regulations in some communities were

revised to allow for the development of Planned

Unit Developments as a result of prototype site

designs;

- One BREAKTHROUGH community adopted a

landscape design service as a result of prototype
site design strategies;

Some local government officials noted that

economic integration was "surprisingly

successful" at their prototype sites;

Consumers were attracted by aspects of the

landscaping, the location, and the recreational

facilities of the sites;

The issue of look-alike housing did not surface,

whereas the residents were generally pleased

with the aesthetics and workability of their

dwellings.

It is apparent, therefore, that the impact of compre-
hensive planning and design considerations in

BREAKTHROUGH extended beyond the satisfaction

of the needs of residents and users to communities as

a whole. When these achievements are combined with

the broader achievements of the entire program,
BREAKTHROUGH successfully demonstrated the

technical and financial feasibility of industrialized

housing. The particular lesson from the planning and

design aspects has been the need for emphasis on

these nontechnical aspects of the industry as being

crucial to the successful entry of industrialized

housing into the housing supply.

*Real Estate Research Corporation, with Building

Technology, Inc. and Arthur D. Little, Inc., prelim-

inary draft, executive summary dated November 7,

1975.
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of Housing Systems for Operation BREAK-
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ment Printing Office, 1973,
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